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Tax raise 
-I.owe red 
by Ted Strachmn 
If you have heard that property 
taxes in Terrace are going "down", 
the story is correct.., in a sense. It 
would be more accurate, however, 
to say that property taxes aren't 
going to go up as much as every- 
that he overall cost to the taxpayer 
will be down. In fact, that five 
percont tax increase council 
announced a while back is now 
• only going to be 3.8 percent. 
This may only mean a $50 to 
$100 saving but it's a welcome 
change in the trend of inflation... 
one thought, even though taxes aren't really 
' /City council's odginai 1990city going,dOWn, It's .a budget that 
budget called for a number/of iF'mance Conmdttee chairman 
public;works projects around town 
tliat haw since failed to gain sup- 
port or funding under the Local 
Improvement Program. These 
projects have therefore been 
scrapped and a few new ones 
added. The bottom line, though, is 
Danny Shefldan descflbesnot as a. 
"good news budget" but a "better 
news budget". 
Of course it may not be "better 
news" for some Sparks, Mills, 
Thomas and McCormell residents; 
Continued on page A2 
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dec imal  point  error  ,".,. four-day ordeal of testifying before a disciplinary panel of the Registered Nurses 
Association of B.C., Isobel Brophy was met by a group of Pro-Life supporters at the Terrace airport 
Monday. She has been charged with misconduct, and now has to await the panel's decision. 
.... they received from Victoria the 
• NWCC share.i iS on ly  $25,000. 
Few details of the 1990-91 
Northwest Community College 
funding allocation have been 
released yeL The information was 
received from Victoria last Thurs- 
day, two months into the new 
fiscal year, according to bursar 
(3eoff Harris, and the board and 
administration are still in the 
process of analyzing it. 
But there is a problem.., they 
think. Members of the college 
board met with MLA Dave Parker 
last Saturday to discuss theirshare 
of the province's $68 million 
Access to Education fund, Accord' 
in.g,to Harris, Parker agrees that 
there seems to have been an over- 
sight or miscalculation and will be 
taking the matter up with Minister 
of  Advanced Education Bruce 
Slnehan sometime this week. 
Harris explains that the $68 
million Access to Education fund 
was intended to enhance access to 
post-secondary education and job 
Iraining programs in B.C. colleges, 
but according to the information 
That's only 0.041 of one percent 
of the total fund, and H~tris ays 
it's possible that someone might 
have misplaced a decimal by a 
point or two. Their fair share, the 
board believes, should be some- 
thing closer io $1 million than 
$25,000. 
The Access to Education funding 
would help NWCC to maintain its 
expanded role in providing 
advanced education in the North- 
west, says Harris. He explains it 
has taken years of hard work to 
establish training centers in places 
like Stewart, Kemano, the Nasa 
P/~o by Pm W~takn" 
Terrace nurse returns 
home to uncertainty 
by Pare Whitaker tients at Mills Memorial 
, r 
"I came back with my integri- 
ty intact if nothing else," Isobel 
Brophy told those who greeted 
her at the Terrace/Kitimat air- 
port on her return from Van- Valley and the Queen Charlotte 
Islands on top of what already .... couver, where she had appeared 
exists in Terrace, Hazelton, Prince in front of a disciplinary panel 
of the Registered Nurses Asso- 
ciation of British Columbia. The 
Terrace nurse burst into tears as 
she entered the terminal building 
Monday afternoon, May 14, and 
found 30 supporters to welcome 
her home, with placards and 
bouquets of flowers. 
Brophy's hearing wound up 
May 11 after four days of gruel- 
ing testimony. She was charged 
with wrongfully counselling pa- 
Rupert and Kttimat, and they want 
to maintain that drive in providing 
education for all. 
Harris says he's hopeful, but not 
optimistic, that their funding share 
will be increased. The college 
shouldn't have to wait long to find 
out, ~ough. Harris says he expects 
an amwer one way or the other as 
early as next week. 
• • , ! 
Hospital not to have abortions, 
and threatening to use the local 
anti-abortion movement to force 
cancellation of an abortion 
scheduled during last year's 
nurses' strike. The latter charge 
was emphatically denied by the 
Terrace Pro-Life Education 
Association president Marion 
Schlngel. She told the tribunal 
via telephone that the local Pro- 
Life organization was never ap- 
proached in any way concerning 
this dispute. Brophy maintained 
that she acted purely on her own 
volition with the support of Ter- 
race nurses who believed abor- 
tion should not be considered 
"essential surgery" during a 
nurses' strike. 
On being asked "how it was" 
by her many sympathizers, 
Brophy replied: "It was an in- 
tense five days of microscopic 
scrutiny of my every word and 
deed both as Pro-Life activist 
andas a nurse talking to women 
about abortion." 
The main defense of Brophy's 
actions rested on the premise 
that women are not fully coun- 
selled as to the options and 
assistance open to them in a 
crisis pregnancy situation, nor to 
the possible long-term effects of 
abortion. "It was an exciting op- 
portunity to share with the panel 
and the public all the new infor- 
mation on abortion," she said. 
"Dr. Phillip Ney, a psychiatrist 
Continued,on page A2 
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.don't count L. 
A call for reduced speed limits 
near churches has been declined by 
Terrace city council. Reasons for 
this decision came from alderman 
Ruth Hallock, who said, "Infor- 
mation provided by the RCMP 
indicates that speed zones are not 
provided for in church zones... We 
can't post speed signs anywhere 
we please," Alderman Bob Cooper 
explained further, "We don't have 
the authority. It's different with 
playgrounds and school grounds." 
The original request for a special 
speed restriction near churches 
came from Scott Ave. resident 
John Heighington, who said he had 
witnessed some near-misses due to 
traffic congestion and claimed it 
would only be a matter of time 
before an accident occured. As was 
explained at an earlier Public 
Works Committee meeting by 
RCMP inspector Larry Yeske, 
however, the Motor Vehicle Act 
doesn't provide for speed zones 
near churches. 
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Nurse - continued from 
page A1 
from Victoria, brought a stack 
of evidence of physical and psy- 
chological side effects. 
"The board had to come to 
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Quick action by the Terrace Fire Department saved this shed at the rear of a North Eby residence last week. In the only real action 
last week, fire chief Cliff Best says the cedar shakes were set ablaze by a spark from the chimney. Thomhill assistant chief, Bill 
Delaronde, also reports a quiet week. He says that's the way they would like it to stay and reminds everyone that buming permits 
are required for all outdoor fires other than recreational campfires or refuse bumed in appropnate barrels. Permits can be obtained 
at the Forestry office or, for Terrace residents, at the Terrace firehall. 
Nurse awaits license decision 
by Ted Strachan 
The hearing is over and now 
Terrace registered nurse Isobel 
grips on 'what really is on trial Brophy will have to wait for a 
here?'," she continued. "Is'~tagistered letter from the 'Regis- 
abortion on trial? The right of tared Nurses' Association of B.C. 
women to be fully informed? Or (RNABC) to find out if a panel of 
just a nurse on trial?" her peers have ruled for or against 
Taxes - -  continued fr0m page A 1 
budgeted for a 50 percent share on 
these items but School District 88 
"was not willing to cost share...". 
The final items included in this 
last-minute shuffle of the :1.990 
budget calls for the purchase of an 
additional $13,000 worth of shor- 
ing materials for Public Works and 
the purchase of a $26,500 roller 
and $91,471 Patchmaster that had 
already been approved by council. 
As a miscellaneous item, Parks 
and Recreation has been asked to 
investigate the purchase price of a 
"large tent" to be used for large 
outdoor gatherings, with no dollar 
figure attached. 
Part of the balancing act required 
an additional $93,500 draw on 
prior years surplus funds and 
another $35,000 out of the provin- 
cial Unconditional Grants but this 
use of extra dollars is partly offset 
by the $51,906 slated for the 
Sparks Ave. sewer project hat was 
put back in the kitty. 
Council seems pleased with their 
ability to add these final touches to 
the city's budget; it's something 
they've never eally had the oppor- 
tunity to do before. Mayor Jack 
$115,000 worth of Public Works 
projects have been scrapped on 
those streets, Also, a $53,000 
Sparks Ave. sewer project was 
scrapped, but that allowed for an 
increase of $1,094 on the Grimth 
St. sewer project and the return of 
$51,906 to the surplus fund to be 
used in some other future project. 
On the up side, city residents can 
look forward to some much needed 
upgrade work in  the following 
areas: Keefer St. ($17,500), Braun 
Ave. ($2,000), the Post Office 
alley ($3,000), a Graham Ave. 
sidewalk ($12,000) and drainage 
($19,000), and resurfaclng Skeena- 
view Dr. ($20,000). 
There will also be another 
$10,000 worth of work done on 
drainage maintenance and $7,000 
in street sweeping and $50,000 in 
snow removal work. The city will 
spend $5,000 on bus stop improve- 
ments and has allocated $5,000 for 
their newly implemented "clean- 
'up" program. The Chamber of 
Commerce wi l l  get $1,500 for 
their "Capture B.C." program and 
$75,000 has been set aside for 
repeats to the snow-damaged Pub- 
her on a complaint of conduct 
contrary to the ethical standards of 
her position. 
The hearing was initiated last 
year whe ~ the RNABC received 
complaints that between October 
1986 and June 1989 Brophy had 
• counselled a number of abortion 
patients to reconsider their decis- 
ions. 
Brephy, a strong ProLife supp- 
orter, told the Terrace Review last 
December that the charges were 
the result of a "witch hunt" related 
to internal nursing matters during 
last year's nurses strike and not 
her ProLife involvement. She said 
that 18 Mills Memorial nurses 
signed apetition onJune 15, 1989, 
stating that during: the strike they 
would provide only essentiee s r- 
vices and would not be involved in 
preparing or assisting women 
scheduled for abortions. 
An abortion was scheduled for 
June 22, however, and Bmphy 
complained. "It is particularly 
offensive to be doing this proce- 
dure at a time when other oper- 
ations and tests are being post- 
,poned...," she stated in a letter, She 
seed that nurses would he forced to 
cart 3 ' picket signs informing the 
public that he hospital was willing 
to perform abortions while other 
patients with "medically serious 
conditions" waited for care. 
"Basically we were playing hard- 
beel," she told the Terrace Review. 
"We were tired of being told to be 
quiet." 
The abortion was postponed, she 
says, but the letters were not forg- 
otten. She says that a complaint 
regarding her conduct was sent to 
the RNABC on July 13. According 
to Brophy, patients were contacted 
and some expressed disapproval of
what she had said to them. "Some 
were not even abortion patients," 
Brophy said last December. "It 
was craziness.., a violation of the 
freedom of speech." 
RNABC public relations execu- 
tive John Cox seed Monday that 
evidence at last weeks hearing was 
given before a panel of three 
RNABC memhem with beth the 
association and Bmphy represented 
by lawyers. He said the hearing 
was originally scheduled for Feb. 
12 but Bmphy hadn't retained a 
lawye r and it waS rescheduled to 
allow her time to seek legal couns. 
el. 
Cox says that once the panel has 
reached their decision, Bmphy will 
be advised by registered mail. He 
says that Brophy could Ix: found 
innocent of any wrongdoing and 
the charSes dropped,: or found 
guilty, in which case the decision 
could be appealed, first, to the 
RNABC board and, then to the 
B.C. Supreme Court. But COx says 
if she is found guilty and a smpen- 
sion is determined tobe appropri. 
ate it would begin immediately. 
4535 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
l ic  Works building. Talstra expleem that it is the result 
In what might be described as of their efforts in the past two  
"above and  beyond the cal l  of years to carry out the annual bud-/ 
duty", council has decided to gating process on an almost daily 
double their $10,000 ~mmitment basis to allow for early priorlzation 
to the purchas e of a top dresser of budgetary iter~& Actual work 
, and theirS3,000 Commitment ;0 a i on the 1990 budget began last 
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Lawyer drops tribunal 
in favor of law suit 
The lawyer epresenting Skylink 
Airlines in hearin~ before the 
Civil  Aviation Tribunal in 
Vancouver has app!ied for a stay 
of proceedings. Michael Hutchison 
told the Terrace Review May 11 
that he feels justice forthe now- 
defunct airline's owner, Rafael 
Zur, is more likely to occur 
through a lawsuit against he Min- 
ister of Transport he is currently 
pursuing through the courts than 
through the CAT procedure. 
The CAT hearings began in 
October 1989, shortly after Sky- 
fink's operating certificate was 
cancelled as the result of a crash in 
Terrace that killed seven people. 
Zur argued that the Minister of 
Transport acted incorrectly in 
meting out the cancellation, which 
effectively put the airline out of 
business. 
Hutchison said he was originally 
seeking an expedient ruling from 
the CAT in order to have the oper- 
ating certificate restored, but eight 
months later Transport Canada has 
called enough witnesses to take Up 
10 full days of hearing time, and 
Hutchison figures there could be as 
many as 18 days still to go. He 
prefers to drop the CAT action and 
go after the government in federal 
court. 
Hutchison explained that even if 
he does obtain a favorable ruling 
from CAT commissioner Barry 
Dryvynsyde, it can only come in 
the form of a recommendation to 
the minister to reconsider his deci- 
sion. If the court action is suc- 
cessful, the minister will be 
ordered to restore Skylink's 
operating certificate. 
The suit against he Minister of 
Transport, Benoit Bouchard, and 
various employees of Transport 
Canada was filed in federal court 
in January and dismissed the fol- 
lowing month. Hutchison has now 
filed an appeal of the dismissal. 
The suit is in two parts, seeking a
declaration that the cancellation f
Skylink's operating certificate was 
wrong and seeking damages from 
the Minister. 
Damages sought, Hutchison said, 
include compensation for the da- 
stmction of the airline, loss of 
equipment, and loss of future 
prospects. He said the airline was 
grossing $6 million a year at the 
time of the crash and was a profit- 
able and growing business with 
plans for expansion. "It's value as 
a going concern could be estimated 
at $20 million," he said. 
Since Skylink's operating certifi- 
cate was cancelled the banks re- 
possessed several of the newer 
aircraft, and "at least one" of the 
others is being leased out to 
another airline, Hutchison said. 
The application to stay the CAT 
proceedings was heard in Van- 
couver federal court Monday. The 
Court Registry there reported that 
the judge reserved ecision on it, 
and the ruling should come down 
within days. 
Bruneau 
trial 
continues 
next week 
The B.C. Supreme Court trial 
in Prince Rupert of Daniel 
Bruneau, the Terrace man 
accused of killing local teenager 
Crystal Ho88, has been 
adjourned to May 24. Bruneau 
has pied not guilty to one count 
of second egree murder. 
Crown Counsel in Prince 
Rupert said Monday the trial h 
still in voir dire, a "trial within 
a trial" to determine the admis- 
sibility of evidence. The argu- 
ment is mainly about he 
admissibility ofstatements 
Bruneau made to police, he 
said. 
Bruneau was arrested in 
Terrace on April 12, 1989, and 
later charged with the murder 
of 16-year-old Crystal Ho88 ,
whose body was found at the 
Terrace.Kitimat irport early 
on the morning of Nov. 11, 
1988. 
Bruneau is being tried by 
judge and jury before the Hen. 
Justice K.M. Lyfyk. Two weeks 
have been set aside for the 
trial. Bruneau is being 
defended by Terrace lawyer 
Jeff Arndt. 
Closed shop to prevail 
in School District 88 
TERRACE- -  Twenty-one 
teachers in School District 88 will 
lose their jobs unless they join the 
Terrace District Teachers' Associ- 
ation before June 30. 
The board of trustees reaffirmed 
their commitment toan agreement 
with the TDTA at a public meeting 
in Stewart May 8. Three letters on 
the agenda imploring the board to 
reconsider its position were 
received and filed. Secretary-treas- 
urer Barry Piersdorff said in an 
interview Friday that the board's 
letter of April 25 to the non-union 
teachers states its final position on 
the matter. 
In its first contract with the 
TDTA the board agreed to a 
closed-shop rovision that makes 
union membership compulsory for 
teachers, and Piersdorffpointed out 
that teachers opposed to union 
membership had been given con- 
siderable time to deal with the 
problem by either reconciling 
themselves tojoining the TDTA or 
presenting a case for exemption to
the Industrial Relations Council. 
The teachers, members of the 
British Columbia Teachers for 
Association, oppose the concept of 
teacher strikes. They expressed 
concern to the board that if a strike 
were called and they refused to 
participate their jobs would be in 
jeopardy - -  they could be expelled 
from the union, and union mem- 
bership is now a condition of 
employment with the district. 
TDTA president Greig Houlden 
said he hasn.,i been approached by 
any of the association members, 
and noted thatthis district is" One 
of the few in the province that 
allowed a lengthy "grace period" 
nearly two years - -  for union 
membership opponents. "We've 
said for the last couple of years 
that they have to make a decision," 
he said. 
Terraceview 
administrator 
leaving 
Katldeen Delgatty, the 
well-known and highly 
respected administrator of 
the Terraceview Lodge, will 
be leaving that position 
effective tomorrow. 
Diane MacCormac said 
Monday Delgatty had been 
considering the move but 
Terraceview had not 
expected it this soon, 
Delgatty's fellow 
employees held a going- 
away party for her yesterday 
evening. 
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STARTS AT  ONLY  
$TIHL ~ * 
GAS TRIMMER 
No need to trim your standards 
when looking for ~ , ~  
a reasonably 
priced weed and 
grass tdmmefi 
The low price of 
$169.95 delivers 
these professional 
Stihl features in 
the high-valu/ 
FS-48 gas 
trimmer: 
O 
• Lifetime 
warranty on 
electronic 
J /  ignition. 
OAutomatlc 
~/~ Tap'N'Go Linehead 
• Powerful 2-stroke 
gasoline engine 
htweight handling - -  
t a cord! 
• Comfortable adjustable "loop" 
handle 
See us today for legendary Stihl 
quality at an affordable price! 
.STIHL 
Number  One Wor ldwide  
TERRACE ~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~. LTD. 
4441 Lakolse Ave,, Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
• While supplies last at your nearest Stihl dealer. 
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Resource road go-ahead 
word expected this week 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker for some of them. from the other,side, 0 f  the map. 
expects to be able to announce The proposed road, if and when The April 19 Wrangell' Sentinel 
"any day now" that construction on it is finished, would be restricted reported that governor Ste~,e 
the road into the Iskut River valley tO industrial traffic. Cowper signed a bill authorizing 
gold fields will start this summer. Opening the road would place revenue bonds to finance construe- 
He doubts, however, that it will be additional stress on Highway 37, tion of a road up the Bradiield 
finished this year, already in a deplorable state of Canal to the B.C. border, but the 
Parker, speaking from Victoria repair. Parker announced May 4 bonds can only be issued ifa study 
last Friday, said the road proposal that the start of a paving program shows the road will generate 
went before a full Cabinet meeting for the dirt and gravel route is part enough revenue to pay off the 
May 9. "There are just a couple of of the district highways capital debt. But the Sentinel quotes an 
loose ends to tie up," he remarked, budget for this year. Last week he official in the State department of 
Under the proposal as it stood at clarified that by saying he wants transport as saying, "I can't get 
that time, the road would be built the route upgraded to Highway 16 active cooperation from the Cana- 
by a combination of government standards and better: "100 percent dians." 
and mining company financing, loading year round.., that's my Parker would only say, "It's 
Parker said an operating company argument anyway." going to evolve into a significant 
to deal exclusively with the road Alaskans are also interested in tourist route, and we'd want to be 
would be hammered together, with building a road into the area, but involved in that." 
new mining companies who come 
on stream after the road is built And  there's this other road,.. 
paying up front for its use and by Ted Straehan trail to becomeama,.'ntainedpublic 
ma:,ntenance. The most recent cost road, the Ministry would have to 
estimate available is $12.5 million It's all a misunderstanding. At acquire right of way and construct 
for construction of the road, which least that's what Kitimat-Stikine the road to an acceptable design. A 
would run westward off Highway Regional District director Dan rough minimum cost estimate of 
37 at Bob Qulnn Lake 100 kilo- Pakula hopes. And director Lcs $200,000/km renders this proposal 
meters to the Bronson Creek air- Watmough, too. very low in priority in comparison 
strip near the confluence of the For some time now, Pakula has with the many other significant 
Iskut and Stikine Rivers. being trying to convince the prey- transportation needs in the North 
Private players in the deal are  ince there's a need for a road West." 
Cominco, Prime Resources and upgrade on the first four miles of But Johnston may be too far up 
Skyline Gold. Skyline has a pro- the Iron Road near Telegraph the trail without a map. Last 
ducing old mine at Johnny Moun- Creek. Four residents use that month, Pakula restated his needs to 
tain that is currently losing money, four-mile stretch to access their the board. The "first four mile, s" of 
Cominco has a strike at Snip that home, s, he explains, and the old this residential "bush road" is all 
is nearing a production decision, forestry and mining road is a little that requires impro~vement. Notthe 
and Prime is the operating corn- more than just substandard. At whole thing. And the first half of 
pany working on the spectacular some times of the year, it's impas- that four-mile stretch as no exces- 
Eskay Creek property. Personnel, sable. . . . .  • ~ ,~ . :,**.,,. ~ ~ sive grades at all. "Two hundred 
materials and, in  the case of Skyl- Last month, though, he finally thousand dollars per kilometer is 
ine, gold concentrate presently go got an answer from highways excessive," he says. 
in and out of the sites by air. Road minister Rita Johnston. "Ministry Pakula hasn't given up, though. 
access would mean a considerable 
staff tell me the Iron Road is a 45 And someday, perhaps, this little 
drop in operating expenses for kilometer-long resource 'bush misunderstanding will be straigh- 
every company working in the road' with a natural surface, grades tened out. At the same time, howe- 
area, and that could mean the of 20 percent and a width of less ver, there are other access prob- 
difference between starting a mine than 4 meters," she replied, lems in that area that are yet to be 
and leaving the gold in the ground "In order for any portion of this sorted out. 
BEj,,nE 
YOU Dig 
6// 
Telephonecables are the lifeline of your community. 
If these cables arecut during excavation or construction 
- projects, everyone pays in one way oranother. 
The public could be cut off from emergency services. 
The cost of restoring the cable is high (particularly for fibre 
optics cable). 
And the persons responsible for the damage will be 
charged with the repair and associated costs. 
B.C. Tel can help you avoid this unnecessary expense. 
Dial 611 before you dig, and we will provide you with the 
location of buried telephone cables. 
B.C.Tel is ready to serve you. 
DIAL 611 BEFORE YOU DIG. ~.. h,_~- 
~We makeit away oflife. 
I 
TO ALL MY VALUED 
CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS 
Since I took over Rose's Shop in 1972, I 
have valued and very much appreciated the 
support and friendships I've received from all 
of you. 
It has been my pleasure and privilege to 
have served you. A warm THANK YOU also 
goes out to the staff who have helped me over 
the years. Without you, it would not have been 
the success it was and continues to  be. 
Rose's Shop now has anew captain at the 
helm. I'd like to welcome Debbie Carruthers 
and extend my very best wishes for a happy 
future. Marie Harrison 
The tradition at Rose's Shop has always 
been to sell quality ladies' wear at reasonable 
prices. We will continue this 23-year tradition, 
offering variety in name brands, lingerie and 
accessories. 
Happy retirement Marie, may you always 
enjoy good health and good times. 
Debbie Carruthers 
and the staff, (Helen, Mary & Barb) 
at 
And the winners are... 
LOTTERY DRAW DATE WINNING NUMBERS 
LOTTO6~9 May. 12,1990 
May, 09,1990 
EXTRA May. 12,1990 
May. 09,1990 
LOTTO BC May. 12,1990 
EXPRESS May, 12,1990 
PROVINCIAL May. 11,1900 
BC KENO May 12,1990 
May, 11,1990 
May, 10,1990 
May. 09,1990 
May. 08,1990 
May. 07,1990 
05-19-21-34-43-49 Bonus 32 
07-15-16-26-29-47 Bonus 42 
05.07-27-59 
40.91-93-94 
03-17-18-26.33-39 
897797 349989 
336325 099164 
1233566 
17-19-28-36-46.53-54-55 
O2-06-08-09-14-34-45-56 
14-20-30-33-42-43-46-53 
02-07-09-20-34-47-48-50 
04-12-31-32-35-39-50-53 
03-08-23-33-35-36-44-56 
PUNTO SELECT 
PLAYOFFS 
HOCKEY #1 
May. 02, 1990 EDM by3 
May. 03, 1990 B0S by 2 
May. O4, 1990 CHI by I 
May. 05, 1990 BOS by 3 
May. 06, 1990 CHI by 4+ 
May. 07, 1990 BOS by 3 
PUNTO SELEGT 
PLAYOFFS 
HOCKEY #2 
May. 03, 1990 BOS by 2 
May. 04. 1990 CHI by 1 
May. 05, 1990 SOS by 3 
May. 06, 1990 CHI by 4+ 
May. 07. 1990 BOS by 3 
May, 08, 1990 EDM by 2 
PUNTO SELECT 
HOCKEY #1 
May, 04, 1990 CHl'by 1 
May. 05, 1990 BOS by 3 
May. 08, 1990 OHI by 4+ 
May. 07, 1990 BOS by 8 
May. 08, 1990 EDM by 2 
May. 09, 1990 BOS by I 
These are the winning lottery numbers as provided by the B.C. 
Lottery Corporation. In the event of a discrepancy between these 
numbers and those held by the cort~ratlon, the corporation's 
numbers shall be held as correct.. 
J l l l  I I I ] 
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Board set to"pus h for library project 
by Ted Straehan ..... 
As described by Terrace Public 
Library board chairman Willy 
Schneider, the library expansion. 
project is a very "competiti've" 
project. The competition? A pro- 
posed community/convention 
center, something that Schneider 
says is "much easier politically to 
sell". 
"Let's face it. There's an election 
coming up and the mayor's job is 
on the line," he says. 
Schneider made these comments 
during an address to the Terrace 
and District Chamber of Com- 
merce last Thursday. He also sug- 
gested the the library board was 
going to become more aggressive 
in selling the library expansion 
idea to city council. But while he 
likes a hard line on the compar- 
ative values of these two commun- 
ity projects, Schneider doesn't 
necessarily think of a community- 
convention center as a bad' idea. 
But he does think it's potential 
value is much less than an 
expanded library facility. 
"There's upport for the idea," he 
admits, speaking of the community 
center. "But whether it's justified 
or not I don't know." He points 
out, "We don't have people knock- 
ing on the door to hold conven- 
tions here," and asks, "Do we have 
the infrasturcture to support it? 
Can we house 500 people?" 
He then described the growth of 
our public library since it began 
unofficial operations in 1929 with 
a few books and a couple of 
volunteers. In 1952, the province 
recognized the need for a library 
here and the Terrace Public 
Library was officially established. 
It was housed in a couple of 
"dingy" rooms beside the old Prov- 
incial Police Building and from 
there managed to fill the com- 
munity's needs until the 
mid-1960's. It was only a little 
more than 10 years before the 
demand had outgrown the facility 
• and we were headed for our first 
library expansion. 
This came about in 1967 when 
we saw the official opening of 
Terrace's Centennial project - -  a 
new library in George Little Mem- 
orial Park. It was a proud moment 
for the community, but in five 
WILLY SCHNEIDER: We don't 
have people,knocking on the 
door to hold conventions 
here. 
years this building was also too 
small and a mini-expansion took 
place. A minimal but adequate 256 
square feet of floor space were 
added. 
This is the building the library 
operates out of today, but at the 
time of that mini-expansion the 
demand for library services had 
really just begun. By 1987 the 
building was "bursting at the 
seams". In a period of only 10 
years, membership had climbed 
from just over 5,000 to almost 
9,000 and circulation had risen 
from about 92,000 volumes per 
year to over 165,000. 
Part of this was due to a policy 
change. Prior to 1980 library ser- 
vices were free to a Terrace popu- 
lation of 10,251, while those living 
outside the community were 
required to pay an annual member- 
ship fee. In 1979, though, a refer- 
endum gave the regional district 
the authority to pay an annual fee 
to the library on behalf of greater 
Terrace area residents, and the 
population with free access to 
library services nearly doubled. 
This population figure has 
remained fairly static since that 
time but the growing demand for 
W.C.B. Industrial First Aid 
Training Course in Terrace 
Date: June 4 to June 15 
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
Place: Mills Memorial Hospital 
Fee: $300 includes W.C.B. exam 
and books 
Instructor: Roger Cloutier 
For information or 
to register call: 
845-7752 
Days or Evenings w . 
Sponsored by Northwest First Aid Training Agency 
library services hasn't. Member- 
ship numbers continue to grow. In 
1988 there were 8,807 registered 
members and in 1989 that number 
had grown to 9,511, an increase of 
eight percent. 
The current proposal for a second 
major library expansion would cost 
about $1 million and add about 
4,000 square feet of floor space as 
well as complete a number of 
renovations, says Schneider. An 
answer on a Go B.C. application 
that would pay for one-third of the 
project is pending. 
The expansion would solve the 
problem of the "sitting duck" 
the bandshell ~ says Schneider. 
He has nothing against he band- 
shell itself. It's just that the city 
forgot to provide or require that 
washrooms be built for the con- 
venience of the public who attend 
events there and their absence has 
meant a taxing of the single library 
washroom. 
It would mean library staff 
wouldn't have to spend long hours 
in an undersized workroom with 
no windows, venting or air condi- 
tioning -- and poor lighting even •
with the leaking overhead skylight. 
And it would mean better access 
to more books for the reading 
public. At the present ime, says 
Schneider, for every two to three 
new volumes put on the shelf they 
have to remove at least one older 
volume from the shelf and put it in 
their already over-filled basement 
'StO~room~ ' ' ". ' "'"; . . . .  • 
There are already 5,000 
publically inaccessible volumes in 
that storeroom and Schnider esti- 
mates that this number will grow 
to about 6,000 by the end of this 
year. This at a time when eight 
percent of the Canadian population 
can neither read nor write and 
another 17 percent are "func- 
tionally illiterate" - - they  can't 
put together the few ideas they are 
able to read. 
And these numbers are for the 
Canadian population. They're 
much higher in B.C., where an 
III III I I  
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR... 
. . . . .  i!," , :v : 
• , .  r 
: ~'~!'.;:i" 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
[.. 
in the community. 
Karen - -  638-0707 
Erl inda - -  635-6526 
Brenda-Lee - -  635-2605 
average of 24 out of every 100 
people are functionally illiterate. 
One solution supported by the 
province is to offer better access to 
appropriate reading material.., if 
you can find a place to keep it. 
Sc.hneider says the library board 
is ready for a fall referendum. In 
fact, "We already thought we were 
going to be on it," says Schneider. 
And he says the hoard is ready to 
help the city with the process in 
any way they can, whether that 
means explaining the need for the 
expansion to voters or going out 
door-to-door and raising the neces- 
sary funds to build it. They 
believe in the need and they're 
ready to do the work. 
And as far asthe project and the 
referendum process was concerned, 
Gerry Martin was one of several. 
chamber members who offered 
varying degrees of support. "From 
a business point of view the con- 
vention center is more appealing," 
Martin told Schneider. "But from a 
quality of life point of view the 
library is better and the people 
should be allowed to decide." 
City council examines a 
different kind of litter 
by Ted Strachan 
The problem of "domestic animal 
droppings" was brought to the 
attention of Terrace alderman Ruth 
Halleck a couple of weeks ago and 
she has since asked city council 
what can be done. According to 
Halleck, the problem stems from 
homes and their all-so-natural yet 
offensive "gifts" left on city road- 
ways and walkways. 
Halleck suggested the Nuisance 
Bylaw might be enforced and 
provide a solution, but Mayor Jack 
Taistra wasn't sure. "Perhaps 
administration can like it under 
advisement," he said evasively, 
apparently trying to avoid public 
discussion on the topic altogether. 
But this didn't slow the flow of 
debate. 
"The problem is," adminsistrator 
Bob Halbor responded, "you have 
to witness 'it' at the time and take 
appropriate action." He didn't• 
define the ten," "appropriate 
action" but aldem.:-"-r~ Danny Sher- 
idan said, "It's the finest thing you 
can get for your garden." Presum- 
ably this means, "Pick 'it' up and 
like 'it' home." This answer didn't 
satisfy alderman Darryl Laurent, 
though. He wanted to know: "What 
is immediate action?" 
The question wasn't answered. 
Hallsor suggested instead that once 
bylaw enforcement officer Fern 
Sweating is on patrol with tickets 
in hand, she will know what to do. 
Still not satisfied, Laurent asked, 
"What if it's a private citizen?" 
Hallsor responded: "There's noth- 
ing stopping a private citizen from 
noting the offence and testifying 
against he offender." From some- 
where among the aldermen present 
came the retort: "What about col- 
lecting the evidence?" 
The mayor, feeling things were 
getting a little out of hand, called 
for a motion. It was sent to the 
Finance, Personnel and Adminis- 
tration Committee for fi~rther dis- 
cussion and no more was said. But 
this was probably one ,.~!" ~!:. :~~)~t 
some time and ~,,:~ ~ .... •::•:~= ,~.:,".~,,¢~. 
considering it ~,';'~ " ~':J!:!.~:~ 
debate, the most appi%:,~;~::: t~pic 
of the day. 
s eoee 
Renovation Sale 
15% O FF all 
Art Supplies 
25% OFF Chairs 
Computer Furniture 
MANY IN STORE 
SPECIALS 
635-7181 
4554 Lazelle Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
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There :tide. l i b  
We're trying to imagine this conversation taking place, say, in 
the Noranda head office in Toronto. 
"Well, Perkins, did you take care of that booking for the annual 
general meeting? n 
"Ah... sorry, sir, but I had to settle for the second choice." 
"What, Banff, aga in?"  
"I know your heart was set on Terrace, sir,., but they 
don't have a convention center." 
"Remember that opening for company landscaper in 
Sudbury? Pack your bags." 
The idea that Terrace needs a combined community and 
convention center has burst into the public domain rather 
suddenly in recent weeks, and we have to wonder where the 
demand has come from. The city council is discussing a 
move for referendum in November, suggesting it as casually 
as a decision to have cornflakes for breakfast. Members of 
the administrative crew early this year checked out a 
number of similar facilities while on other city business, 
presumably because they were told to do so. 
Terrace has many attractions •that he-usual urban con- 
vention setting can't offer, but even something the equal of 
Canada Place wouldn't act as a magnet until some glaring 
problems are overcome. The local airport has a reputation 
for being unreliable, and although that is somewhat 
exaggerated, the idea that convention participants would 
have difficulty even arriving works against us. Terrace is 
slated for a microwave landing system in the mid-1990's, 
but conventions come by charter airlines, which use older 
aircraft that are more likely to have the older but less 
expensive instrument landing system. 
Appearance is another factor: even the day after the 
annual Garbathon, most of Terraee's side streets were still 
awash with litter and debris. Cost is yet another: we could 
offer cheaper accommodation and amenities, but it would : 
cost more to get here. 
Meanwhile, the library board is getting alarmed and 
feeling antagonized - -  and rightly so - -  because they 
already heve an expansion proposal, complete with dem- 
onstr~t"~' demand, growth projections, drawings and costs, 
- . , .  ~. . . . . . .  ,~, ~he voters. And the civic election this coming 
i . - :~ : :  , : be a golden opportunii;. :he provincial 
: . . . . .  • tax relief measures through increased home 
ow,~,., ,. =,zts could put voters in an unusually generous 
mood. , 
Now that the pool expansion money is safely spent, who 
wants to catch that generosity at high tide ~ and why? 
.. ,= '~ 
Second-class mall 
registration No. 6896. 
All materiel appearing In the Terrace Review Is 
protected under Canadian copyright Reglstra. 
tlon No. 382775 and cannot legally be repro- 
duced for any reason without permission of the 
publisher. 
EllroIrl Still ontlnkMII. Advertising 18 accepted 
on the condition that in the event of 
typographical error, that portion of the advertls. 
Ing apace occupied by the erroneous item will 
not be charged for, but the balance of the adver- 
tisement will be paid for at the applicable rate. 
Advertisers must assume responsibility for er. 
rors In any classified ed which Is supplied to the 
Terrace Review In handwritten form. 
In compliance with the B.C. Human Rights Act, 
no advertisement will be published which 
discriminates against 8 person due to age, race, 
religion, color, sex, nationality, ancestry or place 
of origin. 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1M7 
Phone: 635-7840 
Fax: 635-7269 
One year eobecdpf lms:  ' 
In Canada $24.00 
Out of Canada $50.00 
Seniors In Terrace and District $12.00 
Seniors out of Terrace and District 115,00 
Established May 1, 1985 
The Terrace Review Is published 
each Wednesday by 
Close-Up Business Services Ltd. 
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The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Plfer 
VICTORIA --  Mid-May mus- 
ings and desk-cleaning.from a. 
(one hopes) uncluttered mind: 
Throughout his distinguished 
career in government, Frank • 
Rhodes, deputy minister to 
Premier Bill Vender Zalm since 
mid-1988, has been the epitome 
of the efficient, educated and 
effective senior civil servant. 
So the appointment of the 
"Triple E" Rhodes as president 
and chief executive officer of 
B.C. Ferries (effective June 15) 
comes as no surprise to those 
who have dealt with him in this 
community and beyond. 
The man has alwayshad a 
love of ships and the sea; and 
although the ferry fleet's opera- 
tion through George Strait is 
hardly the bounding main, 
there is little doubt that Rhodes 
will be happier there. 
Currently the most powerful 
civil servant in B.C., Rhodes 
will certainly continue to serve, 
and to serve well, in his new 
role. 
Speculation is a natural state 
of mind for journalists, so 
forgive me if I muse aloud 
about whether Mr. Rhodes is 
the spearhead to a long-range 
plan to privatize the ferries 
altogether. Nah, I'm almost 
sure that's way out to lunch... 
almost. 
It may also be worthy to 
note that on the same day that 
Mr. Rhodes' appointment came 
down, B.C. Ferries announced 
a 12-month, market-research 
program, to include no less 
than eight passenger surveys. 
Everything from the response 
to :passenger-only ferries to 
ways to improve service for 
commercial travellers will be in- 
cluded. 
Amid the repeated govern- 
ment promises for more ferries , .  
and improved services, Mr. 
Rhodes has~ g~te~a ch.allenge 
before him. 
But given the way in which 
he handled the sensitive post as 
deputy to Mr. Vander Zalm -- 
arriving when the Premier was 
in the deepest do-do (cabinet 
resignations, David Peele, et 
at, lest you forget) --  you may 
bet the family silver that Frank 
will be a class act for the ferry 
corporation. 
His honest, sincere fforts 
behind the scenes to try to 
resolve the Meeeh Lake 
Discord were considerable, and 
may yet bear fruit. 
Herewith the absolute latest 
scenario about a spring elec- 
tion, I promise. 
This evening (Wednesday), 
there is a mandatory caucus 
meeting for government MLAs. 
An election writ announced 
tonight or tomorrow by 
Premier Vander Zalm would 
bring an election on June 13 or 
14. 
That is considered by most 
observers to be the absolute 
last possible date which favors 
the sitting government - -
before kids are out of school, 
and affluent Secrets are off on 
holiday, etc. 
• Will it happen? No, I doubt 
it very, very much. The Socreds 
don't have the troops, the 
money, nor the heart for an 
election right now, and they 
would be whipped, regardless 
of the fairly bland performance 
to date of Mike Harcourt and 
Co. in the NDP. 
And Socred claims of a bal- 
anced budget and fiscal re- 
sponsibility is in tatters, thanks 
to professional criticism of 
Finance Minister Mel 
Couveller's bafflegab and B.S. 
Fund, and the polls are only 
slightly heartening for them. 
However, if Vander Zalm's 
reading of the stars and tea 
leaves convince him that he can 
win despite all of the above, 
hey, he is just likely to go for 
it. 
(Please note: This item is 
known in my profession as 
covering your butt, just in case 
the loony, losing proposition 
happens, against all oddst). 
Leonard Krog, the Van- 
couver Island NDP candidate 
whose last name will be used a 
lot by the Social Credit Party 
province-wide come the elec- 
tion, has kicked back at the 
premier. 
Mr. Vender Zalm had prom- 
ised to use "krog" to describe 
"lose", after Leonard said 
taxes would have to rise under 
an NDP government. 
Now the NDPer has given 
the premier his dictionary's 
definition of krog: " l .  v. to 
win, esp. in elections 2. n. a 
winner 3. v. to benefit from 
publicity arising from being 
quoted out of context." 
In an open letter to The 
Zalm, he writes: " I f  you really 
want to be 'krogged', come 
and debate me." He alSO 
reminds the Socred leader 
about just how much taxes 
have been raised by Vander 
Zalm and Co. since 1986. 
Turnabout is fair play, so I 
fully expect o see the NDP 
campaign about how the people 
of B.C. have been "zalmed" 
over the past four years. 
The election fight will be bit- 
ter and dirty, believe me... and 
no, that*is not wishful think- 
ingl . .. 
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This week. ,. , . ' .  = ; ' : .  
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":It's different 
u..p:, t.h':ere 
If we're going to manage our 
forests wisely we must first under- 
stand nature. This is a rather ob- 
vtous, straight-forward, statement. 
Even the mildly interested week- 
end gardener takes the time to read 
a book or ask a few questions of a 
professional before sowing his first 
seeds. At least if they're serious 
about raising a successful crop 
they do. Yet, even though the price 
of failure is much higher, the 
forest industry doesn't always 
seem to comply with this simple 
rule. 
As we have seen with the man- 
agement of river valleys, there is a 
lot we can do wrong if we decide 
to write our own rules for Nature's 
game. We can cut the wrong trees, 
or too many of the right trees. We 
can replant too late for any mea- 
surable guarantee of success or 
replace them with the wrong spec- 
ies. If we're not careful we can 
destroy the soil so nothing of value 
is going to grow anyway. 
Or we might admit that Nature is 
smarter than we are and decide 
after planting, that no brushing, 
thinning, pruning or herbicides are 
required. Depending on the speci- 
fic site, some • or all of these 
silvicultural methods may or may 
not be the right thing to do. The 
key to good management, then, is 
to• admit that Nature is a lot 
smarter but to realize that we can 
improve on Nature's opportunities 
if we become a little smarter our- 
selves. 
Last week we discussed the 
complexities of mid-slope cology; 
this week we've decided to log it. 
How do we begin? First let's con- 
sider a few of the facts we've 
learned. We know that the soil 
layer is thinner and more fragile 
than in the valley below. This is 
because the mid-slopes are "flow 
through" sites for soil and nutrient- 
laden rain water. To a great 
degree, this is governed by the 
steepness of the slope. 
Also, we can he fairly certain 
that our hillside contains a number 
of smaller sites that are more 
valuable as habitat reserves or 
sources of natural regeneration, ot 
just as sources of logs. The loca- 
tion of these sites depends on a 
variety of factors; the direction the 
I 
Riverboat 
Days 
salutes... 
Contributed by 
Mary Ann Burdett 
This week the Riverboat Days 
SoCiety salutes the British Col- 
umbia Old Age Pensioners' 
• Organization Branch #73. 
This group, under the able 
leadership o f  president Fred 
Berghauser, 1st vice president 
Lou Gair, 2nd vice president 
Pearl Normandy and secretary 
Arleen Frank, works to maintain 
a gathering place (The Happy 
Gang Centre) for seniors and 
not-so-seniors to meet socially. 
Branch #73, Terrace, was in- 
stituted in the fall of 1958 with 
13 members under the leadership 
of charter president W.D. Grif- 
fiths. He held the office until his 
passing in 1971. Prior to obtain- 
ing their facilities, this group 
met in the United Church, the 
Legion, the original Community 
'Centre and the Arena. After 
Pifer - -  continued from 
Parting Thought: In the 
years of Restraint with a 
capital R, the financial 
eminence gris to then-piemier 
Bill Bennett was Dr. David 
Emerson, who became known 
as Dr. Doom for his dire warn- 
ings of deficits and destruction. 
much work on the part of the 
building committee and the co- 
6peration of the citizens of Ter- 
race, the Happy "Happy Gang 
Centre" opened on Sept. 13, 
1980. 
This facility on Kalum St. 
provides organized and spon- 
taneous recreation for our 
beloved seniors, some of which 
includes morning exercise classes 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, card 
playing, carpet bowling, sewing 
and quilting, and just plain old 
fashioned conversation. The 
seniors serve light lunches for a 
very nominal fee to the public 
Monday through Friday each 
week and a pancake breakfast 
the first Saturday of each 
month. Once a month there is a 
dinner or pot-luck supper at the 
Happy Gang Centre followed by 
dancing or other entertainment. 
This group enjoys tours to 
page A6 
So guess who will replace 
Frank Rhodes as deputy 
minister to the Premier? Yes, 
you're wayahead of me... Dr. 
Doom is baaaaaackll Say tun- 
ed for RestraintIl:' or how to 
winie-e[oetton " 
• "*.,; , . , ;  , -  . , ,  , ~ , ' ~ . 
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Sig'hts 
slope faces, moisture retention, soil 
type, steepness and type of growth 
are among them. 
First, then, we explore our hill- 
side and based on these and other 
details we decide exactly where, 
when and how we're going to log. 
The "how" for the majority of 
mid-slope sites will probably be 
clear-cutting; not the huge clear-- 
cuts we often see, but clear-cutt- 
ing. 
The size and shape of these 
"smaller" clear cuts will be site 
specific and in most cases deter- 
mined by the local topography. 
The basic consideration being the 
steepness of the slope we want to 
log. In other words, is our site flat, 
a series of benches, a continuous 
slope, or a combination of these? 
If the site consists of a series of 
benches, we might clear-cut from 
bench to bench; leaving the slopes 
by Tod Strachnn 
in between. If it's closer to a cow 
tinuous slope we could use a 
simple ruie-of-thumb: Clear-cuts 
will he no larger than 20 to 50 
hectares (50 to 125 acres), and the 
shape will be determined by the 
steepness of the slope. 
That is, the top to bottom differ- 
ence in elevation will be no more 
than 200 to 250 metres. If the 
slope is shallow, then, the distance 
across the clear-cut slope will be 
less than the distance from the 
lower to the higher level of the 
clear-cut. If it's steep, the shape of 
the clear-cut might be closer to a 
square or perhaps even a greater 
distance across the slope than it is 
from the lower to higher level. 
But in either case, our clear-cuts 
would stick to the 20 to 50 hectare 
rule; with an uniogged area 
between each clear-cut site o f  
about the same size. The reasons 
for this should be obvious. Imagine 
a large hillside of equal slope. It 
would be clear-cut in a grid of 
alternating clear-cut and forested 
blocks. 
The advantages? Each small 
clear-cut is surrounded by natural 
growth and this promotes natural 
regeneration; the best silvicuiturc 
method for mid-slopes. Erosion 
and blow.down problems are also 
minimized and soil and nutrient 
retention arc ensured. 
From an economic point of view, 
though, clear-cutting the whole 
slope and replanting with healthy 
seedlings can be much more effi- 
cient and profitable. So why not 
take charge of the situation and 
show Nature how it's done7 Well, 
more than a few forest companies 
have tried.., and failed. And there 
are a couple of good reasons: 
erosion problems and plantation 
failure. 
From an erosion point of view 
you have to consider a simple fact. 
In a forested area only about 20 to 
25 percent of a normal rainfall 
actually hits the ground. It takes a 
good half-inch of rain before you 
see much of anything on the 
ground. As much as 80 percent of 
the rain water is caught by the 
trees and simply evaporates. 
Take all the trees away, though, 
and the entire downpour hits the 
slopes. You have up to five times 
as much water on the ground. This 
drains into creeks and heads for 
the river valley, taking with it 
valuable soil and nutrients. It's a 
"nutrient avalanche". Just a few 
heavy rainfalls and there are less 
available nutrients in which to 
grow a new crop of trees. 
Also from an erosion point of 
view, you have to consider the 
effect of local winds. A gust o f  
wind can gain a lot of momentum 
in an over-sized, poorly, oriented 
many and varied places and have 
entertained seniors from other 
clubs from as far away as Ed- 
monton. Our seniors have work- 
ed hard throughout heir lives 
and now, in their retirement, are 
working hard at maintaining 
and enjoying this center that 
they have achieved. Drop in and 
see them for lunch some day - -  I 
have more titan once and found it 
to be inexpensive, simple yet 
delicious, and the company 
warm and welcoming. 
Come Riverboat Days on the 
Saturday morning of Aug. 4, 
they will be serving a pancake 
breakfast open to the public; 
again you will find it inexpensive 
and delicious. 
That will be a busy Saturday 
for this group as they are already 
making plans for their float that 
will appear in the varade 
The Riverboat Days Society 
thanks our seniors for paving 
the way for us in Terrace. We 
salute them for their accom- 
plishments, and we will see them 
for breakfast on Aug. 4 from 8 
to l l  a.m. How about you? 
P.S. This year our seniors are 
also sponsoring a "Riverboat 
Days  coloring contest for the 
younger set. Surely their com- 
munity spirit and energies are to 
be admired and imitated. 
/I 
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clear-cut, blowing down healthy 
perimeter trees tiving to maintain 
a foothold in the rain-saturated 
soil. One or two uprooted trees, 
each taking with it a sizeable 
chunk of the mountain side, can 
cause an entire slope to fail. And 
wi th  one good avalanche you 
might be down to bare rock; the" 
entire process of primary suc- 
cession has to start over again. 
If these reasons aren't good 
enough, try replanting your 100 
hectare clear-cut. Natural regener- 
ation won't work. It's too large an 
area. Even if Nature does try to 
reseed the slope, you end up with 
areas containing too many trees 
and wind-sheltered pockets with no 
trees at all. Some spots need thin- 
ning while others need planting. 
And if you replant, you have to 
be very selective in the seedlings 
you use. If the cones that produeed 
the seedlings came from a different 
elevation or different ype of eco- 
system they will likely fail or at 
best not grow well. And in a large 
clear-cut you're dealing with quite 
a variety of different ecosystems. 
The final consideration i mid- 
slope management has to do with 
the loggem themselves. Site p~p- 
amtion on or near a slope is more 
difficult than in a fiat river valley. 
Slash fires •tend to run up the slope 
and often bum an area a little 
larger than originally planned. 
Slash burning, then, is out. Instead, 
you have tO be a little morn careful 
when you log. Leave less waste 
and better utilize the trees that are 
there. This is just one more argu- 
ment in favour of smaller clear-- 
cuts; they're far easier to manage. 
Next week, we move further up 
the hillside to the upper-slopes. An 
area of even thinner soils, fewer 
nutrients and more extreme 
weather. An area important for the 
supply of soils and nutrients to 
lower elevations but one that's 
very difficult to manage. Because 
of this, it's an area some say we 
shouldn't log at all. 
Speak 
to us  
Forestry Insights is regular 
weekly feature of the Terrace 
Review, written by staff reporter 
Tod Strachan in consultation with 
Registered Professional Foresters 
Rod Arnold and Doug Davies. We 
encourage our readers tO become 
involved in forestry issues by sub. 
mitring questions, comments o~t • 
contributions oftheir own. Write to  
Forestry/might,v, ~lo . the ' Terr ace  
Review, 4535Greig Ave., =Termc~ 
4 
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Do you plan on using the 
new municipal swimming 
pool facilities? 
Alek Konti¢ 
I do, yes. I'll probably be 
using the weight gym 
more than the pool. I think 
a lot of people are going 
to use the facilities. My 
sister is up there all the 
time!~ : . . 
Mike Smith 
Yes. I've just been 
waiting for it to be fin- 
ished. I particularly enjoy 
the hot pool. 
Lena Chapplow 
Yes. I always use the 
swimming pool and •feel it 
is well worth the invest- 
ment .  It is rea l ly  
benef ic ia l  for sen ior  
citizens. 
• . . , . . . ,  
Ed Anderson 
Yes - -  we've been 
waiting for the hot pool. 
It's a long way to Mount 
Layton Hot Springs. 
I 
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 iiii!iii Save :, the lSeven: Sisters :/ 
an ,nher,tance : : ;b: as  
To the Editor;, . 
This letter is concerned w i th  I would like to see this entire 
Rhonda Christie 
Yesl 
• • , . , %• . ,  - . ' ' • ,  
. ' ,  
Martin Menzel 
I just moved here from 
Nanaimo, but I think I will. 
- ! , . : _  ,,~ %! -  
the Seven Sisters Planning Area, 
which is located on the east side : 
of Highway 16 halfway between 
Terrace and Hazelton. The plan- 
ning area, which straddles three 
Forest Districts, extends south 
of Kitwanga to Little Oliver 
Creek and includes several 
drainages flowing into the 
Skeena~ River. 
The natural beauty of the 
Seven Sisters, the phenomena of
the Queen's face on one of the 
peaks, and the mature foi'ests on 
the lower slopes of hemlock, 
balsam, cedar, pine and spruce, 
contribute to its value as world 
class scenery. 
The Kispiox Forest District 
has produced a draft plan for 
the area. Basically they plan to 
save and maintain the current 
existing trails with 100-meter 
buffer strips. These include 
Boulder Creek, Whiskey Creek, 
Cedarvale, Coyote Creek, Wat- 
son Lake and Oliver Creek 
trails. There is also the possibili- 
ty of creating new trails or exten- 
ding existing ones. The rest of 
the lower slopes are considered 
operable forest and, I expect, 
will be logged. 
area removed from the Kispiox 
Timber Supply Area. I feel we 
must save some portions of our 
old growth forests for future 
• generations. The Seven Sisters' 
close proximity to Highway 16 
provides excellent opportunity 
for public access. 
If indeed this area has an 
80-year timber supply, why not 
put aside, this area for the last 
20-30 years of that period. Let 
the next generation decide it's 
fate of short-term profit versus 
preservation. My livelihood is 
directly dependent on the log- 
ging industry. If this area's 
removal from the operable 
forest means ashorter work year 
and lower annual income, I am 
willing to accept his. It's a small 
price to pay, as we are the 
keeper's of our children's in- 
heritence. 
If you are concerned at all 
regarding this subject, please 
respond to the: Distr ict 
• Manager,  Kispiox Forest 
District, Box 215, Hazelton, 
B.C., V0J IY0. 
Rod Naber 
Kitwanga~ B.C. 
Tolerance now zilch 
To the Editor; 
My tolerance level is now 
zilch! I am fed up with these 
obsessed, self-appointed mes- 
siahs of the peoples morals. I 
have had enough of half formed 
fetuses, women's organs, and 
opinions on placards, bill- 
boards, T.V., newspapers, ad 
nauseum, and now for Pete's 
Sake at a Trade show. 
I was under the impression 
"Trade" meant some kind of 
training in a specialized area, 
like mechanics, carpentry, 
engineering, artistry, with the 
end result of having a product 
for sale. Just what trade do the 
pro-lifers represent? If one stret- 
ched one's imagination but kept 
it in the context of the Trade 
Show, and these pro-lifers had 
gone through any formalized 
training and come up with a 
viable product --  say a designer 
condom, or a new and improved 
his and hers chastity belt with 
matching keys --  perhaps they 
would have had a credible 
reason for being there; but if 
opinion is the only criteria for 
obtaining a booth to display 
ones wares, next year can we 
look forward to, say, "The 
Ayatollah's handbook on Cor- 
rect Forms of Rel igious 
Fanaticism", or perhaps a pam- 
phlet on "101 guaranteed ways 
of turning people ag~nst your 
cause and credibility". 
If no guidelines exist for 
displays at Trade Shows I would 
strongly suggest the Trade Show 
representatives in Terrace come 
up with some. Enough already! 
Suzanne Verard, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Teach y lessons "-ood" 
To the Editor; 
I tended to agree with the let- 
ter in the May 2 edition of the 
Review re: the placement of con- 
dom vending machines. 
I firmly believe our schools 
are meant o teach "good" les- 
sons and promoting premarital 
sex is not one of them. 
I understand the urges of first 
love -- I've lived through that. I
wonder how many of the young 
people who can't say "no" truly 
think about the risks they are 
taking and the responsibility of 
both the male and female for the 
new life that might be formed by 
their actions. And how many of 
them realize that marriages 
where one or other of the part- 
ners had 'sex before the wedding 
night have an 80percent rate of 
divorce. 
For the safety of those adults 
who need protection and those 
who defiantly want to do their 
own thing, putting vending 
machines in the malls etc. as 
mentioned is an alternative that 
shows there are other costs to 
those actions; perhaps this 
would help those wishing AIDS 
who are not in school anymore 
and also provide access to a 
multiplicity o f  other things to 
spend their time and money on. 
I just want to add that we 
have only lived here a short time 
but I am truly impressed and 
thankful for the loving, warm 
caring community and the re, 
sources Terrace offers. 
Mrs. L. Buckle 
Terrace, B.C. 
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THE TERRACE ROTARY CLUB made one of its annual investments in higher education recently 
when president Wayne Epp presented Harold Cox, chairman of the NW88 Education Foundation, 
with a cheque for $2,000 to support scholarships for local students. 
Scholarship fund gets 
support from Rotary 
Contributed by Harold Cox 
For the past three yearn the 
Terrace Rotary Club has donated 
$2,000 each year to help graduat- 
hag students from Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School offset some of 
the expenses they will be up 
against as they pursue their higher 
educational goals. 
]Each year $1,000 of that dona- 
tion has been used for an annual 
scholarship and $1,000 has gone 
into an endowment fund held by 
the NW88 Education Foundation. 
The Rotary Clubintends to con- 
tribute $1,000 to this trust fund for 
the next eight years. At that time, 
the interest derived from the trust 
fund will sustain a perpetual 
$1,000 annual scholarship. 
Rotary president Wayne Epp 
says, "We must look to the future 
as well as at today's graduates. By 
establishing a $1,000 scholarship 
f0rever, We can ~ be assured "of 
helping future students." 
The annual $1,000 scholarship 
• presently goes to the student 
chosen by all teachers at Caledonia 
who most exemplifies "social 
responsibility and citizenship". 
"Women do Math" course 
really draws the big 
numbers at college 
by Betty Barton 
The "Women do Math" con- 
ference held recently at North- 
west Community College at- 
tracted 167 young women in 
Grades 8, 9 and 10 throughout 
the Northwest. Dr. Hilda Ching, 
one of the guest speakers and 
founders of the Society for 
Canadian Women in Science 
and Technology, said the re- 
sponse in this area was wonder- 
ful. 
Of the five conferences going 
on last week in Whitehorse, 
Kamloops, Ft. St. John, Camp- 
bell River and Terrace, Terrace 
has had the best turnout. The 
conference was sponsored by 
Simon Fraser University, the 
Ministry of Science and 
Technology, and NWCC. 
Dr. Ching explained that girls 
get the idea that math is dif- 
ficult. "You have to catch them 
early, while there's still time to 
pursue subjects in the sciences. 
We don't want them to close any 
doors,', 
f 
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Another objective of the con- 
ference was to educate young 
women about careers in sciences 
and technology and to introduce 
them to creative ideas in math 
and sciences. Students from 
Houston, Smithers, Hazelton, 
the Nass, Kitimat, Prince 
Rupert, Terrace and even the 
Queen Charlotte Islands at- 
tended the one-day workshops. 
One young woman from 
Mount Elizabeth Secondary in 
Kitimat explained that her 
science teacher encouraged the 
girls to attend. The school ar- 
ranged the time off and the 
transportation. Each participant 
had to pay a small transporta- 
tion fee. 
Each student chose two work- 
shops from among the five, 
facilitated by instructors in the 
sciences from. School District 
#88, NWCC and SFU. The 
workshops included systematic 
problem solving, math and the 
environment, c reat ing  from 
paper, seeing inside a personal 
computer; and  a careers 
workshop. The participants will 
also be able to apply some of the 
principals from the workshops 
to the "real world". A role 
model panel of maths and 
science career women were part 
of the closing sessions. 
Guest speakers included Dr. 
Jean Strangway, who said she 
works "in geriatrics outside the 
home and pediatrics in the 
home". Norma Kerby teaches 
biology at NWCC and has her 
students stretching cow intes- 
tines down the college hallways 
to determine the length of the 
thing. Norma explained, "The 
application of life sciences 
permeates every aspect of our 
lives." Cathy MacDonald, a 
nursing instructor at NWCC, 
said, "Science careers give one 
the opportunity to gain life ex- 
perience, work and earn 
money." Cheryl Cebuliak, a 
math teacher at Skeena Jr. Sec- 
ondary, encouraged the young 
women to "push yourselves. Ex- 
perience and stretch your- 
selves," 
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Information consuming the Twin River Estates project 
Is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens, Housing 
Society office, corner of Aps ley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Hedtage Park isnow open to the public five days a 
week, Tuesday to Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. For infor- 
mation regarding school tours, weddings, family per- 
traits or large group tours, phone Heritage Park at 
635-4546 or 635-2508. 
The Terrace and District Arts Council is accepting ap- 
plications for their scholarships for summer fine arts 
courses. For further information, please write to Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 or call 635-2529. Deadline for ap- 
plications is May 31, 1990. 
Wednesday, May 16--- Kitsumkalum Ski Club will hold 
its annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in room 208 at 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus. For 
more information, call Brian Loptson at 635-2142 (h) or 
635-6511 (w). 
Saturday, May 19 --  The Terrace and District Block 
Parents' Assoc. will be holding an information and 
awareness day at McDonald's Restaurant from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. Free balloons and video show for children. 
Monday, May 21 --  It's children's day at Elks Park, start- 
ing with a parade at 10 a.m. from the Elks Hall on 
Tetrault St. to the park. Activities will include races, tug- 
of-war, and prizes for the best costumes and bicycle 
decorations. Events go all day. For. more information, 
call 635-3372. 
Tuesday, May 22 --  NOTICE TO GOLFERS: There will be 
a special general meeting of all members of the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country Club at 8 p.m. at the clubhouse. 
Members will be asked to vote on an offer to purchase 
the property adjoining the course and discuss plans for 
future development of the property. 
Tuesday, May 22 --  The Terrace Child Development 
Centre Society, in conjunction with School District 88 
and Terrace & District Community Services Society, in- 
vites you to an evening with Lee Bussard at 7 p.m. in the 
Caledonia Senior Secondary library room. Lee, who 
lives with cerebral palsy, shares his personal adven. 
tures in acceptance, growth and even gratitude. An ac- 
complished public speaker, Lee shows how building 
self-esteem and cultivating the habit of a positive 
outlook can benefit a disabled person. To ensure ade- 
quate seating, please'pre-register at the Terrace Child 
Development Centre, phone 635-9388. 
Tuesday, May 22 --  Home Based Business meeting in 
the library meeting room at 7 p.m. Join other small 
business people and share ideas. Update on Communi. 
ty Futures and our own HBB Fair. Refreshments erved. 
For information, phone Elreen at 635-9415 or Lori at 
635-9533. 
Wednesday, May 23 --  Forest Richard will show slides 
and talk about his recent experiences in Indonesia with 
Canada World Youth at 7:30 p.m. in the library meeting 
room. Sponsored by Northwest Development Education 
Association. Everyone welcome. Childcare subsidy 
available. For more information, cal l  Frances at 
635-2436. 
Friday, May 25 --  Parviainen Dance Revue "90" at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are available from 
students, Sight and Sound, or by phoning 635-7455. 
Monday, May 28 --  The regular meeting of the Mills 
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will be held in the hospital 
board room at 8:15 p.m. New members are welcome. 
Wednesday, May 30 -.- The opening reception at 7:30 
p.m. at the Kitimat Centennial Museum for "Portraits of 
the Wild", photographs by Jeanne Monaghan and Brian 
Bagatto (runs until June 24). This exhibition features 
color photographs of Mt. Elizabeth, alpine flowers and 
lakes, aerial views of glaciers and the Kitimat Valley, as 
well as wildlife and landscapes of the region. Museum 
hours: Tuesday to Sunday, 12 noon to 5 p.m. 
Thursday, May 31 --  The Terrace Little Theatre will pre. 
sent Terrace's debut of Daniel Barnswell's exciting new 
play "Room 44" at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are 
available from Sight and Sound in the Skeena Mall. Out. 
of.town patrons can contact 635-6244 for reservations. 
Monday, June 11 - -  The Terrace Child Development 
Centre cordially Invites you to our annual general 
meeting at 7:30 p.m., 2510 S. Eby Street. The Centre will 
be open at 7 p.m. Please come and view our displays. 
July 16 to August 10 --  The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club has booked Skeena Junior Secondary School for a 
gymnastics summer camp, Mondays through Fridays. 
Pat McRoberts, new head coach for the club, will be In 
charge of all programs. Children three years and up may 
register for one week or more, and registration forms 
can be picked up at All Seasons Sporting Goods. All pro- 
ceeds from the camp will go towards construction of 
the club's new gymnasium, so come out for some sum- 
mer tumbling fun. 
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:ROMP seeks native inv=011vement by recruitini: : i i /  
by Ted Stradtan l 4 : . . . . .  l '  " l ' " 'd  " : "  " m " : ' " r ' + ~ " 
Native RCMP officers are not an 
unusual sight. But finding One isn't 
an every day occurence ither. In 
fact the RCMP are looking for 
more native officers and that's 
why Ottawa recruiting officer, 
constable Arrol Crier, was in 
Terrace last week. It was just one 
of several northern B.C. stops in a 
recent native recruitment drive. 
Touring with Crier were special 
constable Colleen Erickson from 
Vancouver and, in the Terrace 
area, special constable Jim Cooley. 
For Cooley, born and raised in the 
Terrace area, Terraee is his first 
assignment as an RCMP officer. 
But why do the RCMP want 
native officers? Is it tokenism? Not 
at all. As explained by Erickson, 
native RCMP officers fill a very 
important and necessary law 
enforcement role. Historically, 
there has been a problem with 
non-native officers patrolling 
native communities. They were 
viewed as being there simply to 
arrest people; they reacted to 
native problems in a law-and-order 
sense and made little effort to 
educate the native population in 
preventative measures or even to 
understand native culture and 
traditions. 
Erickson gave one example of 
how cultural differences can lead 
to misunderstanding and possibly 
arrest: "Most native languages are 
non-verbal and eye contact is 
different. In  our society, when 
being spoken to, you look down or 
• , , , . :  ,. 
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Newly assigned to Terrace, special constable Jim Cooley (left) toured the area last week with Vancover special constable 
Colleen Erickson and Ottawa recruiting officer, constable Arrol Crier, in a Native recruitment drive. 
RCMP constable; a time when his 
main function was to introduce 
himself to the community. 
During that time he also met 
with children and adults to talk 
about drug and alcohol abuse. On 
away fromtbe p~rson.8,~ a sign of 'Friday, May 11, he met many 
listening., But to the while person! more local residents during Career 
this is seen as a sign of disrespect Days at Terrace Inn. Career Days 
grow up with a much different 
view of the world than past 
generations. And that can only be 
good. 
But there is a ways to go yet. 
According to, Crier, of 14,000 
RCMP officers in canada today, 
only 326 are of aboriginal 
ancestry. By .percentage of 
and can be misconstrued asa sign 
of guilt." In other words, a native 
person could be arrested by a. 
non-native officer simply for 
showing respect. 
When that officer is native, 
though, things are different. The 
"law n understands what the native 
person is saying and acts 
accordingly. And here the native 
officer plays an important 
preventative role. According to 
Cooley, the native and non-native 
reception in Terrace was "warm" 
during his first few weeks as an 
population, this number should be 
closer to 500. This means, says 
Crier, there are jobs out there for 
Canadian natives who have the 
right stuff. The RCMP wants 
members who are a reflection of 
Canada's ethnic and cultural 
diversity. 
For more information you can 
stop by the local RCMP 
detachment. Talk to Jim Cooley, a 
friendly, easy-to-talk.to police 
officer Who knows the true value 
of policing "for the people" rather 
than "of the people". 
was open to everyone and was 
hosted by the Nisga'a Valley 
Health Board and the Kermode 
Friendship Centre. 
The difference with this approach 
to law enforcement is significant, 
says Erickson. As different as 
night and day; it means policing 
"for the people" and not "of the 
peopleS, It means that an RCMP 
officer is a friend: no longer 
someone whose title in the native 
tongue translates to"They've come 
to get us,. So the next generation 
of natives, says Cooley, is going to 
Local tree planters pondered 
by Ted Straehan 
season .  
hit's a straggle," he says "We 
have been trying for years to set 
up local contractors. But there's 
no, or very little, interest." He 
adds, however, that Waster has 
been working on a plan. Besides 
planting, he says, there's atremen- 
dous amount of brushing and 
weeding to do, and if they could 
find the fight contractor the com. 
bined work might be turned into 
an eight-month-a.year mployment 
opporttmity. He even suggests that 
the Ministry o f  Forests might 
sponsor a seminar to train the 
contractor and workers. 
Sounds good. But all good ideas 
parted to mention that tree planters 
traditionally eat out of a bean can 
and sleep in tents during the week; 
and eat steak, drink spirits and 
sleep in motels on weekends. And 
they're all that "dynamite age"... 
eighteen and ninteen. 
Perhaps it's good that tree 
planters move on every few weeks. 
And Weeber's comments 
prompted irector Lea Watmough 
to look at another aspect of the 
Job. He suggested that the $50 to 
$250 a day summer students can 
make planting trees might not be 
enough money anyway. After a 
summer of weekends, many are I
likely wind up back on campus 
Kitimat-Stildne Regional District 
director Dan Pakula wants to know 
if there is a way the board can 
encourage the opening of local tree 
planting companies who would 
hire all their help locally. "There 
seems to be a real vacuum in this 
area," he says. "Most of the tree 
planters are brought in from out- 
side the area." 
Director Pete Wether, a long- 
time employee of We.star in Hazel- 
ton, says from experience that itrs 
not a situation that's going to 
• change very soon. The main prob- 
lem is one of steady employment 
in one area. He explains that tree 
C 
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: planting Operations inany one area have a down side, and as concen- with a pretty good hangover and 
: usually last no more than three to tration wandered and~focus drifted "tuition broke n. 
/ four:weeks before: the company, around the board room lit became Perhaps it's good that tree plan. 
:i and plantem, move on to another apparent that tree planti~ has its ter's parents, the ulti~te source of 
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1 ~ and then Prince George in a single local employment, Wether rap. 
Terrace 
Interiors Ltd. 
4610 Lazelle Avenue 
1 635-6600 ,, 
"'All the supplies you need 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
ACROSS 
1 Ablbot 
5 Mr.Tsrkenton 
9 Nurtured 
IP Actor Mslden 
13 Elevate 
14 AutoClub 
15 Dance step 
17 Newspaper eecdon 
19 Pleasant 
20 Penna. religion 
21 Viper 
23 SteveorGracle 
25 Attentiongetler 
26 Hairdo 
28 PoelOgden 
31 Morning 
32 "The . . . .  Man" 
34 North of MD 
35 Pear 
38 _. _Lisa 
39 Damage 
40 Reserved 
42 Trick 
44 Milan event 
46 Ireland 
47 Cellf, peak 
49 Winner 
52 Actor Holt 
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53 Sea eagle 
55 Spirit 
56 Chicago trains 
57 Asterisk 
• 56 Hardens 
DOWN 
1 Dog group(abbr.) 
2 Scrooge word 
3 Cognac 
4 . . . .  thecow 
S Nochsrge 
6 Smellslate 
7 Burro 
m 
8 Ketmandu's land 
g Pasta ingredient 
10 Devours 
I1 Oct partner 
16 Shoo! 
18 Sign 
21 Jezebel's husband 
22 Demonstrator 
for short 
23 Intended fire 
24 Meetcut 
2;" Rage 
29 Bridge 
30 Listen 
33 leleof 
36 Vapors 
3T Sedan 
39 Cloak 
41 Belonged to 
singer Smith ' 
43 Wild or 
long grain 
44 Pref. for bone 
45 Mr. Donahue 
46 Always 
47 Skill 
48 Typeof meal 
51 MD helpers 
54 Not applicable(abbr.) 
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Nattress . . . .  
now on list 
Passersby in Terrace won't be 
seeing,the Nattress name onany 
street, park, building or monument 
soon, but that's not to say it won't 
appear sometime in the future. City 
council has placed the name on a 
list of people who have contributed 
their time and service to our com- 
munity, but before they use any 
names on that list they want to see 
a •list of our pioneers brought up to 
date. 
Last month, Tricia Nattress asked 
that the city consider using the 
Nattrcss name in honor of her 
mother and father, Nick and Molly 
Nattress. In that request, she out- 
lined the contribution her parents 
had made to Terrace. 
Nick Nattress first moved to 
Terrace from England in 1960 to 
work on the building of Mills 
Memorial Hospital. He was joined 
by his family a few months later 
and Terrace would become their 
home for the next 23 years. They 
liked it here. And in order to stay, 
Nick went to work for Bill McRae 
at Skeerm Forest Products in 1960 
and he remained there until his 
retirement in 1982. 
From the beginning, Nick Nat- 
tress became involved in the future 
of local youth -  first through the 
Royal Canadian Legion Junior 
Olympics Plan and later in "Youth 
Soccer. For his work with young 
Terrace athletes, he was awarded 
the Canadian Centennial Medal in 
1967. 
Molly Nattress also became an 
integral part of the community 
from the beginning. She became 
involved in Terrace Little Theatre 
in the late 1960's and was later 
named president. It was during her 
reign as president that McColl 
Playhouse received amajor facelift 
and became the community asset it 
is today. Molly also won several 
awards for both directing and 
acting and at one point was named 
vice-president of the B.C. Drama 
Association (now known as The- 
atre B.C.). 
Outside theatre, Molly served 
three year terms as both a city 
alderman and vice-president of the 
K'san House Society as well as a 
term as chairman of the Terrace 
Advisory Parks and Recreation 
Commission. While a city alder- 
man, Molly also became the chair- 
man of the local Board of Health 
and later a member of the Provin- 
cial Board of Health. 
Following Nick's retirement in 
1982, the couple moved back to 
Wales, where Molly resides today. 
Nick died suddenly last August. 
The problem now for the city, as 
alderman Danny Sheridan 
explained to council last week, is 
that they don't know how exactly 
how many new streets or what 
sorts of structures will be built in 
the years to come. Bu t they will be 
prepared. With the help of the 
Regional Museum Society they 
will have a complete listofall our 
pioneers, and letters such as the  
one written by Tricia Nattreas will 
help complete the list of residents 
who have made major contdbu- 
lions our community. 
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BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Them Ads appear in the more than 100 Newpapera d the B.C. and Yukon Community NewepaperaAseodation 
and reach more than 1,500,000 homes and a potential two minion readers. 
$165. for 25 words ($3,15 per each additional Word) 
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Active Auto Brokers, dlqx~al 
agent for Active Bailiff Servk:es, 
Rel0omesalone, estate, legab, 
cars, trucks, motorhomse, boats. 
Caa Mr. Price (only), (6o4)434- 
1819. 1:)5476. 
COLLECTOR CAR AUCTION, 
May25 & 26. Canada's Premiere 
Sale. Brochure available. Ex- 
ample¢ '33 Ford, '48 Pontiac, '57 
"Chey., '65 Lamborohini, '65 Far- 
tad, '65 Aston, Corvettes, Mus- 
tangs, Pomshes, Cadillacs, Lin- 
coins, Reds. (403)938-4139, 
Okotoks, Alberta. 
TRIUMPH! BSA! NORTON! 
Enthudsat wishes to buy all 
makes and models of old British 
motoro/cles, any condition, rusty 
or running. Call Bdan (403)276- 
5328 evenings. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
FREE booklet. Concrete or wood 
for your basement? Before you 
decide get the facts. Call FOUN- 
DATION FOCUS 1-800-663- 
7774, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. PDT, 
M-R 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR own impod/exped 
business, even spare time. No 
money or expedence. Since 
1946. Free brochure: Wade 
World Trade, c/o Cdn. Sinai Bud- 
ness Inst., Dept. Wl, 1140 Bel- 
lamy Rd. N. #1, Scad~orough, 
Ontario, MIH 1H4. 
Invest $12,000 In a high end deck 
waterproofing dealership for this 
area. Top quality product line al- 
• lows for above average retum on 
Investment. We supply opening 
inventory, tools and training. 
Successful dealemhlps eatab- 
fished across Canada. Phone 
collect: Mr. D. Chalsson, 
(604) 860-1200. 
• Resort Kambepe area. Sodudod 
6 acres lake front. Log lodge, 6 
cabins, fully equipped. Rsh 6 
lakes. Great fishing and potential. 
Private sale, $99,000. 1-376- 
7970. 
Reedy for change? Join the best 
home party plan. Best product, 
people, service, promotions. 
We're tope setting fashion trends. 
~ .Roeney ,  to,free 1-800- 
CANADA'S LARGEST Calendar 
and business OUt company needs 
self-starlere selling to local busi- 
nesses. Highest commtsalons. 
Small refundable Investment re- 
quked. O'DonnelI-DRG, 487-16 
Westney South, Ajax, LIS 6W8. 
(416) 427-8520. 
, , roBs  oF .om,,rn, 
Maple Ridge business for sale. 
Spedallzlno in repalm d T.V., 
V.C.FL, miomwaw and sound 
equipment. (eo4)4es-m~. 
~and dmpary ~ for 
salelnGolden, B.C. Established 
14 years. Area has solid eco- 
nomic base with steady growth. 
Oocd oppodur,~y for dghZ pomen. 
Phone (604)344-0444, or Box 
1003, Golden, B.C. 
Purchase the inventtw at cost 
(approximately $20,000) and 
become your own boss. Retail 
store on busy Hwy. 97 In Williams 
Lake, B.C. Ownerwillingtolease 
or sell equipment. Good base of 
building from present owner. In- 
terested parties oontact: M.C.IO 
Hide. Ltd. (604)S98-6005. 
16 pad trailer park with 8 yr. old 3 
bedroom home, $225,000. 15% 
to secure. Exeelenl relimment 
package. Phone (654)442-5~S2. 
Box 2282, Grand Forks, B.C., 
VOHIHO. 
RAISE CHINCHILLAS for extra 
income. We offer graded breed- 
ing stock, cages, feed, delivery, 
instruction. Full-time Income pe- 
tentieL Gusra~eedma~ guar- 
anteed production. Canadian 
Chinchilla, Box 1684, St. Marys, 
ON, NOM 2VO, (519)229-6117. 
Earn megabud~, outstanding 
ground floor oppedunily. New 
into Canada, full or part-time, Ini- 
tial Investment $350. Caitfortho 
oppedunity of a lifetime. Don1 
hesitate. 1-261-1882. - 
ATTENTION COOKIE LOVERS! 
Take a bite of our new fibre filled, 
Iowcholestarol, diet coolde. Dis. 
tdbutore required. Ground floor 
oppodunity. 3730 Wilton Cres- 
~nt, Vidoda, VSX 1S1. 
Auto electdc rebuilding business. 
Excellent fleet, logging and bclus- 
tdal accounts. Good inventory, 
equipment and location. 1,500 
SClUarafeet with service bay, rea- 
sonable lease. Established six 
years, highly respecled. Great 
town for rabing Idds, fld'/mg, hunt- 
ing. lakes are hereby. $85,000. 
(6o4)442-5666, Monday to Satur- 
day. 
BU~INF.~ ~AIL~ 
DIV()RCE? No mud appear- 
anoe or oomenl d apeusa noces- 
earyl Just 5-15 weeks, t69.95 
pkm costs. You or we lype. 
Lawyer endomed. Send forcopy 
of Canada's new Divon~ act and 
literature. Same ey~em since 
1970. Db~rcentk:e, 201-1252 
Bunard, Vancouver, 1-687-2900. 
Franchises available. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS FOR SALE MISC 
ORDER YOUR "LOVE STUFF" 
BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW 
LOVERS LANE CATALOGUEI 
You're assured privacy and eecu- 
dry from cur established storel 
Check us out with the BBB IN 
HOME SHOPPINGI BEST SE- 
LECTION! GREAT SERVICE! 
$5/catalooue: LOVERS LANE 
BOUTIQUE, 1074 SHOPPERS 
ROW, CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C., 
vgw 2C6. PHONE: (604)286- 
1010. 
EDUCATION 
FREE: 1990 guide to study-at- 
home correspondence Diploma 
courses for prestigious careers: 
Accounting, Air¢onditioning, 
Bookkeeping, Business, Cosme- 
tology, Electronics, Legal/Medi- 
cal Secretary, Psychology, 
Travel. Granton, (5A) 263 Ada- 
lalde West, Toronto, 1-800-950- 
1972. 
Learn installation, repair and 
mainlenance of computer con. 
trolled HVAC systems. Gradu- 
ales of the 14-monlh Automated 
Systems Technology program 
am In high demand. Next course 
begins September 4th. Contact: 
Selldrk College, 2001 Sllver King 
Rd., Nelson, B.C., VIL 1C8. 
(604)352-6601. 
Carser-odented individuals with 
technical ability sought for six- 
month Major Appliance Repair 
program, beginning September 
4th. Inquire: Selldrk College, 
2001 Silver King Rd., Nelson, 
B.C., V1L 1C8. (604)352-6601. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
Sawmiil, National Machinery Tie 
Mill on ~eel, diesel power, edger. 
$4,500.;Box 10, Lytton, VOK 17.0, 
Phone (604)455.6671. 
FOR SALE MILS(: 
ligMing fixtures. Wsabsm Can- 
ada's largest display. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nod)urn LigMing Centre, 
4600 East Hastings St., Bumaby, 
B.C., VSC 2K5. Phone: 
(604) 299-0666. 
S a N Home Shopping dub, 
$1,000 credit line guaranteed. 
Call now for pre-appmved appli- 
cation. (604)3890959, 3211 Imm 
St., Victoria, B.C., VSZ 3R9. 
LOVE NEST. "ORDER BY 
MAIL'. - Lovers' Toys, Sexy 
NoveHles.-$4celcurcatalogue. 
Love Nesl, 161 Easl lslst., Nodh 
Vancouver, B.C., V7L 1112. 
(o~e)987-1175. See this ad eveP/ 
rweek. 
SAVE OUR ENVIRONMENT. 
,Save minimum $2,000 yearly. 
101 simple coatcutting ways. 
Tested by two women who care. 
Buofdev$3 plus S.A.S.E.: Envko- 
Savings, P.O. Box 40002, Violo- 
de, B.C., V8W 3N3. 
TYPESETTING EQUIPMENT-2 
CG Trendsetter 812s, $5,000; 5 
CG MOT.350 terminals, $1,000; 
CG Easy Coat waxer, $300; 
Nuarc VV1418 vertical camera, 
$800; Omega DTS diffusion 
transfer processor, $200; Com- 
pukwik 2 processor, $100; 2 
Gralab darkroom timers, $100; 
ByChrome vacuum easel and 
pump, $300. Alsosesorbsd type- 
setting and darkroom supplies. 
Phone (604)768-4561 or 
(604)767-3313. 
Arthritic pain? Achingback? Stiff 
joints? Sleepinghanda? "Beulah 
Oil" helpsll Brochure/informa- 
tion-S2. Or phone (204)723- 
2828. Beulah Land, Box 26, Tre- 
heine, Manitoba, R0G 2V0. 
SAVE MONEY! H you love 
wooden toys, why pay through 
the nose for them? Build your 
ownl Step-by-step book/S10. 
Shews you how to design and 
build your own, plus free plans for 
an awesome Ioadarl Wdte: R. 
Martin, 26 Madison eras., Seeks- 
teen, SK, S7L 3V8. 
Rock bottom prices on new 
zountsin bikes; Norco, G.T., 
Kwahara, Rocky Mr., Kona. 
Guaranteed, fully assembled. 
Free shipping by Greyhound. 
Rocky Cycle, Surrey, B.C. 
(604) 594-2453. 
GETTING MARRIED? Wedding 
and pady decorations via the rnsg 
at 20-60% off retail prises. Write 
to: Wedding & Pady Decorating, 
365 Fairway Rd., Suite 4A, #222 
Kitchener, ON, N2C 1X2. 
Magnetic signs for cars and 
trucks. 12"x 24"/$110. per pair or 
$190. for 2 pairs, tax and shipping 
included. Four lines, one color 
copy on white background. 
(604)530-5657. Fax (604)656- 
6578. 25512-12 Ave., Aider- 
grove, B.C., VOX 1AO, FLR.#10. 
Shoe finishing machine like new. 
High speed machine gdnds, 
rims, bulfe, finishes. Its pewedui 
vacuum system keeps dust away 
from work area. Only $5,600. 
(604)766-2369. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADS 
Reach more than 1.5 million 
hcusahddsforJuat... 
$165.00 
An advertising "Best Buy'! 
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GARDENING 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENERS 
STORE, 1,000's d l:mxluds, 
greenhouses, hydropon~,.hup 
book salectlon. $4 for cmamgue 
full of money saving coupons. 
Western Water Farms, #103, 
20120-64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4P7. 
HEALTH 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since 
1973, offering high quality-lowest 
pdces on Vitamins, Minerals, 
Herbs, Body Building and Weight 
Less, Supplements, Ha'u" Treat- 
ment, Skin Care and More. FREE 
CATALOGUE. Write: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, Dopt.BC15, 260 
S.W. Marine Drive, Vancouver, 
B.C.; VSX 2R5. 1-800-663-0747. 
In Vancouver, 321-7000. 
Diet Disc program. Doctor reo- 
ommendod. Normaitzss appetite 
naturagy and safely. Lose sel- 
luilte and up to 20 pounds 
monthly. Free delivery. Calltog- 
free, B.C.: Natalie 1-978-8060. 
HELP WANTED 
Train to manage an Apadment/ 
Condominium complex. The 
government licensed homeatudy 
cortificatiort includes free place- 
meat sesiatanse. Free broshure: 
(604)681-5456. Or:. RMTI, 1120- 
789W. Pender, Vancouver, B.C., 
V6C 1H2. 
HOUSEWIVES, Mothers and in- 
terested persons needed immedk 
ately to sag toys and gilts for Na- 
tional Home Pady Ran. No in. 
vestment, deliveries or money 
coileotion. Call (519)258-7905, 
Place your classified ad herel 
Ucensed techrddarm required for 
G.M. dealership located in Chil- 
liwack. Due to the growth of our 
service department we require 
Iwotechnk:lans. G.M. expedence 
an asset. We provide excegent 
wages based on flat rate system, 
with bonus based on perform- 
ance, medk:al plan with Insuranoe 
and dental plan. Please contact 
Oeioy Kompp, Service Manager. 
Coiled: 1-795-9104. 
Journeyman caq~ntor with TO 
required for steady employment. 
Wages with benefit package. 
Experienced in concrete, reined- 
aging, framing. Notion Constnm- 
tion, Box 1210, Port McNeil, B.C., 
VON 2RO. 
Gymnaatlcs Coach (Level II/111) 
required. Start September 1/90. 
Wage $1,500.-$2,000. depending 
on qualifications. Reply with res- 
ume to: Box 653, Brooks, Al0eda, 
JOJ OJO. 
HELP WANTED 
cmmock Rng~m~ Ho~ma 
is m~Hng applications from ROg- 
letsred Nurses for full-time peal- 
tionsinour 150 bedfadlity. Must 
be aligible for or heve current B.C. 
re~retlun. Send resume to: 
Mm. P. Janzen, Cranbrook Re- 
lanai Hcepltal, 13-24th Ave. 
~orlh, Cranbrook, B.C., VIC 
81-19. 
Lumber graders for Tahsie saw- 
mill and ptsnermlll complex. 
Coast Lumber Grading Ticket 
requlred and experience grading 
under the British Standard Grad- 
d~RUbS. Aide to nmdntain a high 
of accurecy and adapl to 
in-hcuse, customer spa- 
clfio grade requkements. Send 
resume to: Canadian Pacilio For- 
eat Preducbs, Ann: Skl Bennett, 
Indusldal Relations, P.O. Box 
488, Taheie, B.C., V0P IX0. 
NEED A NANNY? Bdtieh and 
Rliplno nannlne waiting to be 
qxm,0md. Call us for your nexl 
nanny. BRITISH NANNIES 
PLUS, (654)6a2-2113. #423- 
1035 PadfioSt., Vancouver, V6E 
4G7.  
kuto body ~ wanted imm~k 
alely. Full bomlits, expodenoe 
neommary. Phone (604)267,. 
e~e. After e:O0 udl (eo4)Gcs- 
817'2. 
I I L I I  I I 
HELP WANTED 
Work at home. Be Iinendally in- 
dependent. Eern Nohor than 
ammgs Income. Take phone 
orders for puNleher. People call 
you. Bara& Associates, 23003 
~opk~ve Close. Maple Ridge, 
B.C., V2X 9K3. Phone: 
(604)467-9941, extension H5, 
gam-2pm. 
WANTED: 55 OVERWEIGHT 
PEOPLE FOR DIET DISC PRO- 
GRAM. We pay you while losing 
10-29 Ibs. in 30 days. Doctor 
recommended. Call Made, 1- 
978-8017, TOLL-FREE. 
OFFICE CLERK REQUIRED for 
Ford deabrehlp In Upper Fraser 
Valley. Oeaiemhip experience 
preferred. Apply In wdtlng wilh 
resume to: Box D-56, o'o The 
Chilliwack Progress, 45860 
Spadina Avenue, Chilllwack, 
B.C., V2P 61-10. 
JOURNEYMAN AUTOBODY 
MECHANIC Ior msht/heavy 
Iblon rapalm. Minimum lOyeam 
exp~lenoa, Mum do top quality 
work. $18./hour flat rate. Call 
Kim'e KuMoms (604)265-4012, 
N~u~, B.C. 
kr detahl Or eel the SCYCNA 
m (654)eeo.e2~. 
1 
I I 
MISCELLANEOUS 
CUDDLES WATERPROOF DIA- 
PERS. Eight layer cotton diaper 
wilha wateqxool shell. A custom 
fit with adjustable veloro tabs. 
Call CUDDLES holllne TOLL- 
FREE: 1-800-565-8831. 
PERSONALS 
Lose weight; we need 40 over- 
weight persons to lose 10-29 Ibs. 
in the next 30 days with the brand 
new Hedudlfe Disc Program. 
Totally natural. Doctor recom. 
mended. Guaranteed salisfac- 
lion. Eam $$$ while you loce. 1- 
978-3059, TOLL-FREE. 
PE'rS & LIVESTOCK 
6-year old Clyde stud, solid dark 
bey; excellent conformallon, ap- 
pm0dmat~ 2,000 bJ$3,200. 7- 
year old Clyda-X mare, bred to: 
Mammoth Jack, due to foal 1092/ 
$2,200. 2-ysar old Umouslne 
bull, semen temd~l,800. Year. 
llng Slmmenbsl buW$1,400. For 
~.  Inlo call Chrb: (604)868- 
2. Bred f~ nl~51ti~, good f=~- 
fly lempemment, proleotlvoneee, 
coNmma.on, worldng and elmw 
6 meerv(KI, 2 tell. $,350. 
(604)467-0f~6, Maple Ridge. 
REAL F..STATE 
Kamlocpe and Area 
Write for infonnetion ~ le~t ;  
guide to: Inland Realty, 822 Sey- 
mour St., Kamloo~, B.C., V2C 
202. Ann: Preperty Coordinator. 
Phone: (6O4)374-3O22. 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVING. 
1,5,10 acre lobs. Water, hydro, 
telephone, dyer view and dyer 
front. 30 miles west of Kemloope. 
Call collect: (604)373-2282. 
Summerland, B.C., sunny Oka- 
nagan. Architect designed, 4 
bedroom brick house on 10 
wooded acres. Beautiful 360 
degree view. $189,000. Please 
call evenings (604)494-9327. 
156 acres. Grand Forks area. 
Original ranch bul~ngs. Hydro, 
plumbing, near siding, Oofflng, 
fishing, boating, swimmino. Pri- 
vate. $119,000. (604)987-0081 
(before May 25 or after June 15). 
pmpe~y, eve, , t~ng oe, x~ 
Seaighl, 100 from beach. BOu- 
blewide :].bedroom, 2-balh, Ilvin. 
groom, famllyroum, kitdNm, din- 
ing & wet-bar. Also 1-bedroom 
co, a0o & ku~ momoe/obep, 
plus 1-morn 0ueat cottaga. New 
Isiand Hwy. Just behind wq=edy. 
By owner, 1126,000. I-g~$4066. 
SERVICU 
• J•e l Jo r  ICBC and Injury claims. A. Warier, trial lawyer for 21 
yearn. Call collect, (604)736- 
5500, Vancouver. If no recovery, 
nofee. No Yukon enquldee. 
"ICBC offered me $3,500. Carey 
Llnda got me $190,000." G.N., 
Abbotsford. Lawofficesof Carey 
Linde, Vancouver 684-7798. 
Serving clients throughout B.C. 
for 18 yearn. 
WANTED 
WANTED: F.xpedenced cogector 
wishes to purchase older 
Moocn~ Ixmery. Espedally fish, 
tree or mushroom designs and 
any tea or dinner services made 
by Mconcroft or Maclntyra. Call 
collect: Victoria (604)688-2895, 
(604)656.4o12, 
• j 
i 
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i' 
CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified isplay 
ads must be prepaid by either eash, 
Visa or Mastercard, except for es- 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have yoar 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
'only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ment~ should be read on the first 
pubiication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect i em only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
VENDING ROUTES. Earn huge 
profits. Pdme locations in your 
area. All new guaranteed equip 
ment. Food, cigarettes, pop and 
coffee machines. Investments 
from $2,800. Call for details: 
Eagle Vending, (604)597-3532. 
START YOU R own import/expert 
business, even spare time. No 
money or expedence. Since 
1946. Free brochure: Wade 
World Trade, do Cdn. Sinai Busi- 
ness Inst., Dept. Wl, 1140 Bel- 
lamy Rd. N. #1, Scarborough, 
Ontario, M1H 1H4. 
InveSt $12,000 in a high end deck 
waterproofing dealership for this 
area. Top quality product line al- 
lows for above average return on 
investment. We supply opening 
inventory, tools and training. 
Successful dealerships estab- 
fished across Canada. Phone 
collect: Mr. D. Chaisson, 
(504)a30-12o0. 
STOP struggling to make ends 
meetl Simple, step by step 
method to financial freedoml 
Guaranteed. No Gimmicksl Free 
Informationl Write Todayl 
Parkorest Publishing, 865 Fisher- 
marts Cirole, 1A, Parksville, B.C., 
vgP 1Z5. 
PANAGOPOULOS 2 for I pizza 
franchises. ' Pizza " Pasta " 
Chicken "Ribs" B.C.'s largeSt 
iZZa franchbe. Proven.results. 
II trainlng and support, simple 
to operate. Excellent sites still 
available. Call Nowl 1-859.6621 
or 1-530-6618. 
All new product so extraordinary 
distdbutors are breaking records 
in MLM and earning aStonishing 
income. For Info on cllstdbutor- 
ship call: (403)939-3700 or 
(6o4)754-93so. 
Gifts and engraving; Salmon Arm, 
B.C. Good lines of giftwars, lug- 
gage, trophies and plaques. Rx- 
tures, equipment, stock and sup- 
plies approximately $47,000. 
Available Immediately. Phone: 
(604)832-5162 evenings. 
TURN WATER Into MONEY! Our 
Send for FREE UST d 50 money- 
making Home Businesses that 
you can start for under $500. 
Wdte Canadian InStitute of Home 
Business, Box 334, Sorranto, 
B.C, V0E 2W0. 
Overseas positions. Hundreds of 
top-paylng positions. All occupa- 
tions. Attradive benefits. Free 
detags: Overseas Employment 
Services, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P 3C7. 
CAMELION NEW TO MOST 
AREAS. Be the first to make 40- 
multipatented water vending 50%profit marketing sheer non- 
machines turns your communities run hosiery & steding m'lver jeweAk 
tap water into the purest, freshest lery. Work your own hours. 
business of your own=finandal water you can ddnk (with recy- 
dable containers). The ultimate 
"Green" concept with excellent 
linancial returns. Units placed in 
majorgrocery stores and you .col- 
lect the money. No competition 
• and a fabulous upport network. 
Island Vendlng, (604)658-2441. 
16 pad trailer park with 8 yr. old, 3 
bedroom home, $225,000. 15% 
to secure. Excellent retirement 
package. Phone: (604) 442- 
5352. Box 2282, Grand Forks, 
B.C., V0H 1H0. 
Cadboo InveStment opportunities 
are yours for the taking. Private 
sales of and revenue proper- 
ties. No agents pleasel Call Ron 
at (604)392-7611 or (604)243- 
2246. 
Okanagan 100 seat pub. Long 
established family operation, 
highway frontage, 5/bdrm, 3/bath 
• IMng quarters. No competition. 6
year average, $300,000 gross 
income. Asking $340,000. Henry 
Wesnoyer, Tradeland Realty, 
3410 Coldstream Ave., Vemon, 
B.C. (604)545-5325 (days), 
(604)542-8712 (eves.), (604)545- 
4873 (fax). 
independence &tax deductions. 
c¢l ¢oiact B.C. (M-F) 6O4-687- 
0409/687-0510, weekends/eve- 
nings 604-736-6703. 
REPORTER needed for twice 
weekly newspaper, Please send 
hand-wn'tten biter and resume to: 
The Editor, Powell River News, 
7030 Albemi Street, Powell River, 
B.C., VSA 2C3. 
PAYDAY EVERYDAYlll Intema- 
tional company expanding 
throughout: B.CJYukon. Flexible 
hours. Tralning. NO door to door. 
NO telemarketing. $1,400 pad- 
time, $4,000 full-time/month. 
(604)641-6084. 
WANTED: Overweight people to 
lose up to 25 Ibs. in 30 days and 
earn extra $$$. 100% guaran- 
teed. 100% natural. Toll-frse, 
B.C. 1-978-8019. 
LETS GET BIZZY! Muiti-miflion 
dollar national firm seeks 2 repre- 
sentatives in your area. Candi- 
dates selected can earn up to 
$2,000 weekly. Individuals apply- 
ing should be available immedi- 
ately for placement. Call 
~ 416)756-2111 or (416)756-7796 or your confidential interview. 
DIVORCE? No court appear- 
ance or consent of spouse neces- 
saryl Just 5-15 weeks. $69.95 
plus• costs. You or we type. 
Lawyer endorsed. Send forcopy 
of Canada's new Divorce act and 
literature. Same system since 
1970. DIvorcervice, 201-1252 
Burrard, Vancouver, 1-687-2900. 
Franchises available. 
Cemetery markers by European 
craftsman manufacturing stone, 
granite, marble memorials, 
plaques, urns, fireplaces, 
countertops. Tradesman's Monu- 
ments, 10355 Jacobsen Street, 
Mission; B.C., V2V 4H9. 
(604)826-9114. Lowest pdces 
possiblel 
APARTM ENTICONDOMIN IUM 
MANAGERS correspondence 
course. Government approved. 
Industry recognized. 400 gradu- 
ates now working due to our free 
placement service. RMTI, 1120- 
789 W. Pander, Vancouver, B.C., 
V6C 1H2, (604)681-5456. 
Reliable, Receptionist/ 
Shampoo Assistant Re- 
quired to work every Mon- 
day 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Possi- 
ble additional hours. Ex- 
cellent fringe benefits. 
Apply at: 
638-8787 
4624 Grcig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Hours: Mon..Sat. 9.5 
HOUSEWIVES, Mothers and In- 
terested persons needed immedi- 
ately to sell toys and gifts for Na- 
tional Home Party Plan. No in- 
vestment, delivedes or money 
collection. Call (519)258-7905. 
CURLING CLUB MANAGER, 
Golden Ears Winter Club, Maple 
Ridge, B.C. Seeks a dub man- 
ager to manage & oversee the 
daily operations of an active oud- 
ing club. Previous managerial 
experience & knowledge of cud- 
lag preferred. Competitive salad. 
Please forward resume to: 
Golden Ears Winter Club, do 
12330-206th St.,M.R.,V2XOM6. 
Energetic, Motivated 
Hairdresser Wanted 
to work ful l  t ime in a 
progressive modern 
salon. Must have B.C. 
license and 2 years 
experience. 
Apply at :  
J """ 638-8787 ;" i" 
4624 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Hours: Mon..Sat. 9.5 
I 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
The 16-37 Business Development Centre Society is seeking a 
Technical Advisor for its Business Development Centre 
(BDC). 
THE POSITION: The Technical Advisor will report directly to 
the Manager of the BDC and will be primarily responsible for 
assisting clients in counselling in the area of cash flow, 
marketing, merchandising and business plans. Completion of 
business proposals, loan applications, collections of ac- 
counts and all reports necessary for clients and the BDC's 
operation. 
THE PERSON: The person we seek must be highly self- 
motivated, have excellent communication skills, be creative 
and able to relate to a diverse client group. Applicants hould 
have demonstrated ability in: Financial Management in- 
cluding planning and preparation of a full spectrum of finan- 
cial statements, preparing business proposals, demonstrated 
experience in business counselling and lending role. 
A Post Secondary degree in Business Administration, Finan- 
cial Management, a related field such as bookkeeping or an 
equivalent mix of education and experience will describe our 
ideal candidate. Skills in using business software, the ability 
to work with other staff and under supervision of the Manager 
and a volunteer Board of Directors; demonstrated time 
management, planning and self-supervision ability as well as 
knowledge of the 16-37 Region would be a definite asset. 
The position offers a competitive salary based upon educa- 
tion and experience. 
Further information and a complete job description may be 
obtained from the undersigned. 
Applications and Resumes will be accepted by: J.F. Whitney, 
Manager 16.37 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE #101 - 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G lS6 until 4:00 p.m. on 
Friday, June 1st, 1990. 
REGISTERED NURSES 
REGISTERED PSYCHIATRIC NURSES 
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES 
Mills Memorial Hospital requires nurses for full-time, 
part-time and unit specific casual positions in all 
clinical areas. 
Salary and benefits in accordance with current collec- 
tive agreement. Some positions allow for flexibility in 
scheduling; expanded orientation program. 
For more information, please contact: 
Phillip Grocott 
Director of Personnel 
635-2211 (Local 225) 
(Out of town applicants please call collect) 
TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2W7 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
SECRETARY TO REGIONAL 
MANAGER FINANCE AND 
ADMINISTRATION 
Clerk Stenographer 3 
COMPETITION #TH90:1355 $21,610-$23,307 
In Terrace, responsible for providing receptionist/secretarial/general 
support services for the Regional Manager and other management/ 
professional• staff. Receive and process requests for information. 
Process mail. Maintain filing system. Prepare timesheets and travel 
vouchers. Order materials. Arrange meetings/agendas and travel ar- 
rangements. Compose and type confidential correspondence. 
Assign, schedule and appraise work for support staff. Provide orien- 
tation and train new staff. 
Qualifications -- Wordprocessing experience in Wang, IBM or 
similar..Ability to work accurately and efficiently under pressure, 
prlorlze work. Display tact and diplomacy and communicate effec- 
tively. 
Applications must be received by June 6, 1990 to Regional Personnel 
Officer Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 400 - 4546 Park 
Avenue Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4. Please quote competition number. 
Province of 
P,i~'EEI~OJ~7 British Columbia 
~ ~ T O  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ministry of Transpor tstlon 
M O V ~  and Highways. 
Hon. RltaM.Johnaton, Mlnlstef 
Reach over 1.5 million house- 
holds for only $16S.O0 
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 CITY OF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
PLANNING RESEARCHER 
The City of Terrace has initiated a strategic Planning process 
to co.ordinate the activities of the Finance, Engineering and 
Planning Departments of the City, in conjunction with a new 
five.year Development Plan. 
Under the direction of the City Planner, the Planning Re- 
searcher will undertake research for projects related to the 
daily planning operations, and the strategic planning pro- 
cess. 
As part of this process, the Planning Department will review 
and revise existing Development Plans and By-laws (ie. Of- 
ficial Community Plan, Zoning and Subdivision By-laws, etc.). 
The preferred candidate will have some undergraduate du- 
cation (preferrably in Urban Geography), good research skills, 
good written •and oral communication skills, the ability to 
clearly I'epresent spatial features and interrelationships, ex- 
perience in cartography, and working knowledge of personal 
computers (preferrably with Word Perfect and Lotus 1-2-3 
software packages). 
This is a Contract position with a minimum of four months' 
work available, with a good possibility of being extended to 
July, 1991. 
Please send your resume, along with salary expectations, to 
the undersigned prior to May 25, 1990. 
Personnel Director, 
City of Terrace, 
3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X8 
Phone: (604) 635-6311 or Fax: (604) 635-4744 
The Terrace Child Development Centre is accepting ap- 
plicationsfrom students for the positions of Summer 
Playground Program Co.ordinator and Summer Play- 
ground Program Leaders. 
These students should have some experience in work- 
ing with preschool age children. The Summer Play- 
ground Program is open to children with special needs 
and their siblings, with the emphasis on FUN. 
Please direct resumes to: Margot Hayes, Program 
Director, Terrace Child Development Centre, 2510 
South Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X3. 
Resumes will be accepted until Tuesday, May 22, 1990. 
Terrace Child Development C~ntre requires, a 
PRESCHOOL TEACH ER. 
The applicant should have an E.C.E. certificate, and 
have experience teaching preschool age children. The 
successful applicant must have the ability to work with 
children with special needs, and be able to work within 
our multi-disciplinary team. 
The Centre has a staff of 18, of which 5 are preschool 
teachers. Knowledge of Sign Language an asset. 
Please direct resumes to: Julle Jacobs, Preschool 
Supervisor, Terrace Child Development Centre, 2510 
South Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., VSG 2X3. 
Resumes will be accepted until Tuesday, May 22, 1990. 
Salary starts at $10.29 an hour. Position will start 
August 20, 1990, 
Employment Opportunity 
with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de- 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age 
over 19. Phone 838 ~.~ 8398. 
PROGRAM , 
ASSISTANT 
Nurse for an office- 
scheduling and field super- 
visory position with agency 
that delivers services to 
senior, handicapped and re- 
cuperating people in their 
homes. Hours range from 20 
to 40 a week to start. Some 
flexibility with job. Starting 
Date -- June 1, 1990. 
For more information, con- 
tact Betty Stewart, Program 
Director, Home Support Ser- 
vices, #1 -3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X6 Phone 
635-5135. 
Active Auto Brokers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff Services. 
Repossessions, estate, legals, 
cars, trucks, motorhomes, boats. 
Call Mr. Pdce (only), (604)434- 
1819. D5476. 
SECURITY DECALS protect 
home/auto. Authentic looking. 
Deter criminals. Inexpensive 
security. Proven effective. 4/ 
$6.95 plus S.A.S.E.: 731 West 
53rd Ave., Vancouver, V6P 1K5. 
PRINCESS AUTO MAIL OR- 
DER. Full line of hydraulics, eloo- 
tdc motors, fans, compressors, 
wlnches andtools. Great pricing. 
For your FREE CATALOGUE 
phone: (604)860-6191. 
FREE booklet. Concrete or wood 
for your basement? Before you 
decide get the facts. Call FOUN- 
DATION FOCUS 1-800-663- 
7774, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. PDT, 
M-F. 
Lighting fixtures. Western Can- 
ada's largest display. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Norbum Lighting Centre, 
4600 East Hastings St., Bumaby, 
B.C., V5C 2K5. Phone: 
(604)299-0666. 
S & N Home Shoppin9 club, 
$1,000 credit line guaranteed. 
Call now for pre-approved appli- 
cation. (604)389-0959, 3211 Irma 
St., Victoria, B.C., VaZ 8R9. 
BOOKS - Call Free - Black Bond 
Books. Informed coudeous book- 
sellers providing B.C.'s fastest 
book order service. Clip & Save. 
Call: 1-800.661-5161. 
SHAREWARE FOR IBM-PC and 
compatibles. Thousands of titles. 
Phone/write for free disk cata- 
logue to: GD Soltware, 518 Wiley 
St., Thunder Bay, Ontado, P7C 
3N3. Phone (807)623-8992, 4 
hrs/7dsys. 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENERS 
STORE, 1,000's of products, 
greenhouses, hydroponics, huge 
book selection. $4 for catalogue 
full of money saving coupons. 
Western Water Farms, #103, 
20120-64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4P7. 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since 
1973, offedng high quardy-lowest 
pflces on Vitamins, Minerals, 
Herbs, Body Building and Weight 
Loss, Supplements, Hair Treat- 
ment, Skin Care and More FREE 
CATALOGUE. Write: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, Dept.BC15, 260 
S.W. Madne Drive, Vancouver, 
B.C.,V5X2RS. T'800-663:0747; 
In Vancouver, 321-7000. 
Full Blood Simmenfal Bulls, 14- 
16 months old. Full reglatration. 
Papers available. $1,800 - 
$2,500. Surrey, 1-576-8321. Ask 
forBruno. 
VIDEO MUSIC LESSONS. 36 
titles, most instruments, beginner Kamloops and Area Properties. 
and advanced levels. For infer- Write for Information or Bwm'a 
mation write to: Musidand Dis- guldeto:. Inland Realty, 822 Sey- 
tributors, 144 Templeby Drive mour St., Kamlocps, B.C., V2C 
202. Ntn: Property Coordinator. 
N.E., Calgary, AB, TIY 5N2. Phone: (604)374-8022. 
(403)29 m3. 
Very attractive Mobb l-lore Park 
"NURSES CHOICE'. Improved in beautiful North Okanagan- 
contoured cloth diaper. Pattern Shuswap Lake me.  Owner 
$6.95. Diapers 3/$18.98, ship- would finance. For Infomtatlon 
ping, handling Included. Kits wdteto: Box 49, Bllnd Bay, B.C., 
available. Wholesale enquides VOEIHO. 
welcome. 637 Courtenay Cres- 
cent, Kamloops, B.C., V2B 1Z7. 
KIEFER STOCK Trailer Sale: 
6x16 stock $4,195., 6x20 goose- 
neck $6,195., 7x20 alumlnum 
gooseneck $10,995. Two horse 
$4,195. Brakes both axles. Trail- 
edand Sales Service, Calgary, 
(403)291-3767. 
FOR SALE WOODWORKING 
Carlboo Horse~ Ranch, 2,450 
acres, hunting, fishing, 850 head. 
Buildb~ 15 yam rmmr. Wither 
wlthout cattle machbery. Terms. 
Box 4142, Williams Lake, B.C., 
V2G 2V2. (604)392-2172. 
Immaculate 3Dr home on 10 
fenced acres. 3/4 Ilnbhed base- 
ment, 1.5 bath, excellent water, 
shop, woodlelec E+, 25 minutes 
south of Williams Lake. $77,500. • (so4)  S.TmS. 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVING. 
1,5,10 acre lois. Wal=', Ivdro, 
telephone, dyer view and-dyer 
front. 80 mllesweelof Kamkx)ps. 
Callcollecl: (604)373-2282. 
EQUIPMENT. 1) Pendu Reeaw- 
Ripsaw with 2-40 H.P. Arbor me- 
tom; built-in 20 H.P. blower sys- 
tem; 8"X12" cutting capacity; auto 
infeed complete with saws, tool- 
!ng and many extras. Pendu Pit 
unscrambler, auto, refill, used Thinking at a move to Kelowna? 
only 800 hrs. In excellent condi- For complimantary coples of the 
tion. 2)Mershon Twin Band Re- Real Estate Review and Bush 
sew,42"withdble.40H.P, Invery hess Oppoduntles ",wile to: all 
good condition. 3) Stetson Ross Hedberg, 864 Bernard Ave., 
Planer model 6-10-A1, cam- Kelowna, B.C.,VlY6NS.~ltton 
pletely rebuilt, 6 head machine. Group-statesmenRealy,1-861- 
Also available rebuilt Stetson 5122. 
Ross 511E feed table. For more 
Information contact Mr, Tom 
Turner, Vlsscher Lumber, 6545 110x220 comer lot In Thornhill by 
LIr.,km~in Road, Sardis, B.C., golf course. Two-bedroom trailer 
Canada, V2P 1B3. Phone with addition. Natural gas and hot 
(604)858-3375. Fax (604)85S- water tank, wood stove. Asking 
$32,000. Serious inquiries only. 
5783. Phone 638-8489. tfnc 
Gas convemlon sale: Rheem 40 
gallon electric hot water tank, $150; 
Beach 66,000 BTU oil furnace, ap- 
proved for mobile home, 125 gallon 
fuel tank with about 30 gallons of 
fuel oil, offl)rs.Cal1635-4810, tfnP 
One-bedroom mobile home, 10x42, 
natural gas heat. $1,500. Call 
635-4810. tfnp 
1985 Daytona, red, low mileage, ex- 
tras, excellent condition. Asking 
$8,700. Phone 635-3565 after 5 p.m. 
5116p 
1987 24-ft. riverboat with Berkeley 
jet, 460 Ford, two tops, three fuel 
tanks, tandem trailer. $35,000 aBe. 
Phone (403) 962-9113. 5123p 
1990 18-It. flverbost with Berkeley 
jet, 300 Buick, extra high tensile bot- 
tom, 20-gal. fuel tank. $20,000 aBe. 
Phone (403) 962-9113. 5123p 
Four-week.old female Bassett 
Hound named Fred. Has all shots, 
plus her parents have papers. Ask- 
ing $300 aBe. Phone 635-6762 or 
6354897 after 6 p.m. 5123p 
Black and yellow registered 
Labrador Retriever puppies avail- 
able from Clearlake Kennels. Ex- 
cellent bloodlines for show, field 
and companions. Written guaran- 
tees on all puppies. Phone Prince 
George, (604) 560.5381. 5130p 
1978 21-ft. Frontier motorhome, rear 
bunk-bed model. Comes with awn- 
Ing, on GM chassis, 350 engine, air 
conditioning. Asking $12,500. Phone 
632-7722 or 632-5936. 5123p 
1975 GMC Vanguard, 21-ft. class C 
motorhome. 47,000 miles, well main- 
tained. Asking $10,500. Phone 
638.1331 after 7 p.m. 5123p 
In Horseshoe area, four-bedroom 
home, vaulted living room and din- 
ing room, eating area in kitchen, 
electric head and wood heater, 
finished up and down. Assumable 
mortgage at 11 sA %. Asking $87,000. 
Phone 635-9446 between 4 and 6 
p.m. or after 9 p.m. 5123p 
1977 Oldsmobile (Deluxe 88), one 
owner, 34,000 miles, good winter 
and summer tires, good mechanical 
condition. Asking $2,500. Phone 
638-1161 or 638-1678. 5/16c 
1970 Parkwood, 12x68, good condi- 
tion, gas furnace, new carpets, four 
applicances. Will pay transporting 
costs to Terrace. Asking $12,000 
aBe. Phone 632-2674. 5116p 
FOR SALE: 1982 14x70 Paclflca, 
skirted with vinyl, five appliances, 
better than average condition. 
Boulderwood Trailer Park. Phone 
Mary at 638-0800 or 638-1182. tfnc 
After renovation sale -- 12-ft. 
counter with well for cash register, 
shelves and drawers, $250; used peg 
board; two doors with frames, $30 
and $50; flourescent fixtures; other 
miscellaneous items. See Harry or 
Brant at Spas-Dee Printers Ltd., 4554 
Lazelle Ave., phone 635-7181. 5116c 
10x60 construction trailer, complete 
with alarm system, asking $4,000; 
1985 Renault Alliance, only 26,000 
km, excellent condition, asking 
$3,500 firm; medium-size deep 
freeze, asking $225. Phone 635-9301 
after 6 p.m. 5/30p 
1979 Ford sA-ton pickup. New tires, 
engine and front end rebuilt, 6.cyl., 
standard transmission. $2,000. 
Phone 635-6161 between 8 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
5/23p 
1979 Ford s/~-ton pickup. Englne 
rebullt, 6-cyl., standard trans- 
mission. $1,600. Phone 6356161 be- 
tween 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. 5/23p 
1985 Toyota 4.runner SR5, zlebarted, 
sunroof, like new condition, extras. 
$14,000 gag. Phone 624-4691. 6/6p 
198S YFM 200 4.wheel ATV with 
4-foot snow blade, chains and 4 new 
tires. Asking $2,000 aBe. Phone 
6354552. 5/23p 
1983 Mazda RX7 QX. One owner, low 
mileage, maya gold, 5-speed,.sun 
roof, leather seats, cruise control, 
stereo and more. Asking $12,000. 
Will consider reasonable offers. Call 
Don or Robin at 635-2964 even/n.~8 
or weekends, u/~p 
82'x120' lot for eale at the corner of 
McConnell and Munroe. Asking 
$31,000. Phone 635.3409. ,6/~ 
I F "  ! 
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DEATH NOTICES 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, FOUND -- seven-month-old cat, CHICOINE -- Bmnden, age 22 
depending on slze. Phone 635-7840. greylwhlte, affectlonate. Please years, In Terrace, B.C. on Aprll 21, 
tfnp phone 635-3293 after 5 p.m. 1990. Funeral servlces were from the 
Knox United Church on Thursday, 
1988 Subaru DL statlon wagon, April 26 at 2 p.m. Cmmatlon from the 
15,000 K, excellent condition. Phone Terrace Crematorium. 
635-2212or638-1318. 616p OHRI -- Bimla, age 73 years, in 
Kitimat, B.C. on April 26, 1990. 
' Funeral service was from MacKay's 
FOR S A L E  BEST G IRL 'S  HORSE FuneralChapalonMonday, Aprll30 
EXCELLENT REVENUE CAMP. Learn English and Crematorium.at2p'm'Crsmati°nfr°mtheTerrace 
RENTAL HOUSING COM- Western  r iding in beaut i -  HANSEN -- Gerd Christian; age 59 
PLEX includes a mix of 1, ful w i lderness  set t ing ,  years, in Terrace, B.C. on April 28, 
2, and 3 bedroom housing Outdoor  arenas for jump-: Terrace1990" FuneraIpentecostalServices werechurchfrom thegn 
ing and dressage, miles Tuesday, May 8 at 1p.m. Interment 
plus trai ler pads on 2 of incredib le  mounta in  followed in the Terrace Municipal 
acres in Thornhi l l .  Asking tra i ls .  C.E.P. Cer t i f i ed  Cemetery. 
$225,000. Phone 635-4453. Coach. Top Safety Stan- HALL--Jennle, age 65 years, inTer- 
dards. Saddletramp race, B.C. on May 1, 1990. Funeral 
service was from the Margaret Pat- 
Camp, Southbank, B.C., rick Memorial Centre on Saturday, 
TERRACE DRUGS voJ 2P0. (60'4) 694-3521, May 5 at 12 p.m. Interment In the 
evenings. Send for bro- Burns Lake Chapel Park Cemetery. 
• (Northern Hea l th  Care) chure and video. 5130c KINNEY -- Ruby Christine, age 68 
All store fixtures years, in Terrace, B.C. on May 2, 
• • 1990. Anglican funeral service from 
the Knox United Church on Friday, must be sold. Phone PUBLIC NOTICE. Itis unlawfulin May 4 at 2 p.m. Interment in the Tar- 
Allan i Dubeau at B.C. to practice massage therapy race Municipal Cemetery. 
635-7274 without a license from the Asso- HEPPNER -- Charlle, age 73 years, 
ciation of Physiotherapists & in Terrace, B.C. on May 6, 1990. 
Massage Practitioners of B.C., Memorial service from MacKay's 
Part III (A.P.M.P.). Only gradu- Funeral Chapel on Thursday, May 10 
ates from accredited Colleges of at 3 p.m. Cremation took place from 
massage therapy are permitted to the Terrace Crematorium. 
write the Provincial Ucensing HEDGES -- Wayne Benjamin, age 
Exams. "Vancouver Institute of 75 years, in Terrace, B.C. on May 8, 
FOR RENT -- 750 sq.ft, office space Massage Therapy" is notaccmd- 199o. Funeral service from the Sac- 
for small business. Available May ited by A.P.M.P. Any Inquiries red Head Catholic Church on Satur- 
15, 1990. 3974B Old Lakelse Lake day, May 12 at 2 p.m. Interment in 
Road, next to AGK. Reasonable rate. please direct o: A.P.M.P. office, the Terrace Municipal Cemetery. 
Phone635-3535. 5130p Phone (604)736.8404. McCALL -- Roslyn (Ross), age 71 
FOR RENT -- Cozy one.bedroom years, in Terrace, B.C. on May 1, ~ ' ~ ~  
house with mountain view in Thorn- Ms|or ICBC and IltJgry dalRls. 1990. Memorial service from the ~lJ 
hill. Available June 1. Phone JoelA.Wener, tdallmvyerfor21 Salvation ArmyChurchonSaturday, 
635-5176. 5116p years. CaJl coP, eel, (604)736- May 5 at 2 p.m. Cremation from the 
Terrace Crematorium. 5mO, Vancouver. Ifno recovery, .... MOUN I J 
no fee. No Yukon enquldes. MacKay's Funeral Services and 
Crematorium were in charge of the SHAMES MOUNTAIN SKI 
=ICBColferad me ~3,,,~00. Carey arrangements for all the above. CORPORATION 
~J[OUNT.A~~ Linde got me $190,000." G.N., Invitation to Tender 
~k]P .~] [~,~~][ '~  Abl:x~sford. Law offices of Camy The Shames Mountain Ski cor- 
Urlde, VallCOLNelr 684-7798. poratlon is inviting sealed 
Centrally located, clean, 8ervtng cllents throughout B.C. tenders for the following: 
quiet, security intercom, on- for 1By ears. AS SEEN ON 11/ -- Earn $$$ this Project: Trail Clearing. 
site manager. Spacious one Plan % 001 Kalum Family Day Care has open- summer while losing weight safely 
bedroom units, laundry ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. and naturally. Doctor recom- Location: Shames Mountain Ski 
facilities and parking. Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, mended. Call toll free, 1-978-3027. Area. 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 5116p Sealed tenders, completed in ac- 
cordance with the Conditions of 
6~8-8~98 trn= 638-8429or638-8398. tfnc Modern metaphysics. Readings Tender on the forms provided 
i REO CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The available. For appointment phone will be received by the Project 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- Laurel at 635-7776. 5116p Manager, Shames Mountain Ski 
board are as follows: Corporation, Construction Of- 
Mondays from 9 to 11 e.m. rice, at 4544 Lakelse Avenue, 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. Terrcae, B.C., until 2:00 p.m. 
FOR RENT The Cupboard Is located in the local time, on May 17, 1990, 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum when tenders will be opened in 
• 1, 2, 3 bedroom apartments Street. Emergency Inquiries can be Wanted to rent -- by a reliable faml- public. 
(IF AVAILABLE) made in between service hours at ly, two.bedroom trailer in Thornhill, Tender Documents complete 
, Rent starts at $380. the following numbers: 635-2122 or ($5001mo. range). Have small dog. with conditions of tender, 
, Laundry facilities &balconies 635-7941. tfn References available if necessary, specifications and plans are 
, Close todowntown & schools Pregnant and need help? BIRTH- Phone 635-6762 or 635-4897 after 6 available from the Northern 
, References required RIGHT can assist you wlth free preg- p.m. 5116p Drugs Office, 4614 Lazelle 
nancy testing, maternity and baby Experienced motlmr wishes to Avenue., Terrace, B.C., between 
Woodland Apartments clothes. Many other services -- all babysit child in own home. Looking the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
635-3922 or 635-5224 free and confidential. Call 635-3907 for friend for three-year-old son. p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
ANYTIME. 6113p Loves children.Just moved from Ed- Monday to Friday, except hell- 
Modem metaphysics: progressive monton. Excellent references, days. 
metaphysics. Course starts May 22. Phone 635.5809. 5116p The lowest or any tender will not 
Tuesday and Thursday at 7:30 p.m. WORK WANTED -- Logging con- necessarily be accepted. 
To pre-reglster, phone Laurel at tractor for hire, or skidder and 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 635-777e. 5116p operator, selective logging prac- I ~ ~  
Office space at ground Workshop on parent/teen com- riced, falling experience, will log 
level, 1968 square feet. munlcation skills, May 23 and 29, 7 private land. Phone 635-4319after 6 
Located at 4639 Lazelle to 10 p.m. Cost: $35 per family, p.m. 5123p I%~____,,,/ BRITISH COLUMBIA I 
Facilitated by Lynn Hughes and LII WANTED TO RENT -- One.bedroom MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Avenue. Phone 635-2643 Farkvam. For more lnformatlon, con- apartment or suite, or willing to Invitation toTender 
,-,r "! ~¢~R n".lR~ ~19~C tact Northwest Counselling Centre share accommodation with some- 
" "  " ' ' "v"  . . . . . . . . .  between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Phone one. Reliable working person. Phone Sealed tenders for the following 
638-8311. 5/16c 638-0055. 5118p Brushing and Weeding contract 
will be received by the District 
• FOR RENT WANTED TO RENT -- Two bedroom Manager, Ministry of Forests, 
available. Phone 635.9609. 5130p Sm there, B.C., V0J 2N0, on the I Vacant  1 acre  lot between I house near h°spltal" References ' Bag 6000 " 3793 Alfred Avenue' 
Carpenter/contractor willing to do dates shown below. , 
| • Kalum Ttre& Kondolas Furniture I framing, renovations, kitchen Contract BWgOR03-03 located in 
cabinets. Phone Bill at 842-6242. the Bulkley Valley - -Bablne 
/ ALSO --  CENTRALLY LOCATED I ~ P  Lake, Bulkley Forest District, for Manual Brushing and Weeding 
r [/ 8' 100 square  foot  warehouse ' II WAN' rED:~F-xp(N IoOC~r  _ on 367 hectares. Viewing date Is 
| 7,257 square foot warehouse- 3 phase power I wlsheSMo  .lo puICh88e~l]~oider DlstrlctMay 31,Office1990,atleaving9:00 a.m.BUlkley 
J 4,800 square foot heated building J. Ir~ Ol"li1~lhro~ di~slgn8 8nd Viewing ofthlsslte prior tosub- 
sny tea or dlnnersendoes made mlttlng a bid Is mandatory. 
J 3 phase  power  I . ~(~oi M l~~of~ I ~ t ~  cl~d e Deadline for receipt of tendere Is 11:00 a.m., June !1, 1990, at 
which time all tenders will be . DAVE McKEOWN 635-7459 I (604)~8-4312. ' , . , opened. . . . . .  ' 51!6c  
m t I I II I '  I I  I [ 
i 
( ~  PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
OFFER FOR PURCHASE, REMOVAL AND/OR 
DEMOLITION OF BUILDING 
Offers must be received on "O.T.P, #402" by the Purchasing Commis- 
sion (clo Parliament Buildings), 2nd Floor, 4000 Seymour Place, Vic- 
toria, B.C., V8X 4Y3, Facsimile number 387-5606, telephone number 
356-8326, not later than 2:00 p.m., June 21, 1990, to purchase the 
following: 
Item 0001:800 sq. ft. single family home with shed 3'x4', Includes 
fridge, stove, drapes, non CSA woodstove, hotwater tank, electric 
baseboard heating. 
Legal Description: Lot 18, 19 & 20, Block A, Section 35, Township 5, 
Range 5, Coast District, Plan 1008 -- village of Telkwa. 
Viewing: Friday, May 25, 1990 from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m, 
For further information, and conditions of sale, please contact Mr. 
Robert Guenther, Ministry ?f Transportation and Highways, Terrace, 
whose telephone number is 638-3586. 
Prospective buyers must familiarize themselves with the following: 
• Zoning by-laws and building codes in the area where they are con- 
templating placing the building. 
• Conditions under which the structure can be moved on highways 
and within the municipalities. 
No guarantees or warranties are expressed or implied and all bidders 
must satisfy themselves as to the type, kind, and/or condition of all 
items advertised and the successful bidder(s) will be responsible for 
the removal of such items. The successful bidder will be required to 
have the item(s) removed from the site within 30 days commencing 
' from the date of acceptance of the offer. 
The highest or any offer will not necessarily be accepted, .but the 
bearer of the successful bid will be required to pay the 6% S.S. tax. 
The successful bidder must make full payment within 10 days of 
notification of acceptance of his/her offer. 
Ministry of Government Management Services 
Purchasing Commission 
, (c/o Parliament Buildings) 
2nd Floor, 4000 Seymour Place 
Victoria, B.C., V8X 4Y3 
on 367 hectares. Viewing date Is 
May 31, 1990, leaving Bulkley 
Viewing of this site prior to sub- 
andatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders Is 
, 
8c 
TENDER 
A firm with vehicles in Ter- 
race area will be inviting ap- 
plications for bids for the 
washing of these vehicles. 
Interested parties should ap- 
ply for further information to 
Box 100 clo the Terrace 
Review, 4535 Greig Avenue,. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1M7. 
Closing date for Inquiries is 
May 25, 1990. 5123c 
i 
Q M  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
INISTRY OF SOCIAL 
SERVICES AND HOUSING 
Invitation For Proposals 
Day Care Support Program 
Proposals are invited from non- 
profit societies to assist the MIn. 
Istry of Social Services and 
Housing in establishingand de- 
livering a DAY CARE SUPPORT 
Program in the Terrace and Kitl- 
mat areas. 
Objectives of the DAY CARE 
SUPPORT Program are to en- 
hance the availability and quali- 
ty of family daycare arrange- 
ments, Including licensed, un- 
licensed and In own home care, 
and to assist subsidized parents 
In Selecting these arrangements. 
The goal is to enable subsidized 
clients to remain financially In- 
dependent through access to 
daycare arrangements that meet 
the families needs. 
Proposals for the DAY CARE 
SUPPORT Program must be sub- 
mitted to the AreaManagers Of' 
rice at: #400 - 4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 4E1. 
These proposals should be sub- 
mitted by May 25, 1990 and 
should document the need for 
service, population to be served, 
program description, admlnls. 
tratlve arrangements and pro- 
Jected budget. 
For more Information, please 
contact the local Ministry of 
Social Services and Housing Of. 
rice at: 638.3527. 
The lowest or any proposals Will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
TerraceRevieu, Wednesday, May 16,1990 AI5 
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The "Grand Opening" of the swimming pool's expanded facilities will 
take place this Saturday. The highlight of the day for some will be the 
ribbon cutting ceremonies at 11 a.m. but for many others will be the 
fact that there will be no charge during the day for the use of pool 
facilities. City administrator, Bob Hallsor, says invited guests include 
i 
....... i•i 
ii ~ 
mayor Jack Talstra and MLA Dave Parker and adds that a "special 
presentation" is also on the agenda but details on this item are still 
secret. If you haven't yet seen what they've done to the pool, the 
days events slated for Saturday are something you won't want to 
miss. ~,~o ~ ~ w~ 
tj 
POLICE .REPORT 
Terrace RCMP report two youths 
were taken into custody last 
Thursday following an attempted 
burglary at J&F Distributors 
shortly after 11 p.m. RCMP 
constable Don Oldharn says the 
attempt was thwarted when the 
youths set off a burglar alarm and 
they were arrested a short distance 
from the scene of the crime, An 
RCMP investigation continues. 
On Friday, May 11, RCMP 
charged two Terrace. men follow- 
tn 8 vandalism to some equipment 
at a local ¢onstruclion site. Oldham 
says police were notified by an 
alert citizen at 2:20 a.m. that the 
sound of breaking glass could be 
heardat the site. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
DAVlO NElL GALBRAITH 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
DAVID NElL GALBRAITH filed 
an assignment on the 30th day 
of April, 1990, and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be held 
on Friday, the 25th day of May, 
1990, at the hour of 11:00 o'clock 
in the forenoon, at The Court 
House, 100 Market Place, In the 
City of Prince Rupert, in the Pro- 
vlnce of British Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 
7th day of May, 1990. 5116c 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
Trustee ~ 
//500.299 Victoria Street 
Prince,George, B.C., V2L 5B8 
(604) 564.7281 
A half hour later, police were The final Spdng CounterAttack 
called to the Northern Motor in toe. tally is in .  A t0ml_ o f  2~02o 
investigate an "apparent" armed 
robbery. Oldham says that two 
masked men "reportedly" entered 
the Northern Motor Inn, tied up 
the night clerk, and fled with an 
undisclosed amount of cash. Police 
are still investigating the incedent. 
vehicles were checked and 728 
charges were laid. Oldham says 13 
motorists were charged with 
impaired driving, 15 24-hour 
suspensions handed out and 264 
written warnings issued. 
Terrace Minor Baseball 
Executive Members 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Head Coach 
Chief Umprie 
Head Scorekeeper 
Equipment Manager 
Past President 
Public Relations 
Tina Blake 
Anna Lang 
Greg Cowman 
Terri Fick 
Lew Larmour 
Dave Blake 
Anna Lang 
Jim Fick 
Erla Peden 
Monica Warner 
Event: International Ball Tournament 
Date: May 18, 1990 
Place: Penticton 
A "Terrace All-Star" team will be 
competing,with help from coaches 
Jim Fick and George Neede. 
SENIORS (ages 16-18 years) 
Assistance is needed for coaching this division in 
order for it to continue. Come out and support our 
Seniors. Please contact: Earl Mutschke at 635.3786. 
UMPIRES are still needed. If you can give us one eve- 
I nmg perweek, please contact Dave Blake at 638.-.1898. I 
I~[ '~ l l  ~ For any information ~ 1  
141[ 1~i !~ please call Tlna Blake 41[ )~|  l~ l  
I after 6:00 p,m. at I I~e~.~l  I 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21.4une 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIBGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct.23.Nov.21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec, 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20.Feb. 18 
P ISCES 
Feb, 19-Mar. 20 
Travel plans should shape up nicely now that 
Mercury is in  direct motion. Plan for a little busi- 
ness and a lot of pleasure. 
The time is right to promote yourself and your 
ambitions with confidence and enthusiasm. 
Turn on the charm. 
Restrictive circumstances force you to seek 
seclusion. Put obligations and responsibilities in
a holding pattern for the time being. 
Social  activities bring new friends into your circle• 
Romance mixes well with business if you play 
your cards right. 
Aspects indicate star rating. Let your ambitions 
be known as you meet with influential people 
who can give you a boost. 
Combine a restful vacation trip with an inspec- 
tion of distant property interests, and you have 
a delightful diversion. 
You may become increasingly involved in the 
financial matters of another. Understanding the 
hidden motives helps in making decisions. 
Partnership activities are emphasized, even wed- 
ding bells for a certain few. Be reasonably con- 
servative in cost estimates and expenditures. 
Personal interests are high on the list of priorities. 
A new face on the job scene captures your at- 
tention. 
Creative talents are put to good use as you organize 
the young folks in fund raising activities• 
Stepped up social activities center around the 
home. Entertaining house guests gives a festive 
air to everyday activities. 
- j . ,  . 
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cent increase in-about 15 years, ' Commual ty"  and .Recreat leas-  and. i 'mba lam~t  ~in  ..residential . . . .  -.,. '. ~. - . . .  ...... ' 
• >,. and. that comtitutes a sufficiet)t, .Servk:es. Commi .tt~., ;'Thursday,: aecommodationinthe city. Cooper " .'.Aservice::0fthe' . . . . . . . .  
population base for basic transit May 24, at 4 p.m, - -  (1) A Letter: suggested that the commission 
service. The options for imple- from Candlce: Korman--of the -would, workwith developers and Terrace Review, -,.. 
menting sendce, however, won't Nobody's Perfect Parenting Pro- realtors :and advise the city on to keep you; in l ' : : '  
be examined until "late fall". A - touch with local • 
meeting between the city and. the 
• ~. Band Council has been sugg~ted~. 
Thei: following items were 
referred by Tcrraee city council to 
committee or some other agency 
,Monday nisht for,further study and 
a recommendation a d may 'be 
discussed at the next schuduled 
~ting. council committee meet- 
ings are~ normally open to the 
public and you mayattend if inter- 
ested. For. more information on 
meeting agenda or scheduling 
changes phone deputy admimtmtor 
Denise Fisher at 635-6311. 
Finance, Personnel and Admin- 
isbration Committee, Tuesday, 
May 22, at 12 noon-  (1) A 
request from the Terrace Volunteer 
Firemen's Association for a city 
spomored Hepatitas "B" vaccina- 
tion program for 20 to 25 Terrace 
firefighters. It was noted in the 
request that there has been a five- 
fold increase in the disease in B.C. 
in the past three years, them are 
200,000 known chronic arriers in 
Canada, and 200 U.S. health care 
workers die each year through 
work-related contact with carriers. 
Cost of the program would be 
about $132 for each fireman vacc- 
inated. (2) A request from the 
Terrace Art Association for finan- 
cial assistance on their summer 
student employment program. It 
was noted in the request that 
Canada Manpower has cut the 
association's summer employment 
program from two students work- 
ing a 40-hour week to one student 
working a 35-hour week. Cost to 
the city for a second 35-hour-per- 
week student would be $1,546. (3) 
A letter from B.C. Transit noting 
that there are 418 residents on the 
Kitsumkalum Reserve, a 30 per- 
. "  - . -  . 
Planning and Public Works 
Committee, w~Inesdliy, May 23, 
at i p.m. --(1) A memo from city 
planner Marvin Kamenz suggesting 
zoning amendents o allow com- 
mercial development onundersized 
commercial properties inTerface. 
Kamenz points out that hese prop- 
erties did conform to bylaws at 
one time but subsequent changes 
to the minimum size excluded 
them from any type of developm- 
ent. (2) Tender submissiom for the 
purchase of a crawler tractor. Two 
were received: A Caterpillar D3C 
for $57,780 from Finning Ltd. and 
a John Deere 450G for $57,000 
from Coast Tractor. The Public 
Works Department has recom- 
mended the purchase of the John 
De.ere 450(3. 
Tour ism and Economic  Devel- 
opment  Committee, Thursday, 
May 24 at i p.m. - -  Minutes from 
the Apr. 10 Tourism and Econ- 
omic Advisory Commission. The 
only recommendation n the min- 
utes asks that the city initiate a 
feasibility study to examine con- 
struction of a permanent 
shower/laundry facility and RV 
hookups at the Ferry Island 
campground with the intention of 
leasing the facility to private nter- 
prise. 
Cathy -and Peggy welcome 
you to join them for 
Northern Horse Supply's 
GRAND. 
OPENING  
Saturday, May 19 
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
• ,,;,..,.. . . . .  . . . , / .  :g" ' . . : -*  " ,v  " • 
• Jack Talstm noted at'ldsi:Monday,s TriathlonAssociaii0fi for fl~ncial :
• council m~ting:.. "They prqbably I 
make a good point." (2) A request 
form the Terrace and District 
Community Services ,Choices 
Program" for a fee waiver for their 
Dec. 15 Christmas Dance. 
.g~ requesting, a "playground". homing matters ranging from the 
mgn ()n. tile/~.'~tllbeumi-stde~,of {:shorta~ .of starter .homes to the • 
Kalum Sti: and':a fence .along ".~e " totallackofluxuryc0ndomtni~. ' ~ i ; " :g°ve~en t : 
park boundary. facing. KaluinSL " .'..)~ ,.. . . . :  ..?,. , / : :s:/, will:be' pr0motingtheYcll0wliead 
' . " ' " " 'Referred to:administration,(l)~ ,. mrddor, in .~:eff  .oet:.tO..at~ , • As far as:the aheence,of the play, .. 
ground sisft is :~neerned;-Mayor A:request"frOtn the Skeena Valley toudsm dollam! .< 
.a~. 'rata. ncetl~ugh ~e.city,s $1 per 
visitor Tournament Promotion 
program. The association advises 
they expect over 200 entrants in 
this year's event and have had 
enquiries fi'om as far Sway as 
England. 
Proclamations: 
May 14 to 20 is "Yellowhead 
Awareness Week" and the 
May 25 to June3 is "Camda's 
Fitweek". Friday,. May 25, 
Sneakers Day and on Wednesday, 
May 3o, the Crow~Li' fe~r,~a- 
Paction cotamunity ChalI0ngo"wlg 
be the order of the day. 
May is "Sl~,ch~ Language, ahd 
Hearing Awareness Month" to 
assist the B.C Association of 
Spcech/Lang~.ge Pathologists and 
Audiologists raise public awareness 
on the difftculUes caused by corn- 
Yellowhead Highway Association mtmicatlon disorders. 
GREAT TIRE SALE 
Committee of the Whole, Tues- 
day, May 22-  A motion by 
alderman Bob Cooper to develop a
Homing Commission i  Terrace to 
address the problem of shortages 
OUR NEWEST 
PREMIUM ALL- 
SEASON RADIAL 
INVICTA GL 
WHITEWALL 
Size Sale Price 
P155/80R 13 69.74 
P165/80R 13 82.49 
P175/80R13 88.49 
' P185175R14 93.74 
P195/75R14 96.74 
P205/75R14 103.49 
P2OS/75R 15 110.24 
P21 5/75R 15 114.74 
P225/75R 15 119.24 
P235/75R 15 125.99 
P185/70R14 106.49  victa GL P205/70R14 112.49 
Eagle GT,4 TERRAIN RADIAL FOR PICK-UPS, 
VANS, 4X4's 
PREMIUM 
ALL-SEASON 
HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 
RADIAL 
EAGLE GT + 4 
OUTLINE WHITE LETTERS 
Size 
P175/70R13 
P185/70R13 
P185/70R14 
P195/70R14 
P205/70R14 
P215/60R14 
P235/60R14 
P225/70R14 
P215/65R15 
P205/60R15 
P245/60R15 
Sale Price 
101.24 
112.49 
' 121.49 
124.49 
133.49 
130.49 
138.74 
146.24 
138.74 
132.74 
163.49 
LOWEST PRICED 
ALL,-SEASON 
RADIAL 
S4S 
WHITEWALL 
Size Sale Price 
P155180R/13 45.99 
WRANGLER AT 
Size Sale Price Save 25% on Invicta GL Goodyear's newest 
LT195/75R14 116.64 Premium All-Season Radial--and on the popular 
Eagle GT + 4, high performance All-Season Radial. 
LT215/75R15 124.47 Plus great prices on other Goodyear Tires. 
LT235/75R15 134.55 
700R15 134.65 
I ~"ZO.?~)¢:~ 3083 River Drive I 75OR16 157.03 ocA~,un I(~ (=~o#~,. Whenyou P185!75R14 59.99 
V~)U a ~  (behind the Thornhlll Husky Service Station) 800R16.5 148.84 g l , ,~ l~qJg  dlimm=..~ ~&' ] buyt~., or P195/75R14 60 99 
1 45 ......... moreures, p " • 675R165 66 VIDEO ~ /  yougetthis 205/75R14 69.99 
950R 16.5 175.01 GreatPlays ~=~-=wMff~i excitingvideo P205/75R 15 69.99 
~t~4L,~,~.~¥4t,t/,~,~.,~.~/,~,~.~,~/,~,t/,.~.,ltt,qt~,it,~.~ ~ 30x950R150WL 159.42  f r o m G r e a t  : ~ / h 0 c k e ~ f s g ° m t e ~  P215/75R15 73 .99  
' ~ 31 x l  O5OR 15 OWL 177.45 Games ~,~,  -~/"moments  at no P225/75R 15 82.99 
)F ~ 4¢ Video , .~ , .  ~ ~'/_ . extra charge. 
~ NORTH ~:~NoRThERN~ 4¢4( ~ T a p e .  ~.~ "~'~%,',,~ f SaleendsMay26. " 
: SOUTH MOTOR : 
: KAL TIRE " 'I/V .JP.A:~ILo • • rESTAURANT. LOUNGE ~ ' i," ' ~. PUB. COLD BEER STORE ~ 
)I" 4= , ~ ') 
t o nor th . . . (e rn) :  I = ~ ~ - -  Rainchecks available on all tires at your Loca/ Service Centro 
i o wh.r..nt.rt, nooo,  ' " '= '1""  ,,,c,s,c.u0, • I ,% &L~ | ~ .~ ~. KAL TIRES' FAMOUS ROAD HAZARD WARRANTY. 
", ".'.:~ 3086 Hwy.  16 East  ~ 7: 
~.  , 535-6375 , .~ 
* " : * I / :~ ,~t .K= tire you must be completely satisfied - We guarantee Itl I !"It' ~ . . . .  41: 
, •L  . ,  < . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  
? ' 
2: 
i 
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I recently read in the newspaper 
that the average life expectancy 
for a Canadian is 76.5 years, 
according to the Centre for Dis- 
ease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Interestingly, Canadians live 
longer than Americans, who kick 
off at the average age of 75 
years. The Japanese live the 
longest, checking out at an aver- 
age of 79.1 years of age. What 
does this tell us? That we all 
should've been born Japanese. 
Now, does this mean that an 
American living in Canada should 
live longer than his relatives back 
home? Or does a Japanese living 
in Canada take on Canadian life 
expectancy? Maybe not. Statistics 
never tell you those things. 
I heard on the radio that left- 
handed people are dying off at an 
alarming rate, after the age of 34. 
It seems that the population of 
left-handers over 34 declines 
steadily until you try to find an 
80-year-old left-hander, as rare as 
an honest politician. This means 
that the lucky folks who live past 
the average xpected age are 
mostly fight-handed. The people 
who study this sort of thing fig- 
me this phenomenon is due to the 
strain of living in a fight-handed 
world, a task I personally find 
exhausting. It's not easy, con- 
stantly switching the fork from 
one side to the other at the dining 
table, you know. 
So now I'm really wondering, is 
a 34-year-old left-handed Ameri- 
can doomed? I admit, I'm feeling 
weaker every passing minute. 
Why wasn't I born right-handed 
and Japanese? As some sort of 
sick consolation, I keep inmgin- 
ing the pitiful Hungarians, with 
their average life expectancy of
only 69.7 years. Just imagine 
The way 
I see it... 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
what Hungarian left-handers are 
dealing with - -  they must be 
dropping like flies over there. 
And to top it off, scientists now 
believe that laughing can actually 
keep you healthy. It seems that 
researchers believe the act of 
laughing causes the human body 
to produce certain chemicals that 
will ward off serious illnesses. 
Oh sure, they announce these 
depressing statistics about people 
croaking, and then tell us to 
LAUGH. I'll bet the left-handed 
Hungarian scientists aren't laugh- 
ing. 
Now, also according to statist- 
ies, the average driver involved in 
a serious auto accident in Canada 
is a 34-year-old male. The statis- 
tics don't say if he's left-handed 
or not, nor do they specify Hun- 
garian or Japanese descent. Is this 
average driver a left-handed 
Hungarian, perhaps driving to a 
Japanese .resta.umnt?., .~~ey don't 
tell us this ~ these statistics are 
incomplete. 
It seems to me that reading 
statistics and listening to scien- 
tists can be a depressing habit. I
wonder if there's any research 
conducted regarding people who 
pay attention to these statistics 
and the scientists who research 
them. Perhaps people who listen 
to this stuff die off at a faster ate 
than the folks who ignore it. 
Perhaps the scientists who gather 
this information tend to croak at 
a younger age. I think a study 
should be done about his. 
In the meantime, I'm going to 
eat sushi with my right hand and 
laugh while I'm driving. Statistics 
show that I probably won't run 
into a Hungarian scientist that 
way. 
V" ii!~ii •. 
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The 747 SQUADRON AIR CADET first aid team following an impromptu timed exercise in Terrace 
lest week. The team, Cpl. Adam Hill (left), Cpl. Carrle-Jo Normandy, Cpl. Rick Boehm (spare), 
F/Sgt. Christine Mermans and we2 Ravi Gill (team captain) placed second in the northem zones 
and in the top 10 at the provincials in recent months. They were more than happy to demonstrate 
their skills on Terrace Review reporter Ted Strachan, under the scrutiny of their coaches Terrace 
lifeguard Paulette Joel and firefighter Dean Tetreau. Stow on page B6. 
School district to host 
summer school institute 
Terrace has been selected as Graduate Program August 23 
the Regional Center for a Sum- and 24. 
mer School Institute to be held At the same time, a credit 
in late August in Caledonia course in Special Education will 
Senior Secondary School. be provided by Simon Fraser 
The Ministry of Education University from August 16 to 
will sponsor and fund the In- 25, coordinated by Andrew 
stitute and School District //88 Scruton, Director of Special 
will coordinate the event with Education in S.D. #88. 
participation expected from all There will be no charge to par- 
over the northwest, ticipants in the Institute pro- 
The Year 2000 curriculum grams. The credit courses re- 
changes will be the main focus in quire a fee payment. 
three of the Institute's pro- "So many people are taking a 
grams: The PrimaryProgram serious interest in what is hap- 
will be presented August 23 and pening in schools," said Harold 
24; the Intermediate Program Cox, Director of Instruction for 
August 21 and 22; and the S.D. 88, ,"Wh~v,~r~,,y0,u:,go, 
education isa subject of conver- 
sation. The papers and pro- 
posals presented in connection 
with the Year 2000 have created 
a good atmosphere for discus- 
sion. And today's parents have a 
healthy interest and want to be 
informed as to what is happen' 
ing." 
Orientation and planning is 
being provided as never before, 
with workshops and discussion 
continuing through the year. 
Persons interested in taking 
any of the Institute courses may 
obtain further information from 
Harold Cox or Andrew Scruton 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; " :  . - j  : , .  . . . . . .  • . ,  • . . . .  . 
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Biker Mike 
nears goal 
Top placings at races on Van- 
couver Island and at Prince 
George have moved Terrace's 
Mike Christensen up a notch to 
a 'class two' bicyclist. 
Mike has been racing against 
B.C. team members in recent 
outings and he's held his own 
against hem. 
In the second B.C. Cup race 
program of the season at Prince 
George on May 6 weekend, 
Christensen was up against three 
national team riders, including 
Commonwealth Games' bronze 
medalist Scott Gogen. On the 
season, eight B.C. Cup races are 
held to determine B.C.'s team 
for that year. 
At Prince George, 40 riders 
took part and Mike placed sixth 
in the opening 125-kilometer 
roadxace over very hilly terrain. 
That night in a 15-K flat time 
trial, Mike rolled across the line 
in-tldrd place. 
The t0ughest race came at the 
end --  a one-hour 45,K 
criterium. The veteran riders 
came out strong, resulting in a 
23rd placing •for Mike. 
Overallon the weekend he 
was eighth~top rider, w.hi'c.h.~.as 
. impressive when it's considered 
B.C. team officials look at the 
' ~ top:10 when formingits unit for 
major events.. 
."I felt I- gained a lot of ex- 
perience and. respect from. 
veterans and coaches at the 
Prince George tour," Mike told 
us .  
Earlier, Mike took in events at 
• Nanalmo and Port Alberni. 
It was April 21 at Nanaimo's 
40-K time trial when Mike was 
racing as a category three rider. 
Here he finished eighth. The 
next day at Port Alberni in a 
30-K criterium, Mike rode home 
in third place. 
Following this was a week of 
training with B.C. team 
hopefuls which led to his 
upgrading to number two, 
'meaning he was now competitive 
enough to race against he best 
riders. 
"I turned in a 19.49 minute 
timing at Prince George 15-K 
time trial. That's my best time 
ever," Mike explained. 
Last weekend Mike went to 
Calgary under his new class two. 
It was Canada Cup races under 
longer and tougher conditions, 
leading to possible national team 
selection. The program was 
similar to Prince George's- 
events. 
This weekend,' Christensen 
heads for .Panorama and In r 
, y . ,e~e '.for .equally, difficult' 
(..?. • ~.,- • , . , 
~ C e S ;  ' 
By this weekend he'llknoW if 
his-efforts have earned him'a ~ 
spot on the group heading to 
eastern canada in June for at 
least three' major events. 
.... i Coming  events  in  
reg iona l "  ' ' " Spor ts  . . . . . .  
. Coming up Thursday at the 
Skeena Valley golf club's ladies 
night is a blind auction and 
social with competition starting 
at 5 o'clock. It's a shotgun start 
with best-ball scramble. Players 
are asked to bring a guest, and 
an item for auction. Funds rais- 
ed go to. junior golf develop- 
ment. 
awarded for best costumes and 
best :decorated, bikes and 
wagons. It starts at9 a.m. 
The Terrace open tennis tour- 
n~anent is coming this Saturday 
to Monday for singles, doubles 
and mixed. It's at the Kalum 
courts starting 9 a.m. Contact 
Richard Kregel orAda Sarsiat o 
enter by Wednesday night. 
In other golf news, the 
. . . .  Smithers ladies club plays host ,  The Terrace Horseshoe Club 
to  the Coca-Cola Spring Classic 0: meets Wednesday night at 7:30 
this Saturday and Sunday. ': at the Kin Hut fight next to the 
Phone the golf club for more in- " horseshoe pits at Sparks and 
formation. 
A special•general meeting for 
• all : Skeena Valley golf club 
members will be held Tuesday, 
i~May.22 at 8 p.m. at the golf 
c lub ,  Members will be asked to 
vote on an offer to purchase ad- 
::joining property for future 
-:. course development, 
~ , f , .  : .. ~ : • 
'; 'i:;:; i:~lie'::Elks' Club and :. Terrace 
• :R~ip i1 :DeP~¢nt ' s :  6th an- 
: :~~i~l~6r[s::dayrdn~:Mohday t e 
....  '~1~!, ~ti:Elks p~k,  ilt's}a,'family 
~ !:i~|~s';~ i::Pi;izes: I will ?:: also be  
Halliwell. Team play and elec- 
tions are on the agenda. 
The Kitsumkalum Ski Club 
has it's annual general meeting 
Wednesday night at 7:30 in 
room 8 at Northwest Communi- 
tycollege. Phone 635-2142 for 
information. 
~t 
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The. big season opener for 
Terrace tennis is this coming 
weekend when the Terrace Ten- 
nis Club hosts its annual 'open" 
tournament, featuring men's 
and ladies singles, doubles and 
mixed doubles. 
It runs Saturday• toMonday at 
the Kalum courts. 
Fees are $20 for three events; 
$15 for two events; and $8 for 
one event. Starting times are 9 
a.m. all three days. 
Plans call for singles On Satur- 
doubles Monday with other dow 
ble finals. 
Today is the entry deadline. 
You must supply your own 
balls. 
To enter, contact Richard 
day, doubles on Sunday plus Kriegl (635-2347) or Ada Sarsiat 
singles finals, then mixed (635-9695). 
The Scores Are... 
Squirt Division 
Co-op Stars 9, Northwest Sportsman 5 
Mr. Mikes 11, Hawkeyes 5. - 
Little Gassers 11, Mlddleton 2 
Mites Division 
Bri-Don 14, Cedarland 8 
Peewee Glds' Division 
Kinsmen 1B, C, edarland 3. 
All Seasons 23, Terrace Travel 14 
The Terrace Northmen evened their early 
season record at one-and-one on May 6 when 
they travelled to Smithers to take on the local 
'Camels' squad. Terrace came out with a 14-0 
win. Scoring for the winners was Doug Wilson, 
Willie McCleary and Ernie Dusdal. 
Terrace Minor Baseball held official opening 
ceremonies May 6 at Rotary Park. The main at- 
traction was an exhibition junior Babe Ruth 
game in which Spee-Dee Printers beat Kinsmen 
12-6. 
Mixed Scrub Softball 
Wilkinsons 22, Castouts 7 
Dave's Plumbing 19, Rosswood Rebels 12 
R-and-R Express 17, Thornhill Pub 9 
R-and-R Express 26, Northern Motor Inn 3 
Bunters 24, Castouts 17 
Rosswood 12, Woolworth 8 
Rosswood 24, French Connection 3 
Wilkinsons 13, Coors Crew .12 
Moonlighter Custom 25, HighwaY Raiders 19 
Underdogs 17, Dairy Queen 12 
' ~ ~ .:~., o5 , ,~ '  ~i, ,~  : , , .~  ~, :~,-~ 
Terrace Men's Slo-P 
Bill's Plumbing 21, Vlc Froese 7 - 
SKB Molsons 30, Rudon Rowdies 10 
Terrace lnn 25, Vic Froese9 . . . 
Rudon 13, Bill's Plu'm'bing. 10 
Terrace Mixed SIo.Pit,~ League ......... 
Bases Wild 7; Umelighters 6. 
Skeene Gravel over Bmwmeaters (default) 
Garflelds 7, Finning 6 
Bmwmseters 14, Heavy Hitters 4 
Terrace Men's Soc~r League . . . . . . . .  
The Tero, de men'S 'six,team" Soccer league got '~ 
Terrace & Kltlmat Ladles' 
Rec Softball League (4 teams) 
A & W 20, Dobbler's Dolls 13 
K-G.B 18, A & W 4 
TERRACE MEN'S SLO-PITCH SOFTBALL 
Terrace Inn 19, Bill's Plumbing 0 
SO Molmn 15, Vic Froese Trucking 3. 
SKB Mohon 16, Bill's Plumbing 6 . 
Terrace Inn 27, Rudon4 
Westpoint Rentals 19, Rudon 2. 
Westpolnt Rentals 5, Vic Froese Trucking 3 ... 
TERRACE MIXEDSLO-PITC" SOFrBALL 
• , .SkemaAthletics !2, Brewmasters.5 
Limelishtm 12; East End Chew'on 1 ' ' - 
TERRACE MINOR SOFI~ALL 
DWISlON 
underway last week. Hem's results: • . Powder Blues 18, l~n&,~aBandits.3 . j ; .. 
May 8 - -  Terrace Inn 3, N;T .C. I  Almwood 13, Skeins.Hotel 12' ' 
. Northcoast Road"Maintenance 5, PEE WEE BOYS 
. . . .  =. . • : t  ", 
Little O lus~ 15, HawkeYm 6 . .... 
Mr. Mikes 13, Middleton 8 
T-IM, I,L 
V'z¢ Froue I0, En¢o  I0 
F..mt ]Bad 10, Cmtmn~! Lions 7 
Vie Froese 15, N .o~:See, Ums 15 , 
- ,. . . . . . .  . . , '  . 
Enco.l$,EastEnd-13::' ...-, ~ : : :.. ,. . , , 
BANTAM ~ ' , :, ....:., 
• Powtk~.Biues.22, Skeena Howl.4 . i ,, .... . .... 
Almwood 5, ~ ~mdits.0:(default), . - - .. 
a " 
SlnJur Mauson~t Brlckmen 4 
May 10 -- Wos(ern Seaboard 2, Skoena Hotel 2 
Terrace Inn 1, Road Maintenance I
Terrace MinOr Baseball 
Rookie Division 
Northern Drugs 30, Petro-Can 26; Elks 28, Co-op 20; 
Co-op 30, Petro-Can 9; Co-op 24, Northern Drugs 10 
Bambino Division 
Shoppers Drugs beat McDonald's and Overwaitea 
beat Farko (scores not avail.). Shoppers 18, Farko 4 
Junior Babe Ruth Division 
Spee-Dee Printers 8, Kinsmen 2 
Speo-Dea Printers 6, All Seasons 4 
Kinsmen 8, All Seasons 6 
Terrace Minor Softball 
T.Ball Dhdslon 
VIc Froese 15, Centennial Lions 15 
Emco 11, No;See.Urns 11 
VIc Froese 13, East End 13 
Centennial Lions 11, No-See-Urns 9 
Legion I$, Copperdde Aces 8 • .--. ~ . 
~K~UIIC¢ aoYs  
Northwest Sportsnam .8,' 0petering Engineers' $ . 
PEE  WEE GI]~LS 
Kinsmen 12, East End  II ' 
~RUB SOFrBAI JL  LEAGUE 
Underdogs 16, Woolworth  14 
Wilkinson 14, Bunters 4 
Garfields 22, Hairbmters 1 . . 
R & R Express 20, Kitselns Kypers 3 
Dave's Plumbing 24, French Connection 17 
R & R Express 14, Tolse¢ Worms 5 
Thornldll Pub.24, Almwood A's 9 
NORTH COAST MEN'S RUGBY LEAGUE 
April 29 - -  Prince Rupert 16, Terrace Northmen 10 
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IT LOOKS LIKE A STRONG BEGINNING for local schools in trackand field, as shown by the results of a Northwestzone meet held recently 
in Terrace. Both individual competitors and team totals showed promising potential for Skeena and Caledonia schools. 
i 
Rochelle Pelletier's 41-point 
effort for juvenile girls helped 
her Caledonia team to 153 
overall points Saturday as Ter- 
race hosted the second north' 
west zone track and field meet of 
the season. 
Pelletier an up the highest in- 
dividual score of the day in win- 
ning her aggregate section. 
The juvenile boys title also 
went to Caledonia with Kannin 
i 
Rochelle tops at trackmeet 
Osei-Tutu •counting 22 points. 
Other individual aggregate win- 
ners were Lori Buteau of Skeena 
with 25 points for bantam girls, 
Robert Miller of Smithers with 
26 for bantam boys, Lisa Hols 
of Houston with 21 for midget 
girls, and Clay McEntee of 
Burns Lake with 25 for midget 
boys. 
Smithers won the team point 
total with 192. Caledonia was 
mnnerup, followed by Skeena 
with 142, Nisga'a 87, Prince 
Rupert 79, Houston 63, Burns 
Lake 60, Hazelton 37, Terrace 
Christian 18, Kitwanga 15 and 
Thornhill 3. 
Osei-Tutu broke a six-year- 
old record set by Terrac~'s Ross 
Dickie in the mid-80's. Dickie 
had held the juvenile high jump 
mark of 1.82. Osei-Tutu leaped 
1.85 to set anew record. 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY ZONE TRACK MEET- MAY $, 1990 
: .. , , , I ' 
/ .  
100M BANTAM GIBLS 
1st Lori Bnteau, Skeena 
2nd Michelle Brown, Skeena 
3rd Dee Casey, Skeena 
looM MIDGET BOYS 
2nd Chris Wilkinson, Skeena 
3rd Jason Duorak, Skeena 
100M JUVENILE GIRLS 
1st Rochelie.Pellitier, Caledonia 
3rd Wendy Biffle, Caledonia 
looM ~nUVENILE BOYS 
1st Kerry Smith, Caledonia 
2rid Kannin Osei-Tutu, Caledonia 
2OOM BANTAM GIRLS 
1st Lana Geier, Skeena 
2nd Lori Buteau, Skeena 
2OOM BANTAM BOYS 
1st Chris Wilkinson; Skeena 
3rd Jason Dvorak, Skeena 
200M JUVENILE GIRLS 
2nd Rochelle Pelletier, Caledonia 
3rd Wendy Biffle, Caledonia ' 
2OOM JUVENILE' BOYS 
1st Kerry smith, Caledonia 
2ndKanldn Osel-Tutu, Caledonia 
400M BANTAM GIRLS 
Ist Lori Buteau, Skeena 
4OOM MIDGET GIRLS 
1st Megan Reid, Skeena 
400M MIDGET BOYS 
3rd Roy Prevser, Skeena 
4OOM JUVENILE GIRLS 
2nd Carol Wiebe, Terrace Christian 
3rd Rochelle Pellitier, Caledonia 
4OOM JUVENILE BOYS 
Ist Chad Croft, Caledonia 
3rd Dave Edmonds, Caledonia 
8OOM BANTAM GIRLS 
1st Lori Buteau, Skeena 
~0M MIDGET GllULS 
2nd Megan Reid, Skeena 
8OOM JUVENILE GIRLS 
2nd Carol Wiebe, Terrace Christian 
800M JUVENILE BOYS 
Ist Chad Edmonds, Caledonia 
2nd Ryan Stevenson, Caledonia 
3rd Brian Schlmnp, Terrace Christian 
iSOOM JUVENILE BOYS 
Ist David Shepherd, Caledonia 
2nd Chad Edmonds, Caledonia 
3rd Dave Edmonds, Caledonia 
3OOOM JUVENILE BOYS 
1st Brian Schlamp, Terrace Christian 
2rid David Shepherd, Caledonia 
LONG JUMP MIDGET BOYS 
1st Jason Dvorak, Skeena 
2nd Bryan Flck,. Sk~na 
LONG JUMP JUVENILE GIRLS 
1st Rochelle Pelletler, Caledonia 
LONG JUMP JUVENILE BOYS 
1st Kerry Smith, Caledonia 
3rd Shelden Bennett, Caledonia 
HIGH JUMP MIDGET BOYS 
2nd Bryan Fick, Skeena 
3rd Elias McMlilan, Skeena 
HIGH JUMP JUVENILE GIRLS 
1st Rochelle Pelletier, Caledonia 
2nd Allison Lindseth, Caledonia 
3rd Wendy Biffle, Caledonia • 
HIGH JUMP JUVENILE BOYS 
'ST Kannin Osei.Tutu, Caledonia ' 
3rd Paul.Gill, Caledonia 
DISCYOS BANTAM GIRLS 
1st Clare Jennings, Skeena 
DISCUS MIDGET BOYS 
2rid Chris Oldham, 5keena. 
3rd Elias McMillan, Skeena 
DISCUS JUVENILE BOYS 
3rd  She lden  Bennet t ,  Ca ledon ia  
JAVELIN BANTAM GIRLS 
1st Clare Jennings, Skeena 
2nd Stella Haigh, Skeena 
3rd Shannon Henderson, Skeena 
JAVELIN MIDGET BOYS 
1st Chris Oidham, Sk~na 
JAVELIN JUVENILE GIRLS 
1st Rochelle Pelletier, Caledonia 
2rid Wendy Biffle, Caledonia 
SHOT PUT BANTAM GIRLS 
1st Clare Jennlngs, Skeena 
3rd Stella Haigh, Skeena 
SHOT PUT MIDGET BOYS 
Ist Chris Oldham, Sk~na 
2nd Elias McMillan; Skeena 
SHOT PUT JUVENILE GIRLS 
1st Rochelle Pellitler, Caledonia 
2nd Wendy Biffle, Caledonia 
SHOT PUT JUVENILE BOYS 
Ist Kannin Osei-Tutu0 Caledonia 
'90 FESTIVA 
FROM $189 Me 
T.P. $9,101 
'90 TEM PO 
FROM $243 Me 
T.P. $11,687 
'90 CREW CAB 
4x4 
FROM $590 Me 
T.P. $30,019 
'90 MUSTANG 
FROM $234 Me 
T.P. $11,255 
'90 RANGER 
FROM $205 Me 
T.P. $10,430 
'90 F150 
4x2 
FROM $262 Me 
T.P. $13,331 
'90 T-BIRD 
FROM $392 Me 
T.P. $18,855 
'90 F250 
4x4 
FROM $340 Me 
T.P. $17,229 
'90 F250 S/C 
4x4 
FROM $437 Me 
T.P. $27,780 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION TO 
"COURIERS" 
,~  J 
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Cal athletic, d'irector 
Linda Black leaving 
Hard-working Lind Black o f  
the Caledonia high school teach- 
ing staff and athletic director of 
the school for the past three 
years, is pulling the pin at com- 
pletion of this term. 
Black is taking a one-year 
leave of absence for some rest, 
relaxation and tounng. She 
plans to be back at Cal for the 
91-92 school year. 
She's been most active in the 
operation of sports activities at 
both Cat and for the northwest 
zone. 
In her off-hours, she's been 
p la~ng ladies, hockey, ladies 
fastball and helping other non- 
school sports events throughout 
the area. 
When asked how come the  
time off, she told us she's been 
working steady for 10 years 
without a break. Now she plans 
to do a lot of biking, working on 
a stained glass hobby and what- 
ever comes up to tweak her in- 
terest. 
A replacement for her has not 
yet been named. 
Meanwhile, two Cal sports --  
girls' volleyball and girls' 
basketball -- will be getting new 
coaches next season. 
Volleyball's Clayton. Lloyd- 
Jones  plans to continue his 
regular counselling job at Cal, 
but will hand over the coach's 
reins to someone lse for a year. 
Basketball's Dan Van Os has 
accepted a teaching position at 
North Delta starting this fall. 
Replacements for Van Os and 
Lloyd-Jones have not yet been 
announced. 
Triathion seeks entries 
The Skeena Valley Triath- 
Ion is organized to go for ,its 
fourth year on Sunday, July 
lS. 
Chairman Dale Green- 
wood notes the event is 
hasically the same as in the 
past, with competitors start- 
ing off at the Lakelse Lake 
picnic site at 10 a.m. 
The first of three events is 
the one-kilometer swim, fol- 
lowed by a 40-1( bike ride, 
and winding up with a 10-K 
run .  
The entry deadline is 
Saturday, June 30. Entries 
will not be taken on race day. 
Fees are $40 per individual 
and $90 for a relay team. 
Entry information can be 
found on fo rm located at 
stores where tflathlon posters 
are located. 
Top prize is a flight to 
Mexico, or a Canon camera. 
kit; there are also first, sec- 
ond and third place prizes 
and trophies in each 
category. 
The winning male and 
female contestants also get 
certified entries in the Bud 
Light Ironman Canada race 
at Penticton next year. 
The entry categories are 
open male/female, junior 
male/female (lS to 19 years) 
and relay (male/female/ 
mixed). 
[ 
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The Tri-City Fitness Challenge 
is back - -  here's our chance SLEEPING 
Contributed by Terrace 
Parks and Recreat ion  
Prince Rupert has challenged 
Terrace and ,~itimat to a Com- 
munity Fitne~s Challenge •on 
Wednesday, May 30. 
The idea is to have as many 
people as possible participate in 
15 minutes of continuous physi- 
cal activity on Wednesday. The 
community With the highest per- 
centage of population taking 
part in the Community Fitness 
: Challengeisthe winner. The last* 
time Terrace won was in 1988. 
Be sure to participate in some 
form of physical activity every 
day during Fitweek, and on May 
30 make sure to contact one of 
our Registration centers to 
register your activity. 
Registration centers will be 
located at the Terrace Arena, the 
Terrace Aquatic Centre, Terrace 
Public Library, Delaney's in the 
Skeena Mall, All Season's 
Sporting Goods, Bert's Delica- 
tessen, Dynamic Health Ser- 
vices, Mohawk Gas Bar, Sun- 
dance Ski and Sport, Copperside 
I, II, and IV and Northwest 
Community College Student 
Services office. We want every- 
one in Terrace and Thornhill to 
be involved in this fun fitness 
event, get active, register and 
show your support of Terrace. 
Physical fitness is good for 
you, your health and your body. 
Plan to participate in the 
Terrace-Kitimat-Prince Rupert 
Fitness Challenge on May 30. 
For more information on ac- 
tivities and how to register call 
Shawn at Terrace Parks and 
Recreation at 638-1174. 
? 
f 
I. 
DITI.ONS 
Northern B.C. W nter Games 
. Telethon 
Sing? Dance? Juggle? etc. 
Auditions are June 5th, 6th, & 7th 
at the Caledonia Lecture Theatre. 
Sign up at the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games office 4511 Keith Avenue., 
or phone 635-1991 
Deadline is May 22, 1990 
Your chance to take the stage 
and help raise money for the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games! 
BAG SPECIAL 
ALL 
SLEEPING 
BAGS 
CLEANED 
,700 
May 9 to May 19 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. --  Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
"~[~atever  you  wear 
• We c lean with cat'=.,,/' 
3223 Emerson St. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2R9 
Phone 635-5119 
,~ Only drive.thru In town 
,,, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,~ Drop off point at Thornhlll Public Market  
+ 
' - 8 SUB-STANTIAL 638 821 PASTA 
I p t se o Ith 
6 9" 12" IS" IS' tsar.,,, u~,4=u • • . 
Sq, m Zltt fRIgutom) " House Specials combination of cheese, turkey, salami, 
YOUR CHOICE 
* Salami 
, Pcppcroni 
, Mushrooms 
, Bacon 
* Ham 
* Green Peppers 
, Onions 
* {;round Beef 
* ()lives 
* Capicolli 
* Extra Cheese' 
dr F .x l r ; i  Sauce  
,. P;neapple 
w ~moked Oyster 
I I  
Pizza 
Patio 
P 
PArlO SP£C~A£ 
p~,mm.m~rmu. 5.50 8.75 12.40 17.15 20.75 
Irt~a SXl~n, oily." 
VEOETARIAN 
o~lo=;=,=a~,~,. 5.50 8;75 12.40 17.15 20.75 
mushrooms, olives 
HAWAIIAN 
t,=n. ra~,~t. 4.80 7,85 11.20 15.55 18.80 
sr~ ix'pixn 
.~ fan's wuo.r 
aph:DIII, hot IXl~x,,. 5.50 8.75 12.40 17.15 20.75 
onions, peppered 
SUPER "J" 
Fan l to l~ l~ of ,o~,a"~ ~ I top~ 12.35 17.20 23.55 28.55 
or yow ¢h01~ 
EVERYTHING BUT 
• ~ttop~t~toa, t , 13.95 20.80 28.40 34.95 
your ¢hoia . . . .  ' " 
your ¢kotot el toAemt# 
MI ,,t small M~l lm ~ Famlll 
6" t "  I1" IS" IS" 
Regular s¢=~ 
s,=,,d~,,~ 2.70 5.15 7.60 10.75 12.95 
r.~ha~tdo,~Um, .70 .90 1.20 1.60 1.95 
4529 Grei- Ave. ~.J~CIAL Take Out  and Delive.ry 
... 6 ( "~ 2nd Pizza, same. as the first 
lerraee ~ . .1/.2 Pace 
Free Delivery in Town with minimum order 
I 
i i 
For something a little different - -  
. try this delicious oven-baked pasta 
dish. Tender pasta tubes covered 
with meat sauce, parmesan and 
topped with cheese. 
s6.40 
Spaghetti 
Delicate strands of pasta 
smothered with our  own delicious 
meat sauce. 
s6.40 
The Donalr 
Try something really differentl This tas- 
• ty little number has a Grecian 
background and is a delicious combina- 
tion of specially spiced ground beef 
thinly sliced, fresh lettuce, tomato and 
onion, wrapped in a warm pizza dough 
and topped with an incredible sweet and 
garlicky sauce. The Donair is a real 
palate pleaser $3.60 
The "Super" Donair 
All of the above - -  plus cheese and pep- 
peroni tool Deliciotls .$4.S0 
Cat:one 
Stuffed with three kinds of cheese and 
your choice of two phza toppings baked 
to perfection in our ovens and served 
with meat sauc~. 
Large $4.95 Small $3.95 
ham, lettuce, tomato and your choice of 
mustard or mayonnaise on a fresh sub' 
bun. Delicioust .$5.25 
tq~za Sub 
A fresh sub bun smothered with sauce 
and cheese, topped with our choice on 
any 2 of our delicious pizza toppings. 
(each additional item, Mu. 2. $.80) .$4.95 
McatbaU Sub 
Tasty meat sauce, meatballs and lots of 
cheese - -  superbl! $4.95 
Baron of Beef 
Juicy slices of roast beef served on a 
French loaf, with cur own zesty dip. 
$5.95 
FREE 
DEL IVER Y 
with minimum order, 
not including Thornhill 
Prices subject o change 
• OPEN: - 
on. & Tuee.,ga.m. • 11 I~.m. 
Wed.& Thurs., g a.m. - 12 p.m. 
Frl. & 5at.. 9 a.m. • 1:30 a.m. 
Sunday 11 ram. - 10 p.m. 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS: 
Mon.- Thu , .  t I t a .m. .  2 p.m. 
4329 Oreig Ave., Terrace, B.C.-- 
638'8218 
Telkwa hostssummer 
games canoe play-off 
Zone 7 playoffs for the B.C. 
Summer Games canoeing event 
will be held May 26 starting at 1 
p.m. at Round Lake, six miles 
east of Telkwa. 
The playoffs will determine 
the canoeists who will represent 
this zone at Prince George on 
July 12, 13, 14, 15. Canoeists 
will be competing for the follow- 
ing categories: men's junior, 
women's junior, women's open, 
men's open, solo slalom open, 
solo open, mixed open. 
Registration fee is $5 per corn- 
petitor. Minimum age for par- 
ticipants is 13 years as of July 
12, 1990. Entrants as juniors will 
be 18 years and under as of July 
12, 1990. Juniors may par- 
ticipate in junior or open but not 
both. Competitors may enter 
only one event. Canoes will be 
provided. Competitors are to 
supply paddles and life jackets. 
For further information con- 
tact: Geerd van der Meulen, 
R.R. #1, Telkwa, B.C., V0J 
2X0. Telephone 846-5413. 
Locals top Smithers fun run 
The weather wasn't op cali- 
bre, but Smithers' first annual 
'Spring Fun Run' still attracted 
about 50 runners and walkers 
for five and 10-kilometer jaunts 
at their May 6 so-called "scenic 
tour of Smithers." 
The race entry fee was simply 
a donation to the Smithers Run- 
ning Club. 
All winners, except one, and 
runnersuD were Smithers resi- 
dents. 
Master men's 10-K - -  Doug 
McDonald; Jim Taylor. 
Master ladies' 10-K - -  Pat 
Pierce, Marilyn Earl. 
Open men 10-K --  Richard 
Harrison, Chris Desjardins. 
Open ladies' 10-K -- Sue 
Simpson (Ter.race), Kelly 
Maskewic. 
Junior men's open 5 -K -  
Graham McLean. 
Junior ladies' open 5-K --  
Anita Bush. 
Terrace Men's Soccer 
• Summer Schedule 
The six-team Terrace Men's Soccer League is underway, 
with games being played at Caledonia,: Skeena or Thornhill 
• parks on Tuesday and Thursday nights ~ starting at 7 o'clock. 
They started play on May 8 andwill continue through to mid, 
August. Results of early •,games ,can be~qund-in~ our 
scoreboard. 
Here's the remainder of the schedule: 
May 15-  N.T.C. vs Western Seaboard at Yhornhill 
Skeena Hotel vs North Coast Road Construction at Skeena 
May 17 - -  SinJur Masonry Brickmen vs Terrace Inn at Thornhlll 
N.T.C. vs Skeena Hotel at Skeena 
May 22 - -  North Coast vs Western at Thornhill 
Skeena Hotel vs Terrace Inn at Caledonia 
May 24 - -  SlnJur vs Western at Thornhill 
North Coast vs N.Y.C. at Skeena 
May 29 - -  Sinjur vs N.T.C. at Thornhill 
Terrace Inn vs Western at Caledonia 
May 31 - -  Skeena Hotel vs SlnJur at Thornhill 
N.T.C. vs Terrace Inn at Skeena 
June 5 - -  SlnJur vs North Coast at Thornhlll 
Skeena Hotel vs Western at Caledonia 
June 7 - -  North Coast vs Terrace Inn at Thornhill 
N.T.C. vs Sinjur at Skeena 
June 12 - -  North Coast vs Skeena Hotel at Thornhlll 
Terrace Inn vs Sinjur at Caledonia 
June 14 - -  Skeena Hotel vs N.T.C. at Thornhill 
Western vs North Coast at Skeena 
June 19 - -  Terrace Inn vs Skeena Hotel at Thornhlll 
Western vs Slnjur at Caledonia 
June 21 - -  N.T.C. vs North Coast at Thornhill 
Western vs Terrace Inn at Skeena 
June 26 - -  SlnJur vs Skeena Hotel at Thornhill 
Western vs N.T.C. at Caledonia 
June 28 - -  Terrace Inn vs N.T.C. at Thornhlll 
North Coast vs SinJur at Skeena 
July 3 - -  Western vs Skeena Hotel at Thornhill 
Terrace Inn vs North Coast at Caledonia 
July 5 - -  N.T.C. vs Western at Thornhlll 
Skeena Hotel vs North Coast at Skeena 
July 10 - -  SlnJur vs Terrace Inn at Thornhill 
N,T.C. vs Skeena Hotel at Caledonia 
July 12 - -  North Coast vs Western at Thornhlll 
Skeena Hotel vs Terrace Inn at Skeena 
July 17 - -  SlnJur vs Western at Thornhlll 
North Coast vs N.T.C. at Caledonia 
July 19 - -  SlnJur vs N.T.C. at Thornhill 
Terrace Inn vs Western at Skeena 
July 24 - -  Skeena Hotel vs SlnJur at Thornhlll 
N,T.C. vs Terrace Inn at Caledonia 
July 26 - -  SlnJur vs North Coast at Thornhlll 
Skeena Hotel vs Western at Skeena 
July 31 - -  North Coast vs Terrace Inn at Thornhlll 
N.T.C. vs Sinjur at Caledonia - - _  
August 2 - -  North Coast vs Skeena Hotel at Thornhlll 
Terrace Inn vs SlnJur at Skeena 
August 7 - -  Skeena Hotel vs N.T.C. at Thornhill 
Western vs North Coast at Caledonia 
August 9 - -  Terrace Inn vs Skeena Hotel at Thornhlll 
• Western vs SlnJur at Skeena 
August 14 - -  N.T.C. vs North Coast at Thornhlll 
• Western vs Terrace Inn at Caledonia 
August 16 SlnJur vs Skeena Hotel at Thornhill 
Western vs N.T.C. at Skeena 
f 
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FLY HIGH, LAND SOFT. Good weather for a recent northwest zone track meet 
helped bring out the competitive best in local athletes from Caledonia and 
Skeena schools. 
Make 
Northern Drugs 
a partof 
your wedding plans. 
Choose from our beautiful collection of contemporary wedding 
stationery and accessories. Northern Drugs has Sunset"  and 
Renaissance T' lines available in a wide variety of styles and prices. We 
can assist with both the suggested wording and etiquette. 
Invitations, envelopes, erviettes, wedding scrolls, guest books, cake 
boxes, matchbooks and thank you cards m select your complete paper 
trousseau from Northern 
dgt ,[,hen (T~/'lT,.,~',~'~'c...,,tHl~, a l l  Drugs. In the card department. 
/wz2.  
Personalized tna number of different typestyles 
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by Nancy Orr 
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The Queen Charlotte Islands: whereto 
stay when you get there skills on reporter 
Graham in the north, ferry; and in Masset, a further by Ted Strachaa confidence and completed their 
Mention the "Queen Char- 
lotte Islands" and an awakening 
gleam sparkles in everyone's 
eyes. 
Named by Captain Dixon in 
1778, the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, or the Misty Isles,• as 
romantics call them; or Haida 
Gwaii, Home of the Haida for 
centuries; or most commonly, 
the Charlottes - -  whatever you 
favor in a name -- the long low 
archipelago lying just over the 
horizon off Prince Rupert on 
British Columbia's northern 
coast evokes a mysterious en- 
chantment in adventurous 
travellers everywhere. 
Isolated by the turbulent seas 
of the legendary Hecate Straits 
which separate the Charlottes 
from the mainland of B.C., the 
islands have at last become ac- 
cessible for thousands of people 
with the introduction of regular 
service by the B.C. Ferry Cor- 
poration. 
Comfortable ships, such as 
the "Queen of the North" or the 
"Queen of Prince Rupert", with 
stabilizers to minimize the roll- 
ing swell of the open waters, 
maintain regular service between 
Prince Rupert and Skidegate, on 
the south end of Graham Island. 
The ferries carry a full load of 
passengers and vehicles three 
times a week in winter, and up to 
five during the summer. The 
journey averages six hours, 
usually during, the daylight 
hours, but at least one sailing a 
week crosses overnight. 
A word of advice -- know 
where you are going to stay, a t  
least for the first night! The 
remoteness of the islands makes 
it necessary. When you are 
hustled off that ferry in the late 
afternoon, you can't just drive 
to the next town or province for 
accommodation. 
The regularly scheduled ser- 
vices, both by air and ferry, take 
you to the central area of the 
string of islands at the junction 
of the two main islands, 
Moresby in the south and 
At Sandspit, on the northern 
tip of the southern island of 
Moresby, is the main airport. 
Daily jet service is available 
from Prince Rupert and Van- 
couver, with small connecting 
planes feeding the island Cc;m- 
munities. 
A short bus ride to Aliford 
Bay and 20-minute ferry ride on 
the M.V. Kwuna takes passen- 
gers to Skidegate Landing, next 
to the B.C. Ferry dock. From 
here paved roads lead north and 
south on Graham Island. 
To the south about five 
kilometers is Queen Charlotte 
City, familiarly known as 
"Charlotte". To the north is 
Skidegate, Tlell (35 kln), Port 
Clements (50 kin), Masset (ll0 
kin) and Haida (Old Masset, 120 
kin). The North Beach is 
reached by a short drive beyond 
Masset and the DEW (Distant 
Early Warning) Installation. 
In the years since the ferries 
began their service, a prolifera- 
tion of Bed and Breakfast estab- 
lishments have opened in all the 
communities and in between 
them. To name a few: in 
Charlotte, Spruce Point Lodg- 
• ing; in Sandspit, Moresby Island 
Guest House; in Port Clements, 
Velma's Bayview Guesthouse; 
on the North Beach, Alaska 
View Lodge, and many more. 
For hosteUers, Bellis' Hostel is 
a popular destination on~=the 
road to Port Clements, im- 
mediately after crossing the Tlell 
River Bridge near Naikoon Park 
Headquarters. 
Hotels and motels have not in- 
creased greatly in numbers. The 
first class Sandspit Inn, at Sand- 
spit, is particularly accessible to 
airport travellers. In Charlotte, 
20 minutes' drive south from the 
ferry dock, the newly rebuilt 
Misty Harbour Inn is well rec- 
ommended, as well as the pic- 
turesque original Premier Hotel, 
recently renovated. 
There is also the Sea Raven 
Motel in Charlotte; the Golden 
Spruce Motel in Port Clements, 
an hour's drive north from the 
45 minutes' drive, is the Singing 
Surf Inn. 
DuBucy's taxi, or bus, has 
been meeting the ferries and 
airplanes for years. Gas and car 
services are found in all the set- 
tlements (an example of friendly 
helpful service can be found at 
the Misty Garage, formerly 
Ross's, at the south end of 
Charlotte). 
In the summer, RV's and 
campers of every description 
pour off the ferries to find very 
limited facilities designed for 
them. 
Naikoon Park, occupying 
about a quarter of Graham 
Island, with headquarters at 
Tlell, has employed summer stu- 
dents for years, and yet one of 
the shortages of the camping 
system on the islands is the lack 
of good serviced facilities for 
recreational vehicles. 
There is one 30-unit overnight 
park at the Naikoon Park head- 
quarters at Tlell 05 km north up 
the coast from the ferry), and at 
Tow Hill Park on the extreme 
north end of the island, 25 km 
on the beach road from Masset. 
Grey Bay on Moresby Island 
south of Sandspit is more dif- 
ficult to find until one is ac- 
quainted with the islands. 
There is only one government 
sani-station for recreational 
vehicles at Port Clements. Fresh 
water maY be obtained there and 
also at Jay's Information Cen- 
tre, 10 minutes from the ferry 
landing south toward Charlotte. 
This Information Centre is also 
a knowledgeable source of data 
and a treasure house of Haida 
carving, jewelry and other in- 
triguing items. 
Kallahin Travel Services, run 
by Mary Morris, provides excep- 
tional advice and bookings for 
services, and is well worth the 
call before setting off to the Mis- 
ty Isles (604-559-8455). 
The isles are indeed Misty, but 
be warned that the mist often 
turns to rain and gale-force 
winds, so be prepared for wet 
weather, too. 
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Cadet first/aid .".". ",."i.".". 
team demonstrates 
timed 20-minute task in only 19 
Hit by a speeding, nondescript minutes.., and  I was no more 
motor vehicle, you're left lying on injured in  the end than I was 
before they began. . . 
And it's no wonder I felt as 
though I was in the hands of some 
real pro's. These 747 Squadron 
cadets were the same foursome 
that placed second in the northern 
zone finals in Prince George on 
Mar. 3 and in the top 10 at the 
provincial finals at cadet camp Pat 
Bay in Victoria on Apr. 7. 
The team consists of WO2 Ravi 
Gill (team captain), F/Sgt. 
Christine Mermans, Cpl. Carrie-Jo 
Normandy and Cpl. Adam Hill. 
Cpl. Rick Bochm is the team spare 
and the coaches are Terrace life- 
guard Paulette Joel and firefighter 
Dean Tetreau. 
Tctreau says he' s pleased with 
the team's performance; with only 
three weeks to train they did well 
at both the zones and provincials. 
And the team is looking forward to 
much better things to come. Poss- 
ibly even surpassing the 747 Squa- 
dron team performance in the 1986 
provincials. With 300 hours of 
training, the 1986 team captain 
won top honours and the team 
placed first in a field of 15 entries. 
But they didn't just place first. 
They won with the greatest margin 
between first and second place 
ever recorded in the provincials; 
200 points. 
That's not going to be an easy 
record to break but Tetreau is 
optimistic. He says the team is 
going to begin training at the end 
of September this year and with 
six months of experience under 
their belts breaking their own 1986 
record at the 1991 provincials is 
~¢r ;a~e~i Mhi:6 ~!,~,~b~ll I (Remaining 
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the pavement in pain as the driver 
races off into the distance and the 
dust settles around you. Who do 
you call? Probably the ambulance 
and the police.., but if you're lucky 
the 747 Squadron Air Cadet tint 
aid team will be close at hand and 
you won't have to wait. 
Fortunately, this hit and run was 
only a skill testing game played 
last week at the Air Cadet hall... 
not the real thing. Eager cadets, 
fxesh from provincial competition, 
were ready to demomtrate their 
prowess with a triangular bandage 
and splints. And the victim? Well, 
it's amazing how far a reporter 
will go just to get a story. 
But even though this was only an 
exercise and the victim, yours 
truly, was in good humor and far 
from cooperative in answering the 
simplest of questions, the cadets 
took their work seriously and 
gently probed until they had ident- 
flied the injuries; a bilateral pelvic 
fracture, a closed fracture of the 
mid-third right femur, and shock. 
This only took a few minutes and 
from there they quietly and effi- 
dently planned their course of 
action. 
All-in-all, they did a good job. 
I'm alive and well today. I suspect, 
though, there may have some 
minor error made along the way. 
At one point, one of the cadets 
asked if I knew anything about 
first aid and when I lied "No n 
there was a sigh of relief. Coupled 
with a comment from one of their 
instructors, "They need the practi- 
ce," the wail of an ambulance siren 
mi'ght have been a welcome sound exactly what they're going to set 
at the time. But they soon had my out to achieve. 
Look 
What's 
Cookin' ... 
in the month of 
MAY at the 
BAVARIAN INN 
Whole fresh east. 
coast LOBSTER 
flown in weekly 
for your pleasure. 
Lobster Crepes Whole Atlantic 
"N ewburg" Lobster 
with saffron rice & with drawn butter & 
fresh vegetables baked patato 
$14.95 $19.95 
Ask about our Banquet Facilitlesl We cater in our downstaint location from 
60 - 160 people. MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATUREI 
For more Information and re~rvatlons call: 
k,lJ-9161 
~ / i  The friendliest "lnn',,.townl 
~ . ,= ;~. / . I~L / '  Make our place "Your Place to enjoy on 
Im~tia'~WalH~ I evening of Intimate dining and reasonable pricesl 
~ ~ p ~  . . . . . .  f . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
j z ~ # . 
HNDA PELLETIER, DIRECTOR of Creative Career Options saw 
the need and has addressed it with an employment program for 
the mentally disadvantaged. 
Your ch ance to get involved 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For information and membership, 
piease phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have experienced the loss of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
meet with others who have experienced the 
same, please call 638-0942 or 635-3178 for 
more Information. 
The All-Seasons Steelers ladies' soccer team 
meets every Monday and Thurs.day at 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. AnyOne 
interested in joining is more than welcome to 
attend. 
The Bereavement Support Group meets every 
Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Terrace Mental 
Health Centre, 202-3412 Kalum St. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Terrace Tennis Club Is having club nights 
at  the Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. For Information, call 
635-2347 or 638.1514. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m,, cribbage and bridge... 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m, bingo. First .Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake •breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. Second Thumday of  every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
The Terrace Single Parents Association 
welcomes all Interested to attend their month- 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to live without 
the kids In the house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes it helps 
to talk about it. Phone Debble at 635.4383 after 
4 p.m. or Richard at 635-7762 for more Informa- 
tion or to arrange transportation. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In- 
focentre Counsellor Is Just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday trip or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP - -  635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums practises Mondays at 
7:30 p.m. at the "Kin Hut" behind Heritage 
Park. Come Join us, learn, or Just listen. For 
more Information, call Barry at 635-5905 or 
Chris at 635-2009. 
Alcohol and Drug Educetlon Vide0 Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
Survivors of Sexual Assault Support Group. 
Open meetlngsevery Thursday at 7 p.m.,at the 
Sexual Assault Centre. :Fpr more Information 
phone 635-4042. '" 
The Terrace Brasetfeedlng Support Group 
holds their meetings In the hoeplta.I education 
r0omon the'first TUesday of every month. For 
further Information, call Terry Walker at 
635-3287. . '" ', • " • 
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Prolgraml matcheS needs  i Of .' 
community and employers 
by Betty Barton 
Creative Career Options has 
been open for business since 
March 1 and already it has seven 
people working throughout he. 
community. Creative Career 
Options is a job placement ser- 
vice for mentally handicapped 
adults, but it's a job placement 
service with a difference. It of- 
fers supported on-the-job train- 
ing, provided by program direc- 
tor Linda Pelletier and assistant 
Freda Schmidt. The employer 
pays a regular wage to the handi- 
capped employee, while the pro- 
gram provides the support and 
training and ensures that the job 
is being done.  
Linda and Freda go into the 
business and learn the job by do- 
ing it, until the employer is 
satisfied that they know the 
employment needs for that par- 
ticular job. Then a client who 
Do you want to support your community? 
Here's your chancel Big Brothers and Big 
Slsters Affiliated Is recrultlng new members. 
Regular meetings are the third Tuesday of 
every month at 4804 Olson Ave., Terrace from 7 
to 9 p.m. For more Information, phone 
638-0161. 
The Terrace Curling Club offers free ice every 
Tuesday to anyone who wishes to practice 
their curling or to have a friendly challenge 
game. The Canteen has a~ luncheon special 
which can be'enj0yed:t/y cbrlers,and~spec;; : 
taters alike. The rink will be open from 11:30 
a.m. to I p.m. every Tuesday. So come on down 
and give it a try; and hey, Marie puts on a good 
lunch! 
Anyone Interested In Joining a support group 
for step and blended families, call Lee at 
635-9055. 
Losses, either through separation, divorce or 
death can be a time when you may need addi- 
tional support. If you wish to be in a supportive 
group, please Join us the first and third 
Wednesday of each month from 1:15 to 3 p.m. 
in the conference room at the Mental Health 
Centre. Call 638-3325 for more information. 
Overeaters Anonymous support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. 
Phone 635-6510 or 638-0664 for further Informa- 
tion. All newcomers are welcome. 
The Skeena Valley Model Train Club meets 
every Monday at 7:30 p.m. at 5010 Agar Ave. in 
Terrace. Large layout under construction. 
Everyone welcomel 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP for any persons 
having an ostomy or needing one in the future. 
A chance to share problems, concerns, Infor- 
mation and receive support from others in the 
same situation. Call 635-5905 In Terrace or 
632-5951 in Kitlmat. 
CCB/Terrace & District White Cane Club -- We 
meet every Thursday at the Women's Resource 
Centre, 4542 Park Ave., Terrace at 1:30 p.m. 
Come and have coffee with us, Transportation 
,will be provided. Everyone welcome. For fur. 
ther information, contact Phyllis at 638.0412 or 
Felix at 638-1285. Kltimat blind and visually im- 
paired persons are welcome. 
The Kermode Friendship Centre is offering a 
ceramics and native design class. To become a 
member, native and non.native alike, $5 Is all 
that's necessary. The ceramics class is 
presented two time per day, one day a week. 
' It's for young people from 4 to 5 p.m. and for 
. adults :7 to 8 p.m. You ~NIII be rn~,king your own 
designs on yopr Cupit, painting, glazing and 
k!lnlng. When done, th'e product can be taken 
rhome. The classes are ,free of charge for 
"~rhembera. Call Sandra Flfl'at the Kermode 
Frlehdshlp Centre ,for further'!nformatlon at 
63,¢4906., 
, - .  • ~ .  , :  
has been interviewed by Creative 
Career Options is referred to the 
employer for full or part-time 
employment with training on- 
the-job by Linda and Freda. 
Linda Pelletier feels that their 
clients will always need some 
sort of support, even if it's only 
someone to talk to. But, in the. 
workplace, the goal is to stay 
with the handicapped person on 
the job as long as necessary and 
then gradually reduce the  
amount of time spent training 
the person. Eventually, Linda 
hopes, the task of the staff of 
Creative Career Options will be 
to provide liaison with the 
employer and the client on a 
regular, but infrequent basis. 
The mentally handicapped 
clients of Creative Career Op- 
tions are either in group homes, 
at home with families or gradu- 
ates of the NWCC college pro- 
gram. With current•staffing and 
resources, the program can han- 
dle a maximum of 10 clients at a 
time. Each client is interviewed, 
and screened, and then either 
entered into the program or put 
onto a waiting list. The list 
presently numbers approximate- 
ly 15 clients. 
Pelletier explains that pro- 
grams similar to Creative Career 
Options are happening through- 
out Canada and the U.S. as a 
direct result of de-institutionali- 
zation. In British Columbia, it 
was started by the British Col- 
umbia Association for Com- 
munity Living (previously 
BCMHP). 
Regarding the Terrace pro- 
gram, Pelletier explains, " I 'm 
just an individual who submitted 
• a proposal." Pelletier previously 
worked vdth the mentally handi- 
capped at Terrace and District 
Community Services, and was 
very aware of the need for such a 
service in Terrace. The clients 
benefit from the steady employ- 
ment with a sense of security and 
self-worth. The employers come 
out of the support and training 
process with a capable, dedi- 
cated and enthusiastic employee, 
with recruitment costs and ef- 
forts greatly reduced. 
To date, placements have 
proved successful with a dish- 
washing position at Savalas Res- 
taurant, a maintenance position 
with Tillicu.m Twin Theatres, 
two positions with Terrace 
Clean-up, a janitorial and kit- 
chen helper at McDonald's, and 
a video camera operator. 
For further information on 
the service, contact Linda 
Pelletier at Creative Career Op- 
tions, 4722 Lakelse Ave. (in the 
Tillicum Theatre building). 
Phone 635-7884. 
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limbs, arch supports and orthopedic 
braces =dll be in... 
TERRACE 
TUESDAY, MAY 29 
• ..to assess the needs of new patients and progress ofcurrent patients. The 
personal care, professional service and state-of-the-art technology 
provided by Ford Laboratories in Vancouver, is now available inyour 
community. No need to travel south. Please contact your 
physician, obtain areferral, then call us at 1-270-1121 
for an appointment. Fully accredited, Ford 
t Laboratories is B.Cs loader in prosthetic./orthodc 
technology fulfilling the 
physical requirements 
and personal expectanons 
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Ter race  . " ~ 2803 Kenney Street B 
I :~  Tree  Tr imm,ng II .... Terr0ce, i GROCERy" 
i~ i  Wnll cut down any tree! ~ I '  CHANGES . wo,,. Tanning System I Laundromat & Carwash 
Sl.000.000 liability for YOUR protection'~ I / ,,,o,,o'o, o,,o,,,,o,,,,,o.,,, I ~ : :  ~"~ o~o. a-~o. ~o:~o d./,x 635-9666 [ ! '~  "%-. 7"- (~: 27015. Kalum 635-6180 
I 635-7400 ~ I I TOTAL HAIR CARE t ~ ,. I" ' 
4711.A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable - -  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulleylagging 
638.8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0663 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
.TYPING 
. VOICE PAGERS. PHOTOCOPYING 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 
Leave your card with 5, 700 
readers every week! 
Contact the Terrace Review 
at 635-7840 
MERC CRUISERS ¢r MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 ~e POWER PRODUCTS 
11635-2 -9 -091 '9"  Gre ig  Ave . ,  Ter race  
I | j 
No matter what you're selling" a car, a house, a stove... 
whatever - -  a classified ad takes it off your hands. Many 
people consult our classified section when they're looking 
for used items. The next time you have a treasure to sell 
give classified a try because.., classified sells it alll 
SWIF v 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  if not . . ,  tell us." 
RON or AL 4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 ' 
SATELLITE TV 
Cancom/Valuevision authorized dealer 
PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC ~ 
ENGINEERING 
(A DIVISION OF LACROIX INDUSTRIES LTD.) 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial' 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Terrace 
RUST,/ 
CHECK 
Rust Protection for 
New and Used 
Vehicles 
[vs3s.302e,.-,,=,.,o,j 
i 
I ~ ~  WEB OFFSET 
i ~ ~ ~  PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
. PRINTERS and PUBLISHERS 
mm -G;ioseUp 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
Call  on our  Des ign Team 
635-7840 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN -- INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL -- RESIDENTIAL 
" LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Joe •Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Slml~on Cms. 
Terrace. B,C. 
I / /~ / /TERRACE .PRE-CUT , 
/ /  Spring Sale. 
~ * Hemlock & Cedar Fencing 
BUY DIRECT FROM MILL 
We have available greenhouse 
smoked glass 6'8" x 32" 
¢=,'~¢: =oR.I 2903 Braun Street, 
v~, . , ' , . , , Tv ,  Terrace,  B.C. 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-5544 
Let us bring the 
community to your door! 
Subscribe to the 
4.~3$ G AveHt ,  T twtw.  I .C.  Vl(;  tM '  . . Nr~ , 
635-'/840 
& (~renmkrrium ~t~. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7  
Phone: 604.635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C., SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
• Motorcycles • Chelneewe 
Snowmobiles • Medne Supplies 
TeRRACe eQUIPMeNT 
SALES J~ LTD. ' 
4441 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
r , : •  
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Kitimat copper plant 
study "couldn,t be 
more preliminary" 
At a news conference in Terrace 
May 4 Kifimat mayor Rick Woz- 
ney dropped a bomb at the end of 
a discussion on the district high- 
ways budget ~ a consulting corn- 
party, he said, is studying Kitimat 
as a possible site for a copper 
smelter. 
I f  the smelter goes ahead, how- 
ever, it will be at least five years 
before finished copper is shipped 
out. "It couldn't be more prelimin- 
ary, " said Roger Taylor, a repre. 
sentative of PRM Resources, the 
company doing the study. 
Kitimat is being viewed as hav. 
ing several advantages for a 
smelter location. Taylor said the 
concept is to establish a custom 
smelter that would purchase copper 
ore from a number of sources and 
sell refined copper to a numberer 
markets. Due to the proximity of 
several promising copper disco. 
veries in northwest B.C., the 
smelter operators would  want to UI overpay 
time the opening of the plant to 
coordirtate it with the development 02 percent 
of copper mines in the region. That = 
timing would be about four or five 
years from now, he said. TERRACE--. Out of $31 million 
The current study, funded by in benefits paid out through the 
$100,000 of joint federal and prey. Terrace Canada Employment 
ineial government money, will Centre for the 1989-90 fiscal year 
establish a conceptual engineering ending in March, $640,000 was 
design from which PRM will paid out and subsequently 
determine capital investment costs recovered as overpayments. The 
and operating costs. Taylor said he. Employment Centre's investigation 
expects omething in the order of unit conducted 2,546 investigations 
$300 million to build the plant and and identified 557 incidents of 
a workforce of about 250 people to fraud, a recent statement from 
operate it. The study is expected to investigation and control officer 
take three months. John Jack says. 
Taylor. also said the study will Benefits were paid out to a total 
give PRM some indication of of 8,400 claimants in the region 
emission levels for developing a covered by the Terrace office, 
preliminary environmental impact . which includes Smithers, Kitimat, 
study. Their target, he said, is Houston, Hazelton, Granisle and 
"zero dl~harge." Stewart. Jack said $172,000 in 
"We'll never get that, but it's penalties was assessed on the 
what we're going to aim for," h~ fraudulent claimants. 
said. __  
The environmental f ctor is one i ~ -~ -- 
major reason a new smelter could \ 
be a viable proposition. Taylor 
said one effect of the recent politi- 
cal and economic changes in East. 
ern Europe is the disclosure that 
many of the copper smelters in 
that part of the world are outdated 
and outrageously dirty from an 
environmental viewpoint. They 
will have to be closed down in the 
near future, and Taylor says due to 
the scarcity of investment capital 
in that part of the world it is 
expected that the decommissioned 
smelters will not  be replaced. 
"We're all sharing the same atmo- 
sphere, and we'd like to replace 
them with a clean Canadian 
smelter," Taylor said. 
Environmental concerns arc also 
the, reason the study was 
announced at such an early stage, 
Taylor said. "We wanted to make 
sure the public was informed." 
Wozney said in the original 
announcement that the smelter 
would require about 25 megawatts 
of hydroelectric power, and Taylor 
confirmed that discu~ions have 
taken place with Alcan about 
power supply. "We're right on 
thek doorstep, that's one of  Klti. ' - -  • 
mat's attractions." 
The consultants like other aspects 
of Kitimat. The original statement 
announcing the study says, "The 
preferred site for a smelter com- 
plex is generally the Northwest 
coast of B.C... the focus of the 
study is Kitimat, due to its location 
on tidewater and because it has 
good road and rail access, suitable 
industrial land, and a skilled 
workforce." 
It also notes, "However, other 
locations will be examined." 
Mineral exploration i the North- 
west has turned up several promis- 
ing finds of copper and other base 
metals recently. Most prominent 
are the Windy Craggy deposit, 
regarded as one of the biggest 
copper deposits in Canada, and 
Mount Milligan. Many of the gold 
discoveries north of Stewart have 
also shown high base metal values. 
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OUR POWER-SMART CITY got a commendation recently from B.C. Hydro for participating in the 
muncipal sector of their long-term energy conservation program. Shown here in the basement of 
the Terrace Arena - -  where the power comes in - -  are (lett to right) B.C. Hydro area manager 
Roy Staveley, Parks and Recreation director Steve Scott, alderman Bob Cooper and Power-Smart 
• coordinator Del Meashaw. The arena underwent a power audit, and as a result practices and 
equipment have been changed, and the city expects to save thousands of dollars annually in 
electdc costs. 
, j _ ~  i i i i  
FREE BLANKET 
Bundle u l your water heater 
in a cosy b] tt ket.., and save money. 
[ ~ ~ [ ~  Making your 
electric water 
[~[~[~[~ heater more 
energy-efficient 
can save you up to 10% on your household 
water heating costs. 
That's why B.C.Hydro is making you 
a cosy offer: a free insulating blanket for 
yourelectric* water heater, installed free 
of charge. 
It's an offer worth $40. 
Natural gas is a convenient and econo- 
mical way to heat water. So if you have a 
gas line into your house, your best option 
is to convert to gas the next time you buy a 
water heater. To help you out, B.C.Hydro, 
along with your gas company, will give you 
a $150 cash discount if you purchase a 
new gas water heater within the next year. 
But if you don't have gas service in 
your home, we'd still like your electric 
water heater to be as energy-efficient as 
possible. So, when we install the insulating 
blanket, we'll give you a coupon that's 
good for a $20 rebate on a new Power 
Smart electric water heater. 
If for any technical reason your 
electric water heater cannot be fitted with 
an insulating blanket, we'll offer you the 
same $20 rebate. 
So bundle up. Your water heater will 
save heat, you'll save on your electrical 
bills, and we'll all save energy. 
To arrange for a contractor toinstall 
the water heater blanket, call 
Lawrence Watson 
at 638-0140 
gg hydro 1o a . . , . -6  p.m. 
Monday thru Friday' 
inn( 
*For safety i¢asons, natural gas. propane and oil-fired water heaters do not qualify fro" this offer. 
Applies to B,C.Hydro customers only. 
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Contributed by the Terrace 
Beautification Society 
The Terrace Beautification Society is gearing up 
for another busy season with newly-elected presi- 
dent Betty Campbell at the helm. 
Dedicated to enhancing Terrace's appeal, Beautifi- 
cation Society volunteers et an ambitious agenda at 
their recent annual general meeting. Major projects 
include maintenance and upgrading of the Arena 
hill, maintaining grass boulevards and flower bins 
along Lakelse Ave., and, of course, the annual 
Garbathon set for May 13. Also being studied is the 
feasibility of planting flowers along the overpass 
and trees along the CHR tracks. ' 
Past president George Clark told volunteers that 
trees lining the tracks would both improve the 
downtown core's appearance and act as a noise 
buffer. 
Anyone interested in joining the Beautification 
Society is welcome to. attend the next meeting June 
7 at 7 p.m. in the city council chambers. 
Dutch bell rings out at last 
from Knox United Church tower 
FORTY YEARS AFTER IT WAS FIRST ERECTED, the* 
Amersfoort bell again graces the new bell tower at Knox United 
Church, Thanks go out to the few who initiated the project and the 
many who aided them in this monumental task. 
Parenting in 90's examined 
Richard Lavoie, an educator well known for his work With children 
who have learning disabilities, will !be the speaker for the fourth ,,, 
teleconference in the Yearof Excellence for Families eries. The sefles 
• is being presented locally by the Tenace~Chlld Development ,Centre, 
and this latest coherence will be bold in the doctor's,lounge:tomorrow ~. i
• ~ '  , . .~ .  , , ,  , ,  . : 
evening from ~;:45 to 8.00 p,m. 
The CDC.adv'is~,""If you arela parent who w0~d like to examine -
what you have. undertaken in raising cldldren in ~ 90's, j0in. ~ for this 
free session. You will'have the oppo r0mity to as k questiom ~nent  
to year family.life." Farther |nfonmti0n b available, at 635,9388.  . . . .  
, t 
. . . .  . .  • . . . .  . 
Contributed by Ed Harrison 
For years now the bell of 
Amersfoort, Holland has lain 
silent in the basement of Knox 
United Church. 
Easter Sunday, 1950, was the 
first time the bell rang in Ter- 
race. It was a gift from General 
W.H.E. Vrijdag and the people 
of Amersfoort. 
Following the Second War a 
number of Dutch families immi- 
grated to Terrace. Some of these 
joined Knox United Church. 
Early in the winter of 1949 a fire 
severely damaged the church. 
The gloom which pervaded the 
congregation the following Sun- 
day morning was broken by one 
lady, Mrs. Madsy Brandis. She 
offered to contact her relatives 
in  Amerfoort and ask them to 
locate a bell for the church. It 
was an interesting incentive to 
encourage the congregation to 
get on with the task of re- 
building. 
Mrs. Brandis's relatives even- 
tually contacted General Vrij- 
dug, who offered a brass bell 
which was on his estate. 
The bell was carefully crated 
along with a wrought-iron bell 
support. It was to be placed atop 
the rebuilt church in a bell tower 
especially designed for it. After 
Knox United was moved to its 
present location in the late 
1960's and the new church built, 
the bell remained in place. But 
when the church was re-roofed 
at the end of the decade, the 
tower was taken down and not 
returned. The bell has been 
stored in the basement of the 
church since that time. 
A year ago five members of 
Knox United decided to build a 
tower for the bell so that it might 
once again ring out its call. Peter 
Nicholson, Ted Wilson, Cam 
Simons, George Laxton and 
Ron Lennan all donated their 
talents to building it. Since the 
original bell support was miss- 
ing, a new type of yoke was 
needed. This was done with the 
aid of machine work to adapt 
some self-aligning bearings. The 
welding time was donated by 
Johnny's Welding. George 
Hagen also contributed his 
welding skills to the project. 
Once the tower was com- 
pleted; the problem was how to 
lift it in place. 
:~ Raincoast Cranes came to the 
rosalie. Mi l tL indsey used a 
3.5-tonne craneto maneuver the 
tower into position on the 20th 
of March this year. The I. bell 
once again rang 0ut~.over..the 
Skeena Valley on Easter Sunday 
1990, 40 years •after it originally 
rang, .... . , 
Peter Cmmpton 
The,renovations in the lounge 
are comi/lete, 'though some 
cleanup is still needed, such as 
painting of washrooms. 
The hours spent on, this pro- 
ject by certain members went 
beyond the call. People like Alf 
Defrane, Roger Chamblelaln, 
and especially Crude. Ron 
Gowe, deserve much credit for 
the success of this undertaking. 
Thdre are many more who 
helped in many ways, and they 
will be recognized in the near 
future. 
Well, the carnival has been 
and gone, we had a successful 
time on the gaming •tables, but 
where are all our members? You 
don't have to walt to be asked 
for your help, please come for- 
ward. 
Crude. Judy Clarke finished 
in the middle of the pack in the 
Provincial Cribbage competition 
in Kamloops. 
Congratulations to our new 
member Bill Robinson, who 
earned himself a trip to Toronto 
to play in the Canadian Darts 
Championshins. : ,. 
There arc anumber Of events 
coming up in the next few 
weeks: 
S-aturday, June 2 - -  Honor 
and Awards Night. 
Sunday, June 3 - -  "D"  Day 
Dinner, by invitation only. 
Monday, June 4 - -  Executive 
Meeting. 
Tuesday, June 12-  General 
Meeting. 
We are still looking for a 
chairperson for building our 
float for Riverboat Days. 
Many thanks to Joan and her 
husl~and for setting up the golf 
hole for the Kinsmen Pub-Putt 
Tour on Saturday, April 28. 
The zone meeting in Houston 
went very well. Crude. Art Pugh 
of Kitimat is now our Deputy 
Zone Commander. 
Those members who have 
visited our branch lately will 
have noticed we now have a 
display case in the lounge. 
Anyone wishing to donate 
medals or other memorabilia for 
this display please contact me at 
the branch. 
r Fine Dining in quiet surroundings! 
5 p.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
b 
Polly's Care 
~Chinese  & Western Cuisine 
~_....,r.~--. 
~ ~"~--'~" "~ Mon. - -Thurs .  10:30 a.ra. - -  midn ight  
Frl. & Sat .  10:30 a .m.  - -  1 a.m. 
~unday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S  ._ . 
RESTAURANT 
~P"  Chinese & Canadian Food "~,~. 
~;~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~[},!!, 
li[~ Men-  Wed, 11"30.. a.m. --  10"00.. p. . Ill 
~_  Thursdaj 11.30 a.m. -- i!.00 .m. _~7. 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. ~ i;00 'afln. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635-6111 
This Week "In Augle's Lounge" 
[ am, amt D am, ~ am ~ m m Iml~t 
"After 5" Wind Down[ 
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. ~ 
E 
Monday to Friday ] 
" Complimentary ! 
• Hot Hers d oeuvres I 
! Piano Stylings by. ! 
I Glenn Fossum I 
~ m I I  Im ~ m m a l l l ,  
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL-FREE: 1.800.663.8156 FAX: 635.2788 
. I=mi , . , ,mm--  
,:' Spec ia l i z ing  in Ch inese  
" Cuisine and Canadian 
• ~,  ~; , / .~ v~ 
I ~ l  ''4606 Grelg AVe'' f°r TakeiOu( 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
'1 
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Common ear   II ECTO12Y 
n d ge hearln 
• d isease 
AIMS ca ,  ama g - - - -  
FOR HEALTH media may be difficult to Sanger and T. Decker. The path of the just is as 
the shining light, that shin- 
Contributed by 
Monika Bernauer 
Didyou know that Otitis 
Media is the most frequently 
diagnosed illness in children 
between birth and age three 
years? National figures indicate 
that it affects 15 percent of all 
primary grade children, but this 
figure is probably higher in the 
northwest. 
Otitis Media means infection 
or inflamation of the middle 
ear. Serous otitis media means 
fluid in the middle ear. A child 
with otitis media often ex- 
periences a temporary hearing 
loss. While such hearing loss is 
usually mild and fluctuating, it
may be a major cause of 
language delay in the preschool 
years when the growth of nor- 
mal language development is at 
its peak. 
Symptoms may include pain 
or discomfort in the ears, 
"plugged" ears, fluid draining 
from the ears, fever, irritabili- 
ty, inattentiveness or distrac- 
tibility, asking for frequent 
repetitions and misunderstan- 
ding (not hearing well). Otitis 
detect because it can occur 
without any of these symp- 
toms. 
Do you think your child has 
Otitis Media? See your doctor. 
If your family doctor cannot 
control your child's ear pro- 
blem after several visits, ask 
about a referral to an ear 
specialist. 
See your audiologist. Your 
family doctor, public health 
nurse, ear specialist, or 
speech/language pathologist 
can refer you to the Health 
Unit audiologist. An 
audiologist is a professional 
trained to identify hearing 
losses of all types, including 
those associated with otitis 
media. 
Prompt medical and audio- 
logical attention could prevent 
a temporary hearing loss from 
becoming a permanent one. 
Does your child have Otitis 
Media? Try the following sug- 
gestions at home or at school. 
They can help your child cope 
with their temporary hearing 
loss. These suggestions are 
adapted from "Otitis Media- 
Effect on a Child's Learning" 
0986) byB. Gadowski, D. 
• Seat your child close to 
whoever is speaking and away 
from distractions. 
• Gain your child's attention 
before giving instructions. 
o,Encourage your child to 
look at the speaker while listen- 
ing. 
• Periodically ask your child 
questions to see if the instruc- 
tions or discussion have been 
understood. 
• Encourage your child to ask 
you to repeat information or to 
use simpler words and phrases. 
• Try showing your child what 
you are talking about by poin- 
ting or other gestures. 
• Watch how fast you speak. 
Slow down if necessary. 
• Allow time for your child to 
process and respond. Try offer- 
ing two possible answers. 
• Try providing a quiet area 
without a lot of things to look 
at, to read or study. 
What are your health ques- 
tions or concerns? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That..." c/o 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 4T2. 
eth more and more unto the 
perfect day. 
Proverbs 4:18 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Al lan F. Noonon 
Sundays: 9:00' a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Strourne Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. Priest in Charge: 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 635-901q 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - 11:30 a.m. 
Worship Service - 11:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh'Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh ~ 635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Mooting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Science Fair winners chosen . . . .  3306Griff iths ' 635-323 '  
I |  
from 25th annual event 
Pop Can Tower Contest K-1 
--  Allen Wootton, Kevan Per- 
ras, E.T. Kenney. 
Pop Can Tower Contest 2/3 
--  Greg Nutma, Daniel Talstra, 
Centennial Christian. 
Terruce's 25th annual Science 
Fair wrapped up Science Week in 
local schools with a massi~ 
erhibit .of student projects at 
Caledonia school April 28. The 
following students and groups 
Paper Airplane K-1 - -  
Jonathan Sarsiat. 
Paper Airplane 2 /3 -  Nathan 
Northridge. 
Paper Bridge -- Chris Paziuk, 
John deBalinhard, Cassie Hall. 
Scavenger Hunt, P r imary -  
Nilton Praticante, Mathew Pret- 
to, Travis Murphy, Veritas (lst). 
Ashley Baxter, Kevin Perras, 
Allen Wootton, E.T. Kenney 
(2nd). Brandon Swan, Brian 
Palahicky, Christopher Anaka, 
Veritas (Jrd). 
Scavenger Hunt, Intermediate 
--  Tim Phillips, Paul Fleming, 
Matt Blake, Veritas-(lst). Joelle 
Walker, Edlyn Okano, Patrick 
Phillips, Veritas (2rid). Phillip 
LeRoss, Tony LeRoss, Shaun 
Oliver, Cassie Hall/Thornhill 
Elementary, • (3rd). 
Egg Drop Event --  Michael 
Watts, Kiti K'shan (lst); 
JuliAnn Elkiw, Veritas (2nd); 
Justin Voogd, Centennial Chris- 
tian (3rd). 
iBE  AN ALL WEATHER GARDENERi  
with a SOLAR OPTIC GREENHOUSE 
THE ULTIMATE IN GREENHOUSES!! 
Keeps itself warmer in winter, 
cooler in summer. Automatically 
regulates temperature and humidi- 
ty. Proven in B.C., Alberta, Yukon. 
Virtually Impervious to wind and 
hail. 
GROW VEGETABLES & 
FLOWERS IN ALL WEATHER 
16' long, 8' wide, 8' high. Extendable In five 
came in at the top of their care. 
gories. 
Science Display K/I - -  Tren- 
ton Sweeting, Kiti K'Shan. 
Science Project K/I - -  Tyler 
Montague, Veritas. 
Project 4 --  Jeffrey Town, 
Veritas. 
Display 2/3 --  Jeffrey Bol- 
ingbroke/Jay Foster, Uplands. 
Project 2/3 --  Matthew Chre- 
tien, Thornhill Primary. 
Display 6 --  Karla Vande- 
velde, Centennial Christian. 
Project 6 --  Leah deWalle, 
Centennial Christian. 
Display 5 --  Bryana Straker, 
Cassie Hall. 
Project 5 --  Ryan Orr, 
Centennial Christian. 
Science Display 11/12 -- 
David George and Brian Ander- 
son, Caledonia. 
Project 11/12 ~ Chris 
Grieve, David Shepherd and 
David Edmonds, Caledonia. 
Disp lay  7 - -  E l l i e  H igg inson  [ II "Tbl l~ RI IMUI I=I~/AIMnI¢D, ,  foot Increment8 Moulded with ULTRA- 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 ,o , . ,  VIOLET REFLECTING FIBREGLASS, pro- 
and Chelsea Henderson,  IManufaoturedby:.lmperlalPlastlcslnd.,BOx vents overheating and plant burning. No 
Centennial Christian. I1110, Summerlsnd, B.C. VOH 1-70(604)494-3226 maintenance, has its own foundation. Pur. 
l ~ , ' chase cost, only cost. Project 7 --  Shelley Mantel, , ' .. 
Centenn ia l  Christian. r - ,  - -,J,-, r~,,-,e,,,-,- ,,,,-,,,,, .,., ,,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Straw Tower/4 - -  Jeffery ~_,~,~ O~S_v,,~;, ~ Delivered and assembled, with a 20 year I 
Town, . Stephen Ana.ka and  ~ ~ O~l ,  t warranty. I 
John-Will Keating, Ventas. ' I ~'~, ~ SALES 11:00 AM- 5:00 PM J 
Straw Tower 5/6 - -  Karla j ~ _ Come see us in Terrace at the lot | Vandevelde, Christina Talstra 
and Terra Van Herk, Centennial ~ next to Petro Canada on Lakelse | 
Ch~istm," Avenue on May 18, 19 and 20 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastor : 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Mlnlstm. 
10:30 a.m. Every 2nd and 4th Stun Bailey 
• Sunday School: Sunday. 4th Sunday: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. hymns only 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Service: Pastor:. 
8:30 a.m. John Caplin 
Associate Pastor:. Cliff Slebert 
Sunday School: Prayer Time: 
10:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 635.2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick WJebe 
9:45 o.m. Acs't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Worship Service: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially invited 
Youth Minist r ies  . Home Bible Studies . V i s i ta t ion  
4923 Agar Avenue, 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 o.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-648! 
Christian ,Reformed Church.- 
Sunday ~kmdmm: Paten • 
11 a.m. & S p.m. . Peter Stays --  635-2621 
' Coffee Brock, Lldfee' Bible 8lady 
Wednesday8 9:30 a.m. & 7:45.p.rn. 
3602 Sparks . 635-6173 
• "L . 
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- -  : of time.., that item should relinquish its space to something new The winner of the Multiple 
in your life." Sclerosis Society lottery wasn't 
by  Fae  Mooney  "T here's 
some- 
th ing  
satisfying about 
looking into your 
closet and know- 
ing you'll find 
every  dress  
you 've  ever  
bought..." 
That's the con- 
fession of a com- 
pulsive collector, 
as quoted from a 
magazine article 
in the April-May 
issue of Images 
magazine. 
Some people 
have a strong 
urge to save stuff. And when it's clothes they compulsively save, it also 
means a stuffed closet. 
Do you find it difficult o part with possessions? Does this 
urge to hoard make it hard for you to "let go"? 
Compulsive collectors can categorize themselves a  one of two 
major types: 
The Emotional Saver attaches memorable significance to 
possessions. This person has difficulty letting go of the past. Past 
feelings and emotions are wrapped up in the collection. A dress 
can evoke a strong memory of the occasion on which it was 
worn. 
The Frugal Saver is usually clean, organized, and practical. 
W~.~: riot, want not. After all, you never know when crinolines 
might come back into fashion. 
What can you do if you are a saver, if letting go is hard to do? 
Images magazine offers these suggestions for cleaning out your 
closet: 
• make uncluttering your closet a priority 
• make a mental picture of how you want your closet to look 
• make realistic goals --  " i f  it took years to collect he stuff in 
your closet, it's unrealistic to expect hat you'll clean it out in on- 
ly one hour" 
• make smaller mini-goals - -  to ~tart, clean out just the top 
shelf of your closet 
• congratulate yourself, even if you've only uncluttered a bit 
(for the emotional saver there can be feelings of sadness and loss; 
for the frugal collector, uneasiness). 
When it comes to clearing out that cluttered closet, Emily Cho 
is much more ruthless. In her book "Looking Terrific", she 
describes the closet orgy: 
"All right now... Everything out -- everything out of the 
plastic bags and the boxes on the shelves and the dresser 
drawers..." 
Ms. Cho puts nostalgia in its place, too: "Mementos are fine, 
but they ought to be labeled as such and kept out of the closet... 
We know that life means change, and yet possessions from 
bygone days are found in almost every home, stuffed into closets 
or under beds, and crammed into dresser drawers. Why? It's one 
thing to keep old favorites tored away in the basement or attic, 
if you're lucky enough to have one. But if you insist on keeping 
them right alongside the garments you consider day-to-day, as if 
it were still possible to wear them, you're putting your yesterdays 
ahead of today." 
Well, she does have a point. 
Let's look at what we've got. A heap of stuff piled high on the 
• bed. The temptation may be to put everything back. It's impossi- 
ble to part with anything. But wait. Nothing has to be discarded. 
All we're doing here is organizing the clothes closet. Those ir- 
replaceable treasures that can't be parted with can be stored 
elsewhere, as Ms. Cho suggests. This is where the closet orgy 
begins: 
"It's an orgy of try-ons!... And try to think of it as a pleasant 
task. It should be a good feeling to clarify one's life." 
Ms. Cho advises we try on everything. This can be a trip down 
memory lane for some of us. We'll relive the experiences and the 
emotions attached to each piece in our wardrobe. But what we 
need to be doing is looking objectively at today -- what works 
for us now. "Let's find out what does and what doesn't fit your 
body or your personality." Or your present lifestyle. What works 
goes back into the closet; what doesn't can be stored in a 
memory chest. 
This next bit of advice may be directed at the frugal saver: 
"There are some things in your closet hat need to be discarded 
not because they,re old, but because they're plain and simple 
mistakes. Something that may have looked wonderful in the 
store.., may not have looked quite the same when you got it 
home. 
" ',Remember that mistakes do not correct hemselves: simply 
because youdo penance. Opening your closet each morning and 
being confronted with masses of mistakes is not good for the 
soul; and it certainly is no way to make dressing a pleasant activi- 
What a task! A difficult ask. But we've done it. We've been 
unemotional nd realistic and we're ready to reload the closet. 
Emily Cho has some excellent advice on organizing a clothes 
closet. Here are a few highlights: 
• try to arrange things in your closet so that everything can be 
seen 
• if your closet is dark and small, install a battery-operated light 
• label garment bags, shoe boxes, hat boxes, everything clearly 
on the outside 
• store out-of-season clothing out of the closet if possible 
® categorize your clothes by hanging jackets together, skirts and 
slacks together, dresses together, etc. 
• hang blouses and tops next to skirts and pants 
• sweaters should be folded on a shelf close to the skirts and 
pants 
• hang belts on belt hangers, line up handbags on a closet shelf; 
use shoe bags for hanging shoes all in one place. 
Now your closet should be organized, filled with clothes you 
can wear - -  and can be easily seen and coordinated. 
"You know where you stand on the clothing that's in your 
possession... From now on," Ms. Cho concludes, "it's a matter 
of determining what else you need and setting out to get it." 
As an emotionally frugal saver, it seems to me that's just 
where a compulsive collector would want to be. 
from Terrace, but local people who 
bought tickets can console them- 
selves with the thought that the 
money went for a good cause 
research into a puzzling disease 
that affects the lives of many 
residents of this region and aH 
across Canada.. 
Terrace M.S. coordinator Doug 
MacKay said last week that ticket 
sales this year exceeded the 
society's goal of raising $120,000 
for the cause. MacKay extended 
thanks to all those who bought 
tickets for the raffle, the volunteers 
who sold them, with special 
mention to the B.C. and Yukon 
Building Trades Council and the 
B.C. electrical workers' union. 
Winner of the 1990 Dodge van 
grand prize was John Ires of 
Qnesnel. 
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IT'S ALL ABOUT KIDS - -  in this case, the ones at the Terrace Child Development Centre. The 
Miss Terrace contestants, including Miss Copperside Terri Ludwig, teamed up May 4 with 
Copperside Foods to raise $808.11 toward operating expenses for the center. The contestants 
pumped gas at the local retail chain, and management, represented here by Chris Cormler, 
donated five cents from every liter. Center administrator Margot Hayes accepted the welcome 
donation in the building's gymnasium while some of the center's young clients looked on. 
i 
First responder concept helps 
II organ,ze emergency response 
Terrace city council has con- 
firmed their willingness to partici- 
pate in the First Reposonder con- 
cept and will be conveying that 
message to the B.C. Ambulance 
Service. They have set a limit to 
their degree of city participation, 
however, and will also be advising 
the B.C. Ambulance Service that 
there may be occasions when the 
Terrace Fire Department is unable 
to respond. 
Using the first responder concept, 
the Terrace fire department would 
respond to all in-city "Code 3" 
medical emergencies with their 01 
rescue truck. If flrefighters arrived 
at the scene before the ambulance 
as first responders they would be 
prepared to provide the required 
assistance. If the ambulance 
arrived first, local J]reflghters 
would be right behind them to 
offer .additional backup service. 
Rescue track 01 eat'des-a variety 
of lifesaving equipment including 
the Jaws of Life. At the present 
time, firefighters are only advised 
of an emergency if their expertise 
is deemed necessary by the RCMP. 
Until 1988, ambulance dispatch 
was handled out of the Terrace 
Fire Hall. In 1988, however, the 
B.C. Ambulance Service imple- 
mented a new system in which all 
dispatch services in the province, 
other than the Lower Mainland and 
Vancouver Island, were handled 
out of Kamioops. For the greater 
Terrace area, they put up a build- 
ing of their own at the comer of 
Eby and Hwy. 16 and relieved the 
Fire Department of their ambu- 
lance-tending role. 
Prior to the change, Terrace 
flreflghter Ron Flemming sug- 
gested on behalf, of the Terrace 
Fireflghters' Union, that it, was 
po6sible the new dispatci~ system, 
could result in a delay in response 
time under some conditions an¢ 
asked city council request the B.C 
Ambulance Service to implemen t 
the First Responder concept in 
Terrace. Council, though, feeling 
the change was inevitable and 
there was little they could do to 
change it, did nothing. 
Almost two years later, on Febl 
26, 1990, alderman Dave Hull 
bronght he issue back to the table 
and the idea was sent to the Public 
Works Committee for a second 
look. Hull told council that the 
idea was being used in other com. 
munities uch as Kamloops and 
Prince George, where it had been 
proven that the First Responder 
concept didn't compromise the fire 
department's fire fighting capabill. 
ty. Instead, said Hall, it makes 
• better use of available resources 
and might often reduce mergency 
response time without costing 
taxpayers another dime. 
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Poetry::of.the ,sky displayed at Terrace Art ,Gallery 
J 14 
Last weekend, visitors to the 
Terrace Art Gallery had the op- 
portunity to view the opening 
night of Leslie Barnwell's "Vast 
Solitude". The 'show will run 
from May 6 - 26. 
"The sky a voice 
vast solitude 
Deep morning in my soul 
awakens wide • 
and lovely •
In my yearning 
I am whole.." 
When asked which came first, 
the poetry or the painting, Leslie 
Barnwell replied, "I really can't 
remember. I've always had a 
desire to paint the sky. I have a 
strong interaction with it. My 
painting and my poetry are per- 
sonal and spiritual expressions 
of this." 
Barnwell. says it was a real 
struggle to present this par- 
ticular exhibit because it /s so 
personal, but it was time and she 
really felt the desire to share it. 
The main exhibit is a collection 
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of clouds --  all full of fight 
seemingly buried within the 
clouds, illustrating different 
moodsand times of day. Each 
of the works is titled. Examples 
include "It is then in that wild 
instant, voice of sky meets voice 
within", "down of life I new 
begin", and "sight and vision 
meld in trueness". All but three 
of the 'cloud' paintings were 
done since Christmas '89. The 
exhibit includes several works 
from previous exhibits as well. 
They include water colors and 
water color collages. 
Barnwell says "I've always 
painted, but not seriously." 
Eight years ago, when her se- 
cond daughter was one year old, 
she decided it was time to get 
serious about her painting. 
Leslie Barnwell says she doesn't 
work out of the house and she 
doesn't work in it. Just in her 
studio. 
In addition to her painting, 
Barnwell, an elementary school 
teacher,  teaches her two 
daughters at home. Home 
teaching fits in well with the 
Terrace Art Association member Barry English goes over some of the fine technical detail in one of Leslie Barnwell's cloudscapes 
with the artist after the exhibit is set up in the art gallery. Barnwell says of her obsession with the sky, "My paintings and poetw are 
personal and spiritual expressions of this." 
Committees struck for 
Summer Arts school 
"'I believe "it' is going to hap- 
pen. Either by the summer of 
1991 or 1992 at the latest, there 
will be a Summer School of the 
Arts~in ' T~'~(ide - - " i f  the spirited 
enthusiasms of its supporters is 
used to fuel action. I am excited 
by the inspiration thatthe initial 
board of directors have ex- 
hibited. They are pulled in many 
other directions, but they believe 
in the cause so ardently that they 
still found a piece of  themselves 
to share. "" 
Brian Koven, 
board president, 
Terrace Summer School 
of the Arts. 
family's rural life in the Kispiox 
Valley. And it gives Leslie a has its executive --  presid[nt 
The newly-formed board of 
the Summer School of the Arts 
Brian Koven, vice president 
Carla Glen, recording secretary 
Marilyn Kerr, corresponding 
secretary Elaine Maikapar, and 
treasurer Tom Walker. Commit- 
tees have been formed to address 
the matters of public relations, 
facilities/transportation/accom- 
modation, fundraising, pro- 
gramming, marketing. 
In the months to come, the 
Various committe~ will be 
meeting to explore "possible 
avenues of travel". One of the 
many decisions to be made will 
be which disciplines are to be 
represented at the first Summer 
School of the Arts. 
The board needs people with 
many areas of interest and expert- 
ise in order to make good choices. 
Says Koven, "With a broad base 
of patronage, and with every 
tentacle doing its own 'reaching 
out', then --  yes - -  'it' will hap- 
pen." 
The next meeting of the hoard 
will be on June 3 from 11 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. at the Quarterdeck 
Restaurant. Board meetings are 
open to anyone who is in- 
terested. They will generally take 
place on the first Tuesday of 
each month, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m., 
in the lobby of the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
Dance Revue '90 
The 15th Annual Performance 
by the Vieki Parviainen Dance Students 
J 
chance to teach art to her two 
girls and their friends. 
Leslie Barnwell considers the 
whole Yellowhead "home". 
Each year, she likes to do at least 
one show "at home" and one 
outside the region. This week, 
she will have a series of line 
drawings on display at the Ex- 
hibition Centre in Hazelton, 
running concurrently with her 
"Vast Solitude" show at the 
Terrace Art Gallery. This sum- 
mer, from mid-August until 
mid-September she will have an 
exhibit called "Three Edges" at 
the MacPherson Playhouse in 
Victoria. 
"Three Edges" originated 
because the layout of the Mac- 
Pherson includes three main 
areas divided by three walls. 
From three thematic shows 
previously exhibited, Leslie will 
display excerpts: one on each 
wall. 
Leslie Barnwell -- a talented 
and spiritual painter. For a few 
moments of peace and calm in 
your busy day, visit the Terrace 
Art Gallery. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~*"  t . . . . . .  
Friday, May 25 at 8:00 p.m. 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Proceeds to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Alive Society. 
Tickets available from Students, 
Sight & Sound or 635-7455 
Adults: $5.00 
Children Under 12 & 
Senior Citizens: $3.00 
Come and Enjoy! 
The •: ••• Inn 
N. E,W.S 
by Robert O. Smith 
General Manager 
60 PLUS 
Join the Club. The 60 Plus Club is for Seniors 60 Years 
Plus and lets you enjoy all of our fine facilities at special 
seniors' discount rates. The Terrace Inn's 60 Plus Club has no 
membership fees. Just pick up a card at the front desk, have it 
authorized, and then enjoy all the club benefits. 
1. SPECIAL DISCOUNT ROOM RATE. 15% off regular 
room rates. 
2. FOOD DISCOUNT. 20°70 off food in our Dining Room 
and Lounge. 
3. HOTEL PACKAGE. 10% off our Golf, Fishing and 
Weekenders. 
Visit us soon and get your free 60 Plus Card. 
NEW HOURS IN THE 
DINING ROOM 
Our new Kermodei Dining Room will be open from 5:30 
a.m. to 11:00 p.m. (Monday thru Saturday) beginning Tues- 
day, May 22. Our Sunday hours are 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Enjoy fine food in casual elegance at the Teri'ace Inn. 
LUNCHEON BUFFET 
Have a quick lunch with us. We feature aDAILY BUFFET 
for only $6.',  including soup, salads and a hot entree. Also 
we have our "DASHAWAY" special of soup or salad and a 
sandwich for $5". Lunch at the Terrace Inn is a special treat, 
Monday through Friday. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
Every Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. take in our 
famous SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET. 24' table of hot and 
cold items. Adults $10", Seniors $7" and Children $5". We 
also feature a SUNDAY EVENING BUFFET from 5:00 p.m. 
to 8:00 p.m. 
Sundays are "great Feast days" at the new Terrace Inn. 
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JEANNE GREENING: Being chosen for festival highlight of her 
career. 
Singer sees festival 
as an opportunity 
Jeanne Greening says the 
highlight of her singing career is 
being chosen to represent he 
Northwest in intermediate voice. 
at the upcormng B.C. Festwai of 
the Arts. She's been to previous 
festivals as an observer, so she 
knows what she has to look for- 
ward to and what the logistics 
will entail. Part of the privilege 
of attending as an observer or a 
competitor is the opportunity to 
attend the various workshops. 
Jeanne has been taking 
private voice lessons since she 
was in Grade 3. She says, "My 
sister sang and I thought I'd give 
it a shot." Jeanne has par- 
ticipated in the Pacific North- 
west Music Festival annually 
since that time. She plays 
trumpet, trombone and piano, 
but excels in voice. 
At the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival this year, Jeanne 
won the Harold Wiens Award of 
$100 for most promising vocal 
student. 
In addition to 'keeping in 
tune' for the B.C. Festival of the 
Arts, Jeanne is practising for 
her Grade 8 practical voice ex- 
am. For that, she is learning two 
new songs, "Robin Goodfel- 
low" and "A Spring Song". 
There are two categories for the 
exam. Jeanne explains that she 
had to choose her five pieces 
from pre-determined lists of 
songs --  all are classical. 
A typical voice lesson for 
Jeanne Greening, with voice in- 
structor Ginny Lowrie, begins 
with a warm-up. A voice warm- 
up is accomplished by singing 
scales. There are eight different 
ones. Then she runs through her 
songs and with Ginny 's  
assistance refines and improves 
them,  All the lessons are taped, 
and  it is With these tapes that 
Jeanne conducts her practises. 
,i, Ginny Lowrie now lives in 
southern B•C. in the winter 
months. But she keeps a close 
eye on her students by returning 
to  Terrace monthly for lessons. 
Joazine says, "It s hard not hav, 
'ing her here all the time. I never 
know if I 'm doing i t  right, 
although it's a good exercise to 
start to be able to hear what's 
wrong by myself. I also tend to 
put practises off when I know 
I'm not going to see her each 
week. Jeanne also explains, 
"You're the instrument, and if 
you're stressed out, you can lose 
it temporarily. Then it's a lot of 
work to get it back." 
Jeanne had strep throat dur- 
ing the Music Festival this year. 
The adjudicator recognized this, 
but he still felt she was good 
enough to win an award. 
Jeanne says the other 
highlights of her singing career 
have been singing at Expo with a 
group of fellow Terrace-ites 
about Terrace. For five days, 
they had daily performances in
which they sang about Riverboat 
Days, the Kermode Bear,the 
Skeena River and many other at- 
tractions of this area. 
Individually, Jeanne and Tina 
Hovenkamp sang last year on 
radio for the Lion's Club Tele- 
thon. Jeanne has occasionally 
jammed with her brother's 
band, but she says it's so dif- 
ferent that it's difficult. And 
she'd need a lot more practise if 
she were going to pursue rock 
music. 
Jeanne graduated from 
Caledonia last year. Since then, 
she's juggled two part-time jobs 
- -  one at Sears and one at Jeans 
North. She plays ladies' soccer 
and goes to an aerobics class. 
She'd eventually like to become 
a cruise director. Jeanne feels 
singing and acting will be handy 
for a job like that. 
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Look Who's Talking 
Starring John Travolta, 
Kirstie Alley. Produced by 
Jonathan D: Krane. Directed 
by Amy Heckerling. Rating: 
PG-13. Running time: 96 
minutes• 
Have you ever wondered 
what babies really think about 
adults? Or the kind of things 
they'd be apt to say if they 
could talk? 
Mollie (Kirstie Alley) ~s sear- 
ching for the perfect father for 
her baby. Her boyfriend can't 
marry her because he's already 
married. 
Then along comes James 
(John Travolta) in a moment 
of extreme mergency. He's 
crazy about Mollie and baby 
Mikey. He becomes Mollie's 
enthusiastic, yet troublesome 
babysitter. 
While morn is off interview- 
ing prospective candidates for 
fatherhood, Mikey (voiced by 
Bruce Willis) has decided he- 
wants James for a father. But 
convincing morn isn't going to 
be easy. She thinks James is 
still a kid himself. 
Look Who's Talking, which 
was shot in Canada, was 
chosen for the World Comedy 
Motion Picture of the Year at 
the 16th annual People's 
Choice Awards. 
Let It Ride 
Starring Richard Dreyfuss, 
Javid Johansen, Teri Garr. 
Produced by David Giler. 
Directed by Joe Pytka. Rating: 
PG-13. Running time: 91 
minutes. 
Dreyfuss is cab driver Jay 
Trotter, just an ordinary guy 
trying to make a living. His on- 
ly real sin is gambling; he likes 
to play the horses. 
But he promises to quit after 
his wife (Teri Garr) kicks him 
out. Pare agrees to give him 
one more chance; he can move 
back home come Saturday. But 
she warns him that this is ab- 
solutely his last chance. 
Trotter means to keep his 
promise, he really does.but 
there's this hot tip on a horse 
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named Charity running in the 
first race.., on Saturday. 
Charity is a long shot. The 
chance of this horse actually 
winning a race is about a 
billion to one. But wouldn't 
you know it... 'Charity wins by 
a nose. 
Trotter can't stop now. A . 
coup le  more bets, a little bit of 
luck, and he'll be rolling in 
clover. Or •horse doughnuts. 
Annual dance show 
coming to R.E.M. Lee 
Dance Revue"90",tobeheld cers leap around one pair of 
Friday, May 25 at 8 p.m. in the crossed swords, and the beauti- 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, is the 15th ful and intricate highland four- 
annual performance put on by some reel. 
Vicki Parviainen and her student There will be jazz routines 
dancers, which are always a hit with 
In this year~s performance 70 dancers and audiences alike. 
dancers will be giving a full Composers Frank Mills and Jan 
evening of entertainment. The Hammer provide some mellow 
concert will be just under two musicfor some graceful dancers 
hours with a short intermission, to bring the evening to a close. ~ 
There are dances to music from Vicki  teaches a variety of 
old movies, like the theme from dances which include jazz, 
"Bonnie and Clyde", Hernan- ballet; tap, modern and ethnic 
does Hideaway from the "Py- dances. Students range from 
jama •Game" and more recent •four years old to teenagers. 
movies such as "Footloose": This yeast, as in previous 
"Neutron Dance",  "Rock and years, proceeds from the Dance 
Rol l  Me Again" and "Beverly Revue will be going to the 
Hills Cops". There's also a tap R.E.M. Lee Theatre Alive Sociv- 
routine to music from "Ghost- ty to financially support the 
Busters." theater. 
Many countries are visited 
through ethnic dances, these in- Tickets are available from 
elude Russia, the Ukraine, Sight & Sound, Parviainen stu- 
Sweden, Greece, and. Ireland, dents, or by phoning 635-7455. 
from Scotland the  Jacobile Adults are $5.00, children under 
Sword dance in which two dan- 12 and senior citizens $3.00. 
Northwest, ts and 
Entorta.inment Calondar , ,  
R.E .M.  Lee  Theat re  . . . . .  : 
• May 19, 8 pm - -  Miss Terrace Pageant 
• May 25, 8 p.m. - -  Dance Revue '90. 
• May 26, 7 p.m. - -Cass ie  Hall/Uplands band concert. 
• May 27, 2 p.m. - -  Clarence Michiel band concert. 
• May 29, 10 a.m. and 1:15 p.m. - -  Caledonia drama "Help!". 
• May 30, 10 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. - -  Caledonia band/choir. 
• May 31, 7:30 p.m. - -  Terrace Little Theatre presents "Room 44", by 
local playwright director Daniel Barnswell. ~ 
Terrace Art Gallery - -  
• Until May 26 - -  Leslie Barnwell's "Vast Solitude". 
Northern Motor Inn, George's Pub - -  
• Until May 19 - -  "Champagne Plus". ~ 
The Terrace Inn - -  , 
• Gigi's - -  "Restricter", 70's band. 
• Augie's - -  Bobby Lee. . . . .  ~ 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 - -  
• Until May 19-  "Rocky Tops". 
Kitimat Centennial Museum - -  
• May 18 - -  International Museums Day; films, activities, reception at 
7:30 p.m. 
el May 30 to June 24 - -  Portraits of the Wild, photos by Jeanne 
onaghan and Br,an Bagatto. 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts Centre - -  
May 19, 8 p.m. - -  "An Evening of Dance", Jeanne Nelson dance group. 
• May 23 and 24, 7 p.m. - -  "Follow the Yellow Brick Road". 
• May 25, 8 p .m.  "Twelfth Night", Vancouver!s Carousel Theatre Com. 
pany. 
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Letter 
To Teen Page guys and gals (and 
assorted animals): 
I heard you have some problems 
with the drop boxes. I think that 
people don't, really know what 
they're for. Like I meanthey know 
they're for the paper but not exact- 
ly what goes in the box. So how 
'bout if you put a sign on it that 
says: "If you have a poem, story, 
question or anything to express 
publicly drop it in the Teen Page 
drop box." 
Also, contact Engl~-h Teachers at 
the schools around the place. They 
might give you some good stuff, 
Chow for now gnarly dudes, ROd- 
ney Sanehes. 
~u;ks for the co~ii=. ]~ni= 
says the signs arc upand the.drop 
boxes arc ready for action. If there 
are any teadiers or volunieers but 
there who haven't been contacted 
and feel they have s0mething that 
might interest teens (and assorted 
mdmals) they can give us a call at 
635-7840. 
Coming Even ts 
The Terrace and District Arts Council is accepting applica- 
tions fortheir scholarships for summer fine arts courses. For 
further information, please write to Box 35, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4A2 or call 635-2529. Deadline for applications is May 31, 
1990. 
Canada Wodd Youth participants will be arriving in Terrace 
in mid-September for a 3-1/2 month stay. Host families and 
work placements are needed for young Canadians and teens 
from Indonesia. Anyone interested in getting involved or 
joining Canada World Youth can get more Information from 
Betty Barton at 635-7840 (work) or 635-6244 (home). 
Sunday, May 19 - -  The Miss Terrace. Pageant and Crown- 
ing night will be begin at the REM Lee Theatre at 7 p.m. 
Tickets are available from Miss Terrace contestants and 
sponsors. 
Monday, May 21, is Victoria Day... there's NO SCHOOL! 
Friday, May 25 - -  Canada's Fitweek is from May 25 to June 
3 and on May 25 there's an event designed just for you. It's 
called "Sneaker Day", a day When you are encouraged• to 
"step out in style" by wearing your sneakers to school:. We 
won1 tall anyone you wear them every day anyway. 
Friday, May 25- -  Parvtainen Dance Revue'90' at the REM 
Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are evallable from the students, 
-Sight and Sound, or by phoning 635-7455. 
-Wednesday, May l 30 " Terrace-Kitimat, Pdnce Rupert 
Fitness Challenge. Let's run, skip,: bike, swim, walk.or talk our 
way to a lirst-place finish. 
Sunday, June 17, is Father's Day. An oPlPOrtunity tO get into 
the old man's• good books for the next 364 days.Don't miss 
out on this annual opportunity. 
There are 30 school days left .until SUMMER VACATI,,ON 
begins1 
i 
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G E T T I N G  you have material to contribute, questions to ask, issues 
to raise,, suggestions to make, axes to grind, fish to fry, or just feel 
"l"U B/ l Id' _ U / r l  nl,/U l n I!ke saying somethlng,•here's how t0 contact the Teen Page:  
Call us (anonymously if you like) at 635-7840 • Write us at 4535 Greig Ave., 
' T O U S  .T.,rrace, B.C., V8G 1M7, or drop.your envelope through the mail slot ° Deposit 
= tt m any of the boxes set up in district schools, Danny's pool hall, the pool or the 
. .  ,. ~ • = ' library. 
I 
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year ago " : i 
• , ' ,  ' 
't'his week 
" ,"COUNCIL APPROVES POOL 
PROJECT". This was the big story 
a year ago this week. Seaward 
Construction of Ricl~ond, repro- • - • . 
sented locally:by Ben Faber, was 
the tender winner in the $922,062 
project and after two years of 
waiting and debate council decided 
in a May 15, 1989, discussion that 
they were ready to go. GO B.C. 
had come through with a $144,454 
grant. And even though the budget 
was "tight", Mayor Jack Talstra 
said successful completion of the 
RCMP building "on budget" gave 
council the confidence they needed 
to say the pool expansion project 
would Stay on track. 
AND THE CITY HAD SOME 
SOLUTIONS FOR ANOTHER 
WATER PROBLEM TOO. 
Following a complaint which 
sparked review of the Kalum/Gra- 
ham sewage system the city had 
two ways to go: increase the sewer 
capacity or reduce the flow. And 
because the main source of the 
problem was infiltration of rain 
water during heavy rainfall, option 
number two seemed to council to 
be the best. 
This meant smoke tests would be 
introduced to identify illegal sewer 
connections and leaky manhole 
covers. With this work done, and 
appropriate measures taken to 
eliminate sources of unwanted 
ions, won the zone "drama. festival 
and was on the way to the provin- 
cial finals in Kelowna at the end of 
May. 
Heritage Park was the proud 
recipient of a 1927 pull type 
"Adams" Model 14 grader thanks 
to North Coast Road Maintenance 
and I..indsay's Cartage, who 
brought he find in from Salvus. 
And as far as people in the com- 
munity were concerned, the local 
Big Brothers/Sisters organization 
was looking for more volunteers 
and seniors were looking for a say 
in the task force, "Towards a Bet- 
tar Age". 
In the press release promo to this 
event, Health Minister Peter Dueck 
was quoted as saying, "AU British 
Columbians are being invited to 
share their views..., but the closest 
the task force would come to Ter- 
race was Prince Rupert and Smi- 
thers .  
The annual Fitness Challenge 
was scheduled for May 31 and 
during a regional district coffee 
break Terrace mayor Jack Talstra 
and Kitimat alderman Bey Rodrigo 
had a brief but "fun" encounter. 
Rodrigo described our mayor as 
"anything but fit", to which Talstra 
fired back, "If she's a,  example of 
fitness in Kitimat there's no need 
to worry." The real test was to 
come, though, on May 31. 
water, ~uncil hoped that horror On the medical scene, Terrace 
stories of basement sewage Elks Lodge 425 and Royal Purple 
backups would be a thing of the Ladies' Lodge 216 made their final 
past. 
A PROJECT THAT MIGHT 
HAVE BEEN THE CITY'S WAS 
SEEKING ROOTS ELSEWHERE. 
The Peaks Gymnastics gymnasium 
complex had been downscaled a 
bit and the Regional District board 
of directors was to consider its 
construction as an addition to the 
Thomhill Community Hall. The 
club had originally approached the 
city with a much more ambitious 
project but GO B.C. funding 
hinged on the club's access to a 
suitable piece O f land and the club 
had waited for council's decision, 
they said, as long as they could. 
AND THERE WAS A CALL 
TO HALT SPRAYING. Regional 
district Hazelton director Gordon 
Sebastian received support when 
he called for a moratorium on 
herbicides as a brush control 
measure in the region until the 
appeal process had been reviewed 
by the provincial government. 
Appeals under the current system, 
said Sebastion, were one-sided. 
Los Watmough backed up this 
claim by describing arecc at appeal 
by some trappers where they faced 
four corporate lawyers when they 
arrived at the hearing. "They were 
beaten before they got there," 
Watmough said. 
AROUND TERRACE, there 
were a number of things going on 
a year ago this week. Terrace 
Little .Theatre's "corse of the 
Starving Class" was running at the 
MctColl Playhouse. This produc. 
tion, ~ featuring the .complexities. of
• family, :life, mid, individual ambit- 
payment on the $15,000 uretero- 
scope they had purchased for Mills 
Memorial Hospital. All the money 
was raised through bingos. And the 
groundwork had been laid for a 
new medical emergency call sys- 
tem in the greater Terrace area. 
During a public meeting at the 
Terrace Community Services 
offices, about 40 northwest resi- 
dents listened as manufacturers' 
representative Ernie Schweitzer 
and Home Support Services 
coordinator Betty Stewart 
described the system which would 
provide security and independence 
for seniors and disabled residents 
by giving them instant telephone 
access to emergency services. 
What was needed, said Stewart, 
was some financial assistance to 
get the ball rolling: 
ON THE BUSINESS FRONT, 
the Northern B.C. Construction 
Association met in Terrace a year 
ago this week to ponder the con- 
struction world of the 1990's. The 
new B.C. Access Centre was get- 
ting ready for their "Open House". 
And the Chamber of Commerce 
heard a call for regional unification 
on the tourism front while the 
government was making individual 
InfoCentres more independant with 
fax machines and computer 
upgrades. 
AND IN EDUCATION, Wayne 
Braid, Jean Kryzanowski and Flip 
Cervo were racing for the by-elec- 
tion finish line; possibly being 
passed by 10-year-old Mark Marcll 
who had just placed third in the 
• provincial school chess champions- 
hips. Former NWCC director of 
regional education, Gary Baker, 
It was a year ago this week that Lindsay's Cartage donated a half day's low bed time and North 
Coast Road Maintenance donated the loading and unloading expertise required to get this 1927 
pull-type "Adams" Model 14 grader from Salvus to Heritage Park. The grader, now on display at 
Heritage Park, once required six horses to pull it over gravel roads or through drifting snow. 
I 
was off to Kwantlen College in 
Surrey to head the continuing 
education department. 
School District 88 was looking at 
a number of staffing changes. 
Twenty new teachers had been 
hired for the coming school year 
and Copper Mountain principal 
Dave Crawley would be taking 
over Clarence Michiel, Barry Ey- 
jolfson was to head up Copper 
Mountain and Caledonia principal 
Bill Sturn was off to an adminis- 
trative position in Lillooet and 
would be replaced by Tom Hama- 
kawa. A few new vice-principals 
were also z~uned as well as the 
new position of Director of Per- 
sonnel Services and a few adminis- 
trative swaps. 
Caledonia art student, Scott 
Hansen was presented with an 
award for his design of the cover 
for the B.C. Teacher-Librarians' 
Associaiton publication, science 
fiction/fantasy booktalks. Grade- 
-one E.T. Kermey student, Angola 
Gillis, won the Giant Beanstalk 
Contest with a monster over six 
feet tall. 
At NWCC students were prepar- 
ing for the first-ever graduation 
ceremonies while NWCC director 
of open learning, Norbert I-Iartig, 
was doing a little celebrating of his 
own. A satellite communications 
system linking a consortium of 
B.C. colleges was in the works and 
a made-in-Northern B.C. curricu- 
lum production centre was ready to 
go. 
And the last word in education 
went to the Nass Valley. School 
District 92 had broken School 
District 88's record of questionable 
distinction for the longest running 
teachers trike in the province. The 
Nass Valley strike was entering its 
sixth week. 
SPORTS FOR THE YOUNGER 
SET. Youth Soccer announced that 
B.C.'s second residential soccer 
academy would be heldat NWCC 
in July. Minor Softball was still 
looking for coaches and the Junior 
Babe Ruth league was off to what 
was described as a roaflng start. 
The Terrace Bluebacks placed 
third, behind Kitimat and Pflnce 
Rupert in a Kitimat meet but Garth 
Coxford placed fimin his division 
with the highest aggregate score in 
the, eight and under division. This 
made it a noteable vent. Coxford 
won all eight of his events and set 
eight pool records in the process. 
Clint Sheppard was the silver 
runnerup to Coxford, Christina 
Holland took a silver in the nine-- 
year-old ivision and Ian MacCor- 
mac won a bronze in the seven.- 
year-old age group. 
AND TERRACE ATHLETES 
OF NOTE WERE HAVING 
THEIR UPS AND DOWNS. Jeff 
Sharpies reported: "It was my 
womt season ever in hockey." It 
wasn't all Sharpies, though. The 
the same way. The "Pmbert incid- 
ent" didn't help, he said, and if the 
next season was going to be better 
the team needed to find some 
discipline. 
But thingS were much different 
for Torrace's gift to Canadian 
women's basketball. Michelle 
Hendry was in Europe with the 
Canadian National Team a year 
ago this week for a three week 
series against some of the world's 
best. On the agenda were games 
against Russia, China, France, 
Poland, Spain, Bulgaria and 
rest of the Red Wings roster felt Czechoslovakia. 
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available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. We ~¢ill pick up your forms, every week. 
CHRISTIANSEN - -  Gary and Lynne are pleased to an- 
nounce the birth of their daughter Danika Kathleen on May 
1, 1990, weighing 7 lbs. 10 oz. 
FRANZMANN - -  Barry and Anne are the proud parents of 
Jamie Lee, born April 15, 1990, weighing 8 lbs. 11½ oz. 
MANION/POWERS - -  Denise Manion and Charles Powers 
are pleased to announce the birth of their son Jesse Robert 
Thomas Powers on May 5, 1990 at 6:45 a.m., weighing in at 6 
lbs. 
SULLIVAN - -  Daniel and Tineka are happy to announce the 
birth of their son, Jordan Christian Rupert, on May 3, 1990, 
weighing 8 lbs. 11 ozs. Speial thank you to Dr. Brown, Dr. 
Grant and the maternity staff of Mills Memorial Hospital. 
SULLIVAN - -  Joe and Anita are the proud of parents of 
daughter Eleisha Marie, born May 2, 1990 at 1:02 p.m., 
weighing 8 lbs. 11 oz. Thank you Dr. Brown and maternity 
staff at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
WATTS - -  Jared Kendall Skylar, born on May 4, 1990 at 
7:17 a.m. to proud parents Ken and Violet. Jared weighed in 
at 7 lbs. 15 oz. 
WILLER/BAXTER - -  Doug Wilier and Heather Baxter are 
pleased to announce the birth of Donal Graeme Wilier on 
May 4, 1990, weighing 8 lbs. 5 oz. A brother for Garion, 
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